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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Office of Fissile Materials Disposition has undertaken evaluations of various plutonium waste
forms for final disposition in a geologic repository. It has been determined that one of the principal
technical considerations for disposal of these waste forms is their long-term performance in a
repository environment. This long-term performance consists of two elements, total system
performance of the waste form and package in the geosphere and the biosphere (i.e., releases to the
accessible environment); and long-term criticality behavior of these waste forms and packages in the
repository. This report addresses only the long-term criticality issues; the total system performance
assessment is the subject of a separate report (Reference 1).

Criticality issues for the plutonium waste forms as packaged for disposal in a geologic repository fall
into three broad categories:

* Those associated with the as-fabricated (intact) waste packages

* Those associated with the degraded package and waste form in the near-field environment

* Those associated with the flow and transport of the fissile material into the far field with
reconcentration (external criticality).

A systematic approach to criticality evaluations was formulated and has been followed. Intact
criticality analyses were first conducted, and the configurations from these designs used to degrade
the waste form and package, to be followed by transport of the fissile material into the far field with
reconstitution. This report focuses on the degraded mode criticality analyses, based on the intact
configurations evaluated earlier (Reference 2).

This report addresses two primary waste forms associated with the proposed plutonium
immobilization concepts, can-in-canister glass and can-in-canister ceramic. In these concepts, cans
of plutonium in Lanthanide borosilicate glass or ceramic (similar to Synroc C) are placed into
defense high-level waste pour canisters which are backfilled with defense high-level waste glass.
Because these concepts are in a developmental stage, close coordination with the formulation team
has been maintained. It is the intent of these evaluations to provide feedback to the glass and
ceramic formulation teams giving the characteristics and features that must be maintained in their
product, such that acceptance of the waste form in a geologic repository can continue to be
considered. Because specific data for evaluations of long-term criticality are not readily available
for these waste forms, ranges of values have been used to bracket the behavior. The findings of these
analyses should assist the waste form producers to tailor their product specifications for
repository disposal.

The primary considerations for determining criticality potential in a repository are the fissile material
concentration in the waste form, the concentration of the neutron absorber, the waste package
configuration, and the resulting configurations of all these parameters as degradation of the waste
form and package ensues over time. Because the fissile material and the neutron absorber are
homogeneously mixed in either the glass or ceramic matrix, congruent dissolution of the species in
solution is assumed. The dissolution rate and the chemical behavior of these species determine the
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percent in solution and the percent precipitated, which in turn determines whether critical masses
can be accumulated in precipitated masses within the waste package or in the near-field. The likely
range of chemical conditions and species was determined by computer code (EQ316) to account for
many species simultaneously, and by hand analytical calculations accounting for only a few species
simultaneously. These calculations were used to estimate the solubility of the principal neutronically
active species plutonium, uranium, and gadolinium as a function of pH for the range of values likely
to be encountered (5.5 to 10).

Because the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (as amended) identifies Yucca Mountain as the only location
for repository site characterization studies, the basis of all scenario development and analysis is
placement of waste packages into drifts excavated in unsaturated tuff. All scenarios begin with an
infiltration of water incident on the waste package followed by water penetration of the waste
package barriers, water penetration of the stainless steel canister containing the waste cans, water
penetrating the filler glass, water penetrating the can directly containing the waste form, and water
contacting the surfaces of the waste form beginning the waste form alteration process. The scenarios
then proceed along three parallel paths which are characterized by differing locations of holes in the
waste package barriers. The three scenarios are as follows:

A. Holes in the top side of the waste package only, with the bottom remaining unbreached for
tens of thousands of years, so that the package fills with water and remains filled, slowly
exchanging water through holes near the top and maintaining uniform concentrations of
dissolved material by thermally-driven circulation inside the waste package.

B. Holes in the top and medial sides of the waste package so that the package is only half
filled with water, and exchanges water with the outside at a faster rate than in step A.

C. Holes in the top and bottom sides so that the water flows through the package at the full
infiltration rate; this leads to the fastest flushing of dissolved material from the waste
package, and the lowest concentration buildup in the small amount of water standing in
small pockets in the package.

These three types of scenario can lead to three final configurations:

1. Insoluble waste form products precipitated at the bottom of the waste package in a
clayey mass.

2. Fissile material (plutonium and uranium) precipitated on metal surfaces.

3. Fissile material trapped in the invert.

Configuration 2. would be a very thin geometry, requiring a relatively large critical mass. Bounding
calculations were performed for configuration 3. and the results are discussed below.

Most of the analysis is devoted to configuration 1. to determine the range of concentrations of
uranium, plutonium, and gadolinium which can occur in the clayey mass precipitated at the bottom
of the package, and to determine whether these concentrations are critical. The principal analysis
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tool is a program that computes the amounts of plutonium, uranium, gadolinium and chromium in
solution as a function of time with inputs from a range of possible waste form dissolution rates and
stainless steel corrosion rates. The program model is sufficiently general that it can represent all
three types of scenario described above. The key parameter in this analysis is the pH of the solution,
since the chemical analysis has suggested that the gadolinium solubility can be as high as 3,000
parts-per-million (ppm) for a pH as low as 5.5. A number of cases were identified with
concentrations that could produce criticality.

Major Findings

The major findings of this study can be summarized by the following items. Unless otherwise stated,
these apply to both glass and ceramic waste forms.

There is likely to be an initial phase of high pH, while the filler (defense high-level waste)
glass is degrading, because of the high alkali content of the filler glass. This high pH phase
is expected to last up to 3,000 years, according to a reasonable estimate of the filler glass
dissolution rate. During this time the uranium will have a relatively high solubility.
However, it is not likely that a significant fraction of any uranium-235 produced by
radioactive decay of plutonium-239 will be removed from the waste package during this
phase because only a small fraction of the plutonium waste form is expected to degrade
during this time (for both glass and ceramic- waste forms). The degradation rate of the
plutonium immobilization waste form is less than 10% (worst case) that of the filler glass.
The principal effect expected from the high pH phase is the removal of the uranium-238
initially present in the filler glass, due to the high solubility of uranium and the likelihood
of sufficient flow to remove dissolved species. This uranium-238 could otherwise have
been a moderately efficient neutron absorber and, therefore, it would have been a significant
criticality control material in the clayey precipitate. Therefore, this initial high pH phase
does have a minor indirect effect of enhancing the potential for criticality. (Section 5.3)

* The initial phase of high pH maybe followed by a low pH phase resulting from the release
and oxidation of chromium or molybdenum from the corroding stainless steel (which is the
material for the canister containing the filler glass and waste forms, and the individual cans
containing the waste forms). Chemistry codes and analyses indicate that the low pH could
result in a high solubility for gadolinium, so that this neutron absorber could be flushed
from the waste package. If the fissile material precipitates into a clayey mass without
gadolinium, and is separated from the still degrading waste forms containing gadolinium,
criticality could occur. This phenomenon at the low pH exists for both glass and ceramic
waste forms. The relative solubility of gadolinium is 100 to 3,000 times that of uranium in
the low pH phase. (Sections 5.3 and 7.3)

* The probability of the degraded mode criticality identified in this study is associated with
some uncertainties. For example, the following list illustrates the phenomena/mechanisms
which could prevent criticality, and which, therefore, need further study: (Sections 5.3
and 7.3)
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- The acidity produced by corroding stainless steel may be neutralized by increased
alkalinity of the incoming water (possibly from remnants of the concrete drift liner), with
the result that gadolinium is insoluble and precipitates into the clayey mass along with
the plutonium and uranium.

- It may be possible for the elements present in the waste package environment to form
insoluble Gadolinium compounds (even at the low pH values) which have not yet been
identified by the body of chemistry studies thus far.

- There has been no analysis of the complex hydrodynamic processes which would be
necessary for the fissile containing, but Gadolinium-free, precipitate to accumulate in a
reasonably compact geometry (such as the cylindrical sector analyzed in this study) and
mostly separated from any still intact waste from fragments which will have sufficient
Gadolinium to prevent criticality.

• The occurrence of criticality is very sensitive to the balance between the waste form
dissolution product and the stainless steel corrosion rate. At the nominal stainless steel
corrosion rate (0.1 prmlyr), a waste form dissolution product factor (dissolution rate
multiplied by fracture factor) only 20 times the most optimistic value (of those currently
reported experiments) could lead to a potentially critical configuration. Conversely, a
dissolution product factor at least 300 times smaller than the most pessimistic value (of
those currently reported experiments) is required to prevent criticality. (Sections 4.1, 7.3.1
and 7.3.2)

* For the scenarios given the most attention in this study, the occurrence of criticality is
relatively independent of infiltration rate, except that high infiltration rates (above 20 pm/yr)
tend to shift the pH toward neutrality, thereby limiting the possibility of criticality. It should
be noted that this behavior is opposite to the performance assessment issue of radionuclide
release which is enhanced by high infiltration rate. (Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2)

* Because of the limited experimental data available for these waste forms, and the large
variations in the parameter ranges (dissolution rates, solubilities, surface areas, etc.), this
analysis has provided threshold values below which criticality is unlikely. These values can
be used by the glass and ceramic formulation teams to develop waste forms that do not
exceed the thresholds specified.

* Most of the scenarios considered in this study lead to criticalities occurring beyond 40,000
years after emplacement. (Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2)

* The ceramic waste form generaily-has two advantages with respect to the glass waste form:

- The inherently lower dissolution product factor (dissolution rate multiplied by the
fracture factor)

- The presence of hafnium, which is both a strong neutron absorber and very insoluble in
water at any pH.
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Hafnium is naturally present with the zirconium present in the ceramic zirconolite. The first
advantage may be significantly diminished by the possibility of the ceramic metamict phase,
which is very susceptible to internal fracturing, that could increase the dissolution product
factor by three or four orders of magnitude. It is this presence of hafnium that is responsible
for the superior performance of ceramic shown in this study (e.g., thq reduction by a factor
of nearly three of the waste form dissolution product limit [a measure of criticality potential]
of the ceramic by comparison with the material released from the glass waste form). It
should be noted, however, that the first of these advantages is highly uncertain at this time
because of the lack of confirmatory data with respect to the assertions of long life,
particularly with respect to metamictization. Research and development studies are under
way to resolve this issue. (Section 7.4.3)

The criticality potential of the waste forms can be reduced, or eliminated entirely by
lowering the amount of plutonium per waste package, either by lowering the plutonium
percent in the waste form itself or replacing plutonium containing waste canisters with
ordinary defense high-level waste canisters. For the glass waste form, a reduction to 50%
of the nominal design loading (205 kg plutonium per waste package) will lower the
criticality potential (as measured by the increase in the upper limit of the tolerable waste
form dissolution product) by more than a factor of two for the most likely range of material
and environmental parameters, and a reduction to 25% of the nominal design loading will
eliminate the possibility of criticality, for this range of parameters. For the ceramic waste
form, a reduction to 50% is sufficient to eliminate the possibility of criticality. One
convenient way to accomplish the reduction to 50% would be to replace two of the
plutonium containing canisters with ordinary defense high-level waste canisters in a single
waste package. Similarly, reduction to 25% could be accomplished by replacing three of
the plutonium containing canisters. It is therefore possible to define a threshold loading for
each waste form, below which criticality is not possible, irrespective of dissolution product.
This threshold is approximately 50% for ceramic and 25% for glass. The higher threshold
for ceramic is solely the consequence of the hafnium present in natural zirconium and the
assumption that the Hafnium is less soluble than uranium or plutonium over the possible
range of pH (as discussed in the previous paragraph). (Section 7.4.1)

* Varying the gadolinium:plutonium mole ratio from the nominal design ratio of 1:1 has little
direct effect on the criticality potential, at the level of analysis considered here, unless this
ratio is reduced to less than 1:100. If, however, a detailed hydrodynamic analysis revealed
the likelihood of small particles of the initial waste form, containing a total of at least 1%
of the initial gadolinium present in the precipitate, then it would be essential to maintain,
or even increase, the gadolinium:plutonium mole ratio, because even such small fractions
of the initial gadolinium could effectively prevent criticality. Optimization of the
gadolinium:plutonium ratio should be conducted after more definitive dissolution rates are
available. (Section 7.4.2)

* A graded density of fissile isotopes (plutonium or uranium) in the cylinder sector of clayey
material can raise the kw4 , and consequently criticality potential, by 10% if the fissile
material is concentrated in the lower 50% of the cylinder sector. However, this
configuration is very unlikely because there is no obvious physical mechanism for
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producing it. Its criticality behavior is, however, very similar to a simple removal of the
non-fissile clay components which could reduce the cylindrical sector to 75% of its initial
thickness by re-dissolution and removal of those clay components more soluble than the
plutonium and uranium. Even this scenario is relatively unlikely because the water flows
too slowly to re-dissolve and remove very much of the clayey mass. Similarly, there is no
obvious physical mechanism for concentrating the fissile material at one end of the
cylindrical sector, which has been found to result in an increase of 15% in kff. There is,
however, a possibility of producing a horizontal stratification with the fissile material in the
top 75%, if the fissile material is released from the waste form in its initial location above
the clayey mass after most of the clay has been laid down as precipitates from the
dissolution of the filler glass. This type of horizontal stratification can increase the k., by
3% which is not considered to be significant within the accuracy of this study. In summary,
it can be concluded that although a graded distribution of fissile material within the clayey
precipitate can lead to an increased k,, with respect to a uniform distribution, most such
graded distributions are relatively unlikely to occur. (Section 7.5.1)

• A significant concentration of zeolites can occur in the invert or rock just below the
emplaced waste package (either naturally in the tuff or from transformation of the cement
used in the concrete drift liner), and these zeolites can adsorb uranium from the solution
flowing (or dripping) out of the waste package (or its remnants). Even with a set of
conservative assumptions on the amount of zeolite which could be present and the amount
of uranium which could be selectively adsorbed, the maximum k possible for this
configuration is 0.96. This can be designated as critical at the 0.93 threshold, but not at the
more realistic 0.98 threshold. (Section 7.1.3)

* The presence of uranium-238 in the fissile containing precipitate (clayey mass) will reduce
the potential for criticality. While there is unlikely to be a significant amount of
uranium-238 in the clayey mass with the nominal waste form/waste package design, this
result does suggest the potential beneficial effects of incorporating a large amount of
depleted uranium in beads made out of the waste form material (glass or ceramic, to have
the same dissolution properties as the waste form itself, without burdening the waste form
with additional actinide material beyond its solubility limit). (Section 7.5.4)

* On the basis of all the relevant criteria (neutron absorption efficiency, solubility, cost, etc),
Gadolinium appears to be the best long-term criticality control material, and will prevent
criticality as long as the pH remains neutral or above. Hafnium is more insoluble than
Gadolinium over all pH ranges, but it is much more expensive. Samarium is significantly
less efficient as a neutron absorber; its only advantage is in cost. (Section 7.5.2)

Recommendations

The analyses of this study revealed information gaps, particularly in the application of physical and
chemical models. The following items summarize these issues and the data collections/
investigations that will remedy these deficiencies. These recommendations are grouped together
logically rather than by priority.
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* Conduct simple experiments to quantitatively evaluate chromium or molybdenum
oxidation states resulting from the oxidation of corrosion resistant alloys. These should
start with a solution of fine particulates of Cr203 and CrO2, and use one, or more, oxidation
rate acceleration techniques. The experiments should also be done at neutral pH to
quantify the acidification initiation process, and at low pH to determine whether the
acidification process is sustained.

* Conduct a thorough literature search for Gadolinium solubility information, particularly
to determine the thermodynamic properties of any Gadolinium silicates. These data need
to be obtained for the pH range of interest.

* Conduct a simple set of experimental investigations to fill in data gaps determined by the
literature search. The objective of each of these experiments should be to produce a
Gadolinium silicate, then characterize it (e.g., by X-ray diffraction) and, finally, measure
its solubility in such a way that the solubility product can be determined. The following
are some specific alternatives:

- Addition of dilute sodium silicate solution or silica sol to a Gadolinium chloride
solution and allowing the solution to age.

- Synthesis of Gadolinium silicate hydrothermally at temperatures up to 200'C and
utilization of this Gadolinium silicate as input to dissolution experiments at lower
temperature. Analysis of the high temperature solution, if feasible, would provide an
upper solubility limit. Hopefully, this approach would produce a crystalline solid.

- Examine the evolution of a Gadolinium-citrate solution, in which the Gadolinium will
be complexed by the citrate to prevent it from simply adsorbing onto silica surfaces,
together with a silica sol as above. In this way if an association is found between
Gadolinium and silica it will be known that a reaction that formed a chemical
compound occurred, not just an adsorption phenomenon.

* Develop an upgraded version of EQ3/6, and/or AREST, with a practical method of
accounting for dilution of confined solutions by incoming water (flow-through), and with
an improved thermodynamic database, reflecting recently gathered data such as the above
two items.

* To more reliably validate findings from the thermodynamic models (e.g., EQ3/6),
dissolution tests need to be developed that simulate long-term leaching behavior in an
environment that provides unlimited air to the system (more accurately reflecting the actual
environment expected).

* Update analyses based on data expected from ongoing dissolution studies for the
following:

- Stainless steel corrosion rates
- La-BS glass
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- Ceramic (including appropriate degrees of metamictization).

Feed results of this analysis to the formulation teams to ensure a product specification that
meets repository disposal criteria Okf below threshold values for credible configurations).

* Conduct risk-based analysis, using the most current performance data, to show
consequences of those scenarios that exhibit the potential for a criticality event.

* Evaluate the effect of incorporating large amounts of depleted uranium in the waste form
or waste package.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Office of Fissile Materials Disposition has undertaken an evaluation of numerous waste forms
(WFs) containing plutonium (Pu) for ultimate disposal in a geologic repository. It has been
determined that one of the principal technical considerations for disposal of these WFs is their long-
term performance in a repository environment. This long-term performance consists of two
elements: total system performance of the WI and package (i.e., releases to the accessible
environment) in the repository, and long-term criticality behavior of these WFs and packages in the
repository. The total system performance assessment is the subject of a separate report
(Reference 1).

The objectives of this report are to evaluate alternative glass and ceramic WFs with respect to the
major criticality issues and to suggest design criteria which are likely to satisfy the criticality
regulatory requirements. These evaluations should reflect the range of environmental parameters
which are likely to occur in the repository.

Criticality issues for the Pu WFs as packaged for disposal in a geologic repository, fall into three
broad categories:

* Those associated with the as-fabricated (intact) waste packages (WPs)

* Those associated with the degraded package and WF in the near-field environment

* Those associated with the flow and transport of the fissile material into the far-field with
reconcentration (external criticality).

Earlier studies (Reference 2) have shown that the as-fabricated or intact configuration is well within
the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission promulgated requirements for criticality control. These
analyses considered several different WFs, MOX spent fuels (both boiling water reactors and
pressurized water reactors) and WFs immobilized in glass; and ceramic matrices produced by
different processes. This report focuses on only the degraded mode criticality considerations for two
specific WE configurations, can-in-canister glass and can-in-canister ceramic. Accumulations of
fissile material and possible criticalities inside the WP and in the near-field are addressed.

Degradation scenarios that span the range of potential criticality occurrences have been developed.
These scenarios can be used to screen Pu disposition alternatives and to rank them with respect to
criticality risk. The possibility for the occurrence of these scenarios has been ascertained from
simple mass balance models using currently available data on a range of parameter values pertaining
to the alteration of typical glass and ceramic Ws, and the solubility of the principal isotopic species
of interest.

Section 2 of the report describes the W~s and the WP. Section 3 gives information concerning the
physical conditions and configurations which can lead to criticality, and describes the analysis
methodology. Section 4 describes the conceptual processes and events which can lead to potentially
critical configurations. Section 5 gives the input data values to be used in the evaluation
calculations. Sections 6 describes the configurations of material (in the WP or in the near field) that
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could occur and that have the potential for criticality. Section 7 gives the results of the calculations
and identifies those configurations that have some potential for criticality. Section 8 gives the
conclusions that can be drawn from this study, including recommendations for WF design, and
recommendations of materials tests that could provide data/information to improve behavior/process
models.
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2. WASTE FORM AND WASTE PACKAGE DESCRIPIONS

2.1 GLASS WASTE FORM

2.1.1 Nominal Pu-glass Description

The can-in-canister glass WF nominally consists of Pu dissolved in a Lanthanide Borosilicate (La-
BS) glass with an equi-molar ratio of a neutron absorber (gadolinium). Based on the latest data, the
La-BS glass appears to be the most suitable, but other alternatives are still being investigated,
particularly the alkali-tin-silicate (ATS) glass which could be the preferred form for the adjunct
melter option. The Pu bearing glass is poured into cans which are, in turn, supported on a
racklbasket, and embedded in a defense high-level waste (DHLW) glass filler within a DHLW-type
canister as shown in Figure 2.1.1-1. The compositions of the La-BS and DHLW filler glass are
presented in Appendix A, Tables A-i and A-2.

The primary unit of this WF is a glass cylinder inside a stainless steel can with the outside
dimensions as 12.035 cm diameter x 57.535 cm long and 0.3175 cm thick. The interior volume of
this can (5808 cm3) is 85% filled with a La-BS glass doped with approximately 10 wt% Pu and 6.6
wt% gadolinium (Gd) (1:1 mole ratio with'the Pu), as described in Table A-i. The Gd serves as the
neutron absorber which prevents criticality, even when the WP is filled with water. The density of
the doped glass is approximately 5.5 gm/cm3 , so that each can has approximately 2.56 kg of Pu.

Different glass WFs are being investigated that provide high solubility of Pu and Gd within the glass,
and high resistance to dissolution in water having chemical composition similar to that expected in
a Yucca Mountain repository environment. The ranges of dissolution rates for these glasses are
summarized, together with the range of dissolution rates for the most likely ceramic WF, in
Section 4.1, Table 4.1-1.

It is assumed that the dissolution of the glass WF is congruent, which means that each component
of the glass will be released from the solid form at a rate which is equal to the glass dissolution rate
multiplied by the weight fraction of that component. It is further assumed that the individual ionic
breakdown products (components) of the glass dissolution will go into solution as the glass is
dissolved. However, those ions which are insoluble will immediately precipitate, generally at the
point of dissolution. These low solubility components will generally be incorporated into the altered
layer (which is similar to the initial glass, but without all the soluble components of the initial glass).

2.1.2 Additional Glass WF Composition Considerations

Optimum Neutron Absorber

Gd has been the nominal choice for neutron absorber because, of all the elements, it has the largest
absorption cross section (most efficient) for thermal neutrons. However, other elements have better
features with respect to other requirements. Samarium (Sm) has been suggested as a lower cost
alternative and may be almost as efficient as Gd for an epi-thermal to fast neutron. The effectiveness
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of Sm for a probable degraded composition is investigated in Section 7.5.2. Hafnium (Hf) is the
least soluble (which is important in preventing removal of the neutron absorber over tens of
thousands of years), but is also the most expensive. The effectiveness of Hf is investigated in
Section 7.5.5.

Phase Separation Considerations for Pu and Gd

Tests on formulations of ATS and Loeffler glass showed that, while most of the Pu dissolved in the
glass, some sub-stoichiometric PuO2 particles were present. This suggests that the solubility limit
for Pu plus Gd was probably reached for this glass chemistry. It is expected that the La-BS glass
should be able to minimize such phase separation by slow processing or cooling.

If a Pu or Gd phase separation does occur, it is likely to cause non-congruent dissolution of the glass.
Furthermore, inclusions could weaken the glass and make it more susceptible to both mechanical
fracture and the chemical dissolution processes.

2.2 CERAMIC WASTE FORM DESCRIPION

As with glass, the ceramic WF is contained in cans, supported on a rack/basket, embedded in a
DHLW filler glass, within a DHLW type canister, as shown in Figure 2.1.1-1. The size and number
of the cans will be such that the amount of Pu per canister is the same as with the glass WF. The
precise size and content of the individual WF units are being determined by some experimental
optimization. For this analysis, the following parameters have been chosen, and closely approximate
the glass WF in can size.

2.2.1 Nominal Pu-ceramic Description

For the ceramic can-in-canister concept, each can is assumed to contain 5 ceramic cylinders. There
are 20 cans per canister, just as for the glass WF. The ceramic cylinders are assumed to be cold
pressed and sintered, so there is no metal bellows or top & bottom plate.

Dimensions-Each disk (or cylinder) is 11 cm diameter by 11 cm high; they are stacked 5 deep in
each can. As with the glass can-in-can, the total can length is 57.535 cm, the can shell thickness is
0.3175 cm, and the can outer diameter is 12.035 cm (Reference 10).

Composition-The ultimate formulation of the ceramic has not yet been decided, but the
preliminary composition is a variant of Synroc-C with the following mineral compositions (wt%):
zirconolite (66%), pyrochlore (15%), hollandite (8%), and rutile (11%) (Reference 11). For
convenience, the ceramic will be referred to as Synroc-C, which is to be understood as a generic
name. The zirconolite incorporates 0.336 kg Gd per cylinder, and 0.512 kg Pu per cylinder.
Therefore, each can contains just 2.56 kg of Pu and a 20 can canister has 51.2 kg of Pu, just as in the
glass can-in-can alternative. It should be noted that naturally occurring zirconium contains
approximately 2 wt% Hf which is a strong neutron absorber, although not nearly as strong as Gd.
This Hf can have a significant effect on criticality because it is insoluble, even in the low range of
pH (6.5 to 5.5) where Gd is very soluble. The effect of this amount of Hf remaining in any
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precipitate in the WP is incorporated into the analysis of ceramic WF criticality potential in Section
7.3.2, and the effect of variations in the Hf concentration are described in Section 7.5.5.

Mass-The total mass in each 11 cm high cylinder is 5.12 kg.

As with the glass WF, it is assumed that any ceramic dissolution is congruent, which means that each
component of the ceramic will be released from the initial solid WF at a rate which is equal to the
ceramic dissolution rate multiplied by the weight fraction of that component.

2.2.2 Future Decisions for Ceramic WF Size and Composition

Experimental efforts are underway to develop a ceramic formulation with a minimum amount of
pyrochlore. The pyrochlore phase suffers the primary radiation damage resulting in high fracture
factors (surface areas); however, the pyrochlore phase also acts as the "overflow" for the Pu when
the zirconolite is fully loaded. The removal of pyrochlore and any effect on Pu loading in the
ceramic form are still under investigation.

WF Dimensions-The WF diameter will be as large as is practical within the constraints of the hot
press process, but it is expected that it will be less than 9 cm. The length of the individual WF
cylinders is expected to remain approximately 11 cm.

Can Size-The can length will be adjusted to accommodate an integral number of WF cylinders,
or vice-versa, within the constraint of being close to an integral number of cans in the useable length
of the DHLW size canister.

2.3 WASTE PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

The WP for immobilized Pu is the same for both glass and ceramic WFs, since both WFs will be fit
into the same DHLW size canister. For this reason the WP will be similar to the one planned for
DHLW. The WP is nominally loaded with four canisters. The WP design may be enlarged
somewhat to accommodate five canister in. the interest of greater efficiency, but such a design is not
considered as part of this study. The cross section of a four canister package is given in Figure
2.3-1. The nominal Pu loading per WP is specified by 4 Pu loaded canisters per WP. To minimize
the potential for criticality, it may be desirable to reduce this loading by replacing one or more of the
Pu loaded canisters with ordinary DHLW canisters. The reduction in criticality potential from such
a strategy is evaluated in Section 7.4.1.

The WP for the immobilized Pu WFs consists primarily of a corrosion allowance outer barrier and
a corrosion-resistant inner barrier. The corrosion-allowance outer barrier will likely be Cu-Ni 5 cm
thick or carbon steel 10 cm thick as is planned for the commercial spent nuclear fuel WP. The
former will minimize the availability of iron (which could significantly enhance the glass
dissolution/alteration rate by forming Fe.2Si 4), but the extent of the benefit is uncertain, and the
latter is much cheaper. The inner barrier will be corrosion resistant, high nickel, Alloy 825 or Alloy
625,2 cm thick. The performance, with respect to corrosion and penetration by water, of this two
barrier system is discussed in Section 3.1.
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The WFs are contained within the WPs in stainless steel canisters approximately 3 meters overall
length, 61 cm outer diameter and 1 cm thick. The WP size to accommodate these canisters is
approximately 3.4 meters overall length. The WP contains at least 4 of these canisters and therefore
has an inner diameter of at least 150 cm. Alternatively, for more assured criticality control, the
immobilized Pu canisters might be emplaced one to a WP, with the other canisters being
ordinary DHLW.
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3. APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The approach and methodology described here apply generally to both internal and external
criticality and to both glass and ceramic WFs. However, most of the illustrations are for internal
scenarios and the glass WF. This approach is necessary because the internal scenarios are the
precursors to any external criticality, and because the glass WF has more variations in resulting
configurations. These distinctions are further explained with the discussion of specific scenarios
(including processes following complete WF degradation) in Section 4 and with the discussion of
specific configurations (resulting from the specific scenarios, and including configurations with the
possibility of near-field external criticality) in Section 6.

3.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR CRITICALITY

The requirements identified in this section refer to the events and processes that must be present for
a criticality event; however, they do not assure that a criticality will occur. The occurrence of
criticality is determined/verified by calculation of kf.

3.1.1 Breach of Barriers

The barriers surrounding the Pu containing WF must be breached before water can begin the
dissolution process. These barriers are the inner and outer barriers of the WP, the stainless steel
canister, the filler glass, and the stainless steel can containing the Pu WF (glass or ceramic).

It is expected that first penetration of the WP barriers will result from pitting corrosion, but the rate
of this corrosion is subject to some uncertainty. In the last repository performance assessment
(TSPA-95, Reference 3), the time to first pit penetration averaged over all WPs for the 83 MTU/acre
case (within the current design thermal loading range) was approximately 3500 years. This mean
time was relatively insensitive to infiltration rate (approximately the same mean failure time for both
high and low infiltration scenarios) and is based on what is considered to be a conservative inner
barrier corrosion model. For this study, the additional conservative assumption will be made that
pits can provide a sufficient aperture for water entry, thus allowing water penetration to begin at the
time of first pit penetration. The conservative model used for Alloy 825/625 was similar to that used
for stainless steel; out of the 3500 years mean first pit penetration time given in TSPA 95, 1000 to
2000 years were imputed to the inner barrier. Since the canister thicknesses is equal to half the
package inner barrier thickness, it would be expected to be penetrated in half the time; however, the
penetration rate for stainless steel decreases strongly with temperature, so the penetration time will
be lengthened for the canister when loaded with high-level waste rather than spent nuclear fuel as
was considered in Reference 3. Therefore, it is reasonable to impute 1500 years as a mean first pit
penetration time for the canister barrier. Making the further conservative assumption that the filler
glass provides no protection, based on the fact that it will be highly fractured (by a factor of 30), the
mean time for first water penetration to the WF is 3500+1500 = 5000 years. It should be noted that
although the filler glass may not provide direct protection for the WF, the presence of the degrading
filler glass is likely to keep the solution alkali so that the solubility of Gd is low and Gd will
precipitate as fast as it can be released, thereby delaying the time to the start of Gd-free buildup of
fissile material in the clayey precipitate. This is discussed further in Sections 7.3 and 7.3.1 (in
connection with the discussion of Figure 7.3.1-4).
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3.1.2 Separation of Neutron Absorber from Fisslie Material

For criticality to occur, nearly all the primary criticality control material, Gd, must be removed from
the vicinity of the fissile material. Even if all this primary absorber is removed, there could still be
enough of the secondary absorbers (particularly iron) to prevent criticality. For this reason,
calculations of kff will include reasonably conservative estimates of the amounts of all insoluble
neutron absorbers. There will be no credit taken for the boron in the filler borosilicate glass, because
boron is very soluble and would be one of the first species removed from the WP.

It is also possible to have a criticality by separating the fissile species (Pu and/or uranium (U)) from
the Gd once they are released (from either glass or ceramic) by congruent dissolution, while both
remain in the WP. The potential for such segregation is unknown at this time; however, EQ316
calculations suggest it may be possible to have selective precipitation (adsorption) of a significant
fraction of the Pu or U oxide on a metal surface, while virtually all Gd goes into the clay which has
resulted from the filler glass dissolution. This would require essentially complete depletion of 2

by reaction with the metal and the maintenance of such a micro environment on and adjacent to the
metal surface. The criticality potential of such selective precipitation is limited by two
considerations:

* The precipitated layer of fissile oxide on a metal surface will be very thin (unfavorable
criticality geometry)

* Any layer of fissile oxide on a metal surface will be likely to re-dissolve with exposure to
water with higher oxygen content.

Both Pu and Gd can precipitate as oxides or hydroxides. Other phases are possible, depending on
the water chemistry. EQ316 modeling indicates that Gd will most likely precipitate as the hydroxy
carbonate, phosphate, and/or fluoride. These EQ3/6 studies also indicate that the largest amounts
of the 3 species of primary interest will be associated with specific minerals as follows: Pu in PuO2;
U in haiweeite (Na4UO2(CO or soddyite [(UO ) 25i Q . H J; and Gd in GdOHCO gr
GdPO 4eH20

3.1.3 Sufficient Moderator

There are three possible moderators for criticality of 3Pu or "5U: water, carbonates, and silica.
Preliminary evaluations of the configurations which can arise from the fissile material of a single
WP, have indicated that water has the dominant moderating effect. For this reason all the
configurations likely to become critical must have a mechanism for retaining water in the package,
or absorbed into highly saturated clay (which is one possible configuration of the altered glass WF
as explained in Section 5.1) or similar mineral. Insufficient amounts of carbonates are present to
provide significant moderation on their own. Silica is a less efficient moderator than hydrogen or
carbon, and thus requires greater masses of fissile material spread over a larger volume with a low
amount of neutron absorbers. This tends to make silica more of a concern for external far-field
criticality, which will be the subject of a future evaluation. In addition, for internal criticality to
occur, water must be present in any case to remove the neutron absorber. However, both silica and
carbonates will be considered in the sense that they are part of the clay mixture for internal criticality.
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3.1.4 Sufficient kdr (Criticality Threshold)

Results are presented in terms of kg and in terms of WF design parameters relating the possibility
of occurrence of configurations having k1r above some threshold value defining criticality. The
physical definition of criticality is k.ff 2 1.0. However, the present U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission licensing requirement applicable to repository criticality is that the kff be < 1.0 minus
a 5% safety margin and a further decrement for uncertainty and bias. For commercial spent nuclear
fuel, this translates into kf<0.91 including error/uncertainty arising from the Monte Carlo
calculation of ky However, for immobilized weapons grade Pu, there is no uncertainty associated
with burnup credit, so the limit is more likely to be k<0.93. There is some possibility that the U.
S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission will permit a risk-based criticality evaluation methodology, for
which the 5% margin is not relevant. For this reason this study presents results for two thresholds,
k~pf,0.93 and kffz0.98 ( minus bias and uncertainty). Most of the comparisons are presented with
respect to the higher threshold since that is bounding. Any configuration found to be critical using
the threshold kIffO.98 will also be critical using the threshold k,,r.0.93.

3.2 ANALYSIS STRATEGY/METHODOLOGY

The following are the principal components of the strategy to achieve the objective of this
evaluation:

A. Generate scenarios from the possible environmental input parameters and the possible WP
and WF performance parameters with respect to various environmentally initiated
degradation processes; this modeling predicts pH increase and decrease accompanied by
a large increase in total dissolved species in a closed system;

B. Verification of solubilities of solids containing fissile isotopes and those with neutron
absorbers at pH values predicted in a., but with dilute water (unaltered 13); these
calculations also confirm what solids are most stable;

C. Screen configurations of fissile and absorber material resulting from these processes
according to threshold values relating to separation of absorber and fissile and relating to
the amount of moderator,

D. Use MCNP to compute kff for those configurations for which the screening offers some
possibility of criticality.

The first component of this strategy, generation of scenarios and resulting configurations is
accomplished by the solution of a set of mass balance equations, which are described in
Section 3.2;1. The solubility inputs for these calculations are found from experimental data and from
theoretical calculations of chemical equilibria using the program EQ3/6, as described in
Section 3.2.2.

The analysis considers internal criticality only within one WP at a time. It also considers the
possibility of external criticality in the near field, but with fissile mass no more than is available from
a single WP. To achieve an 80-100 MTU/acre repository thermal loading, and not exceed other
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repository thermal goals such as peak spent nuclear fuel cladding and drift wall temperature limits,
the WPs will be placed far enough apart (at least 16 m) that neutronic coupling between fissile
material in, or from, different packages is virtually impossible.

3.2.1 Mass Balance Calculations

The configurations of WP contents are determined by the use of a simple mass balance computer
code for the simultaneous evaluation of the dissolution of the WF and separation of fissile material
from the neutron absorbers. The WF is assumed to dissolve congruently, which means that each
component goes into solution at a rate which is proportional to its initial percentage in the W. As
the WE is dissolved, the species go into solution, but any excess concentrations (above the solubility
limit) are immediately precipitated. In the case of the glass WF, these species will typically be
incorporated directly into the altered phase which is formed from the immediate precipitation of most
of the non-soluble components of the glass.

The intention is ultimately to model the potential for separation of neutron absorber from fissile
material in the WP. However, the present simple model bookkeeping lumps all the dissolution
products (DPs) remaining in the WP (at any given time) together into what is called the DP mixture.
This DP mixture also includes a relatively small fraction which is actually in solution and thereby
available for removal from the WP by water transport. Except for the relatively small fraction which
is actually in solution, the DP mixture serves as a surrogate for the several precipitated phases, and
is considered to be available for inclusion in these precipitated phases as part of the sample
configurations described in Section 6. The amount of each DP species actually in solution is
approximated by the solubility limit of that species. This approximation is accurate to within 10%,
since, for the Ws used in this study, the dissolution rate is more than 10 times faster than the
removal rate.

The mass balance equations model the following processes:

* Decay of "Pu to 2 5U

* Dissolution of the WF, permitting the fissile and neutron absorbing species to go into
solution

* Dissolution of stainless steel (SS), releasing chromium (Cr) oxidized to chromate which
lowers the pH and increases the Gd solubility

* Removal of the solution containing (at various concentrations) the species of interest.

The governing mass balance equations are listed below.- In the following equations, the WF is
designated as glass, but the equations can.be applied equally to the ceramic WF. The DP mixture
remaining in the WVP is designated by dpm. This DP mixture is described as a clayey material in
Section 5.3, and the specific compositions assumed for this study are given in Sections 5.4.5 and
5.5.2, Tables 5.4.5-1 and 5.5.2-1 for the glass and ceramic Ws, respectively. The quantities max
U, max Pu, and max Gd are the solubility limit maximums which approximate the amounts actually
in solution as described in the previous paragraph.
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d(U in dpm)/(dt) = + (U. fraction in glass)x(glass dissolution rate) + .693 (Pu in dpm)t24100
- (volumetric flow rate)x(max U)

d(U in glass)/(dt) = + .693 (Pu in glass)t24100 - (U fraction in glass)x(glass dissolution rate)

d(Pu in dpm)/(dt) = + (Pu fraction in glass)x(glass dissolution rate) - .693 (Pu in dpm)124 100
- (volumetric flow rate)x(max Pu)

d(Pu in glass)I(dt) = - .693 (Pu in glass)/24 100 - (Pu fraction in glass)x(glass dissolution rate)

d(Gd in dpm)/(dt) = (Gd fraction in glass)x(glass dissolution rate)
- (volumetric flow rate)x(max Gd),

d(Gd in glass)l(dt) = - (Gd fraction in glass)x(glass dissolution rate)

d(Cr in SS)/(dt) = - (Exposed SS surface area)x(SS corrosion rate per unit area)

d(Cr in solution)/(dt) = -d(Cr in SS)/(dt) - (volumetric flow rate)x(Cr in solution)

The computer code to implement these differential equations in finite difference algorithms is given
in Appendix B. In the present approximation the dissolution rate is adjusted for the decreasing
surface area as the initial WF is degraded.

The initial quantity of 5 U is taken to be zero, and the initial quantity of rPu is taken to be 93% of
the total weapons grade Pu contained in the WF. However, the program does set a time for the start
of WF dissolution which is at least several thousand years to account for the time required to breach
the WP and the stainless steel canister and can containing the WF. During this time a significant
fracton of the 239Pu will decay into U, and this conversion is counted in the calculation.

3.2.2 Chemistry Calculations (EQ316) In Support of Mass Balance

The following types of analyses are used in support of the scenario generation mass balance
calculations:

* A succession of quasi-equilibrium states, or reaction path modeling, using EQ3/6, tracing
the degradation/dissolution of the WF and other components of the WP

• Verification of solubilities byEQ3/6 equilibrium calculations focused on a limited number
of species that scoping computations indicate to be present in significant quantity over a
range of pH conditions.

To overcome various limitations of the computer code and its associated database simple, theoretical
plots of solubility against pH were made and compared to EQ3/6 computer calculations at selected
pH values. These calculations were performed where possible for low total concentrations of total
dissolved species from the point of view that, after an initial period of high concentrations resulting
from the relatively rapid degradation of DHLW filler glass, the WP and its contents will be largely
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flushed of highly soluble salts. This is because most of the filler glass degrades before the WP can
be completely flushed by the slow groundwater infiltration.

The primary purpose of the chemistry calculations is to determine whether conditions for high Gd
solubility and low U and Pu solubility can exist for a sufficient amount of time, while the WF glass
or ceramic is degrading, to permit the precipitation of U and Pu (presumably in a clayey mass at the
bottom of the WP) while the Gd is flushed away. Such a clayey mass without significant neutron
absorber would be the most likely configuration to cause criticality. The results of the chemical
analyses described in Section 5, indicate that such conditions can occur if the WF degrades faster
than the stainless steel, and the infiltration rate is within the likely range of .1 to 10 nm/yr.

3.3 REPOSITORY ENVIRONMENT AND OTHER PARAMETERS

It is assumed that the geologic repository is an unsaturated site, in an arid climate, exposed to an
oxidizing atmosphere. The available repository environmental parameters from the site
characterization efforts at Yucca Mountain are used. The principal parameters are given in
Appendix A. Values of parameters of repository environment and WF performance used to
generate the specific scenarios of this document are given in Section 5.
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4. INPUT DATA VALUES

The tables in this section provide a possible range of input parameter values. This range is based on
data available in the literature and the results of some experimental efforts currently underway.
Because specific data for Pu loaded glass and ceramic matrices under repository environmental
conditions is not available, this range represents a basis for sensitivity analysis. The dissolution rates
are applicable to the either glass or ceramic WFs, as indicated. The other parameters are applicable
to both the glass and ceramic WFs.

A more detailed description of all the environmental parameters is given in Appendix A.

4.1 DISSOLUTION RATES

The WF glass dissolution rates are based on limited PCT testing performed by Bates, primarily on
ATS glass (Reference 13). Preliminary test results on Loeffler glass, which is representative of three
possible glass dissolution stages, the tests indicate that the glass remains in the stage with the slowest
dissolution rate for at least a year, which leads to the low end of the range of dissolution rates in
Table 4.1-1. The Pu and Gd appear to remain in the reacted (altered) glass layer, without apparent
segregation. Only a thin clay layer is expected to form during the test. However, the layer may
thicken with time.

Table 4.1-1. Dissolution Rates

Material Max (gfm'Iday) Min (glm2lday)

DHLW glass (filler)' 3.7x104 (at 668C) 1.5x10' (at 260C)

ATS * 1.3x1 04 8x1 04

Ceramic (Synroc-C)t 1 C04 1g.

* From formula developed by Bourcier and reported In TSPA-95 (Reference 3), evaluated at pH=7. Review of
experimental data by M.J. Plodinoc has suggested a range of 0.1 to 0.0001 (Reference 14). However, this
reference suggests that the high end of this range may be too conservative because It Is based on a 28 day test
which ncluded a sgnificant amount of the high dissolution rate stage I (which typically lasts only 7 days).
Inferred from Bates (Reference 13); the range of values Is expected to cover the La-BS glass, for which the actual
experimental data should be available by 9/97.

t Reference 4, reviewed by R. Van Konynenburg

The actual dissolution rates, in mass per unit time, are determined by multiplying the appropriate
dissolution rate per unit area, from the above table, by the WF surface area. For this purpose, it
should be noted that both ceramic and glass have their surface area enhanced by extensive internal
fracturing. In glass this fracturing arises directly from differential stresses acquired during the
cooling from the melt. In ceramic the fracturing arises over 1000 years from the differential
radiation induced expansion, principally between the major crystal type, zirconolite, and the minor
types pyrochlore and hollandite. The present ceramic optimization effort on behalf of this program
will include the minimization of the amount of pyrochlore and/or minimizing the grain size to
minimize this effect. The range of values used are given in Table 4.1-2.
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Table 4.1-2. Surface Area Multiplication Factor for Internal Fractuhing

Material type Max Min

DHLW glass (filler) 100 30

ATS, La-borosIlkate 30 6

Ceramic (Synroc-C) 15,000 1

'Represents extreme metamlctization.

The outer glass surface area for each can is approximately 0.194 m2 (a cylinder with length equal
to 85% of the can inside length, and diameter equal to the inner diameter of the can). For the WF
sizes and WP loading specified in this document, the external surface area is approximately 15.5 ml
per WP, so the total surface area exposed to dissolution is 1550 i 2.

It should be noted that need for the dissolving water to traverse the filler glass may have some
retarding effect on the dissolution rate of the Pu glass. However, it is expected that the filler glass
will dissolve at least 10 times faster than the Pu-glass so any such protection could only delay the
Pu-glass dissolution by less than 10%. Furthermore, the internal fracturing of the DHLW glass
permits rapid penetration by water. For these reasons, and for conservatism, the relatively minor
delay due to the protection provided by filler glass is neglected.

Information on the dissolution rate of 304L stainless steel and Alloy 625 is also necessary for
purposes of later estimating the amount of Cr in solution as a result of the corrosion of the canisters
and the WP inner barrier. Several researchers have investigated the general corrosion rates of 304L
stainless steel in a J-13 well water environment at various temperatures and test durations. Table
4.1 below summarizes the results of these corrosion tests covering the expected temperature range
at the time of WP breach. Considering the fact that these are very short term tests compared with
the time scales considered in this analysis, and that the general corrosion rate of stainless steel
typically decreases with time due to formation of a protective passive film, a general corrosion rate
of 0.1-0.2 pm/yr should provide conservative results for the dissolution of the stainless
steel canisters.

Table 4.1-3. 304L Stainless Steel General Corrosion Rates in J-13 Well Water

Test Duration (hours) Test Temp(s) (IC) CorrosIon Rate (umlyr) Reference
10-11k 50-100 0.07-0.13 18, p. 24

3.5-5k 54-100 0.03-0.23 15, p. 64

8.8k 28 0.08-0.28 15, p. 28

1k 100 0.25 15, p. 26

0-1k 90 0.08-0.37 17, p. 108

1-2k 90 . 0.04-0.07 17, p. 108

0-2k 90 0.02-0.14 18, p. 35
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As Alloy 625 has only recently been adopted as the inner barrier material for the WP, corrosion data
in repository representative environments is not yet available. However, data is available for
corrosion of Alloy 625 in sea water, which is a more corrosive environment than J-13 well water.
Reference 19 (p.12) indicates that a sample with a surface area of 671 cm2 lost only 20 mg during
a 365 day immersion in quiet sea water. Using the Alloy 625 density of 8.44 g/cn9 this translates
to a corrosion rate of only 0.0035 prm/yr. In comparison, Reference 20 indicates that 304L stainless
steel had a corrosion rate of 13.5 pm/yr during a comparable exposure to sea water, which is at least
2 orders of magnitude higher than its corrosion rate in J-13 well water. Assuming that this difference
applies equally to Alloy 625, and considering the fact that the inner barrier surface area exposed is
much less than that of the stainless steel, it appears that Alloy 625 corrosion will supply a negligible
amount of Cr compared to the stainless steel.

4.2 SOLUBILTY

The following solubility limits have been derived from a number of sources, as indicated in the
notes. In particular, some of them have been inferred from the extrapolation of time dependent
experimental data, as indicated in the notes.

Table 4.2-1. Solubility

Species Max (ppm, or gem3) Nn (ppm, or gfm')

Pure) 2.4tn 2.4x1 0-

UM 2400(" 2.4x1 04

Gdt)16(m) 0.01

EuM 15M .015

B 104 unknown

FeM450 4.5

(1) References 3 and 10.

(2) Inferred from Bates' reports of experimental observations, at neutral pH (Reference 13). It should be noted that
recent, but limited, data from ASTO (Reference 3) Indicates that Gd appears to dissolve about two orders of
magnitude faster than Pu, although these rates are very low. This may be related to the locations of the Gd and Pu
within the ceramic phases. This should be studied as part of the ceramic evaluation effort at ANL

(3) Reference 10.

(4) UJterature review.

(5) For pH<5, very low oxygen, and assuming that the precipitation of Pu Is Iinetically inhibited; a more representative
maximum would be 0.024 ppm.

(6) For very low silica onVy a more representative maximum would be 2.4 ppm.

(7) For pH<5 only, a more representative maximum would be 0.15 ppm.

(8) Since this value is for neutral pH, it is much smaller than the upper limit of the range of values estimated for pH=5.5
discussed In Section 5.3.4, and Indicated In Table 5.3.4-1.
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4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS

The following table is a summary of the range of the environmental parameters which are directly
used in the EQ316 calculations and the mass balance calculations. These ranges are typical of those
which would be expected in a nuclear repository containing 63,000 MU of commercial spent
nuclear fuel situated in an environment like Yucca Mountain. The numbers are consistent with those
used in TSPA-95 (Reference 3). Details are given in Appendix A, and in TSPA-95.

Table 4.3-1. Environmental Parameters

Parameter Max Min

Temperature (C) 66(5,000 yrs) 26 (100,000 yrs)

Infiltration (mmlyr) 10 0.1

pH 7.4 6.9

Partial Pressure CO2 1 C02- bar 1 04 bar

Dissolved 02 (mg/liter) 5.7 2 (uncertain)

Silica (mg/liter) 64.3 57
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5. SCENARIO CONCEPTS FOR WF DEGRADATION
AND SUBSEQUENT PROCESSES

A systematic view of the processes which can lead to potentially critical configurations for Pu
immobilized in glass is given in Figure 5-1. The individual processes are represented by boxes,
which also represent yes/no points with respect to the outcomes of the processes. The processes and
outcomes are arranged in horizontal layers by process type, with a brief identification of each type
at the left side of the chart. This horizontal layering roughly corresponds to the flow of time from
top to bottom of the chart. Each box is numbered, to serve as reference for the individual scenarios
described below. The paths leading to the bottom of the chart represent scenarios which have the
potential for criticality, while paths leading to the tight of the chart represent scenarios which can
not produce any criticality. It should be noted that boxes 13, 15, and 17, deal with the possibility of
unmoderated criticality. These possibilities have not yet been analyzed; it is expected that the
probability of collecting the necessary critical mass will be very small, and the risk of unnoderated
criticality will be much smaller than the risk of moderated criticality.

The system perspective of Figure 5-1 is used to assure that all credible possibilities have been
considered and to identify the most likely'of these to be characterized by the sequence of physical
and chemical processes. These perspectives are shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3 for the physical and
chemical processes, respectively. The details of these processes are described below.

5.1 PHYSICAL SCENARIOS FOR GLASS WF DEGRADATION

The physical processes involved in the degradation of glass WFs and subsequent material
movements are shown in Figure 5-2. In this chart time flow is generally from the top down. All
scenarios begin with infiltration of water incident on the WP followed by water penetration of the
barriers, water penetration of the stainless steel canister containing the waste cans, water penetrating
the filler glass, water penetrating the can directly containing the WF, and water contacting the
surfaces of the WF beginning the WF alteration process. This wetting of the interior surfaces
immediately following the breach of the surrounding barrier is a conservative assumption, because
the fractures defining many of these surfaces will have such narrow apertures that fresh water cannot
access them sufficiently fast to maintain the dissolution rate.

These processes are indicated by the first five blocks on Figure 5-2. Following these initial
degradation processes the WP and its contents can be represented by the sketch in Figure 5.1-1. The
short line segments in the filler glass represent fractures which can provide rapid penetration paths
to the interior of the WF.
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Figure 5-2 Physical Perpective of Event/Process Sequences for the Degradation of Pu Immobilized In
Glass andSubsequent Material Movements
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Figure 5.1-1. Degraded Barriers, Degraded Canisters, Glass Fractures

Following these initial degradation steps, any wetted surfaces of the glass will continue to degrade.
The scenarios then proceed along three parallel paths, as shown in Figure 5-3. These scenarios are
characterized by differing locations of holes in the WP and resulting differing flow regimes within
the WP. Glass degradation proceeds through two alteration layers:

* A thin inner "gel" layer containing insoluble species from the degraded glass WF
* An outer, "altered," layer containing precipitated clays and similar minerals.

The altered layer may serve as a focus for re-precipitation, particularly at the bottom of the package.
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The following explanations will be helpful in understanding the physical processes represented by
Figure 5-2:

The three boxes having text starting with, "Dissolution of WF," deal with the method of exchange
which transfers oxygen and carbon dioxide from the air to the degrading surface of the WF. These
exchange methods are of two types:

* Exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide from the free surface, which results when the water
is standing to some depth in the WP. The free surface (upper) of the water is the only
boundary through which oxygen and carbon dioxide can pass, and these gases are
transported to the dissolving surface by circulation, which is driven by the buoyant
convection of the water heated by the still radioactive WF.

* Exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide from a film surface, which results when the water
is flowing through the WP and reacts with the WF as a thin film. The dissolved gases are
transferred from the outer film surface to the WF surface by diffusion. Although the
circulation exchange from the free surface is a more efficient process, the diffusion through
the film can be very effective because of the short distance involved.

The three boxes having text starting with, "Flush dissolved Gd," deal with the method of removing
Gd from the WP. These removal mechanisms are of two types:

* Flow-through flushing in which the removal rate of a species is the product of the flow rate
multiplied by the maximum concentration of the species in solution (solubility limit). This
mechanism assumes that there is sufficient penetration in the lower portion of the waste
package that the water flows through the package. It further assumes that all the water
flowing through the WP is sufficiently mixed that it carries the maximum concentration of
each species dissolved from the WF.

* Exchange flushing of dissolved material occurs when the lower portion of the package is
not penetrated, so that most of the package is filled with water, and a major fraction of the
water incident on the WP will flow around the package only picking up dissolved species
by physical mixing across the free surface boundary. In this situation the removal rate of
all the species is reduced (in comparison with the flow-through flushing) by an exchange
factor representing this mixing.

The three scenarios in Figure 5-2 lead to four final configurations, indicated by the four boxes at the
bottom. These four configurations are described as follows:

* Fissile material trapped in the altered form with the altered form in its initial geometry; it
is expected that this final configuration can be reached only from the breached-top-only
scenario because it requires very slow removal rates. This configuration can only arise if
the canisters and cans retain their structural integrity, while degrading sufficiently to permit
extensive water infiltration.
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* Fssile material trapped in the altered form with the altered form slumped to the bottom of
the WP in an cylinder segment geometry. It is expected that this configuration can be
reached from any scenario, except the bottom breach.

* Fissile material precipitated on a metal surface (WP wall or stainless steel canister fragment)
with a very thin slab or disk geometry. It is expected that this configuration can be reached
from any scenario, except the bottom breach. There is experimental evidence for more
precipitation of analogs of Pu than precipitation of Gd on metal test vessel walls in PCI
dissolution tests. Typically, the concentration of Gd in the acidic solution which leaches
from the vessel walls will be up to 2 times larger than the concentration in the solution
within the vessel. In contrast, the concentration of an analog of Pu, like cerium, will be 10
times larger in the acidic wall leach than in the solution within the vesseL As discussed in
Section 3.1.2, the criticality potential of such selective precipitation is limited by low
thickness and potential for re-dissolution.

* Fissile material trapped in the invert. A possible mechanism leading to UO2 precipitation
in the invert could be a reduction in the amount of dissolved oxygen, and this less oxidizing
environment would cause the U to reduce from the hexavalent to the quadrivalent state, and
consequently precipitate. In contrast, the Pu will simply precipitate as soon as it can, so
there is more likelihood of precipitation of Pu in the WP before it can reach the invert.
Another factor enhancing the rapid precipitation of Pu in the invert is the fact that the
colloidal concentration of Pu is likely to be much greater than the Pu which is truly in
solution. Pu colloids would likely be filtered out of the water by crushed rock in the invert,
or by narrow fractures in the rock below. Yet another possible mechanism for concentration
of fissile material in the invert is adsorption onto any Fe203 which could come from the
corrosionloxidation of iron containing metal in the WP barrier or from the corrosion of iron
containing WP basked metal.

5.1.1 Breached-Top-Only Scenario, Circulation Flushing Only

Basis

In this scenario only the top of the WP is breached, and the bottom remains unbreached for some
long period of time, so that the package remains filled with water (to provide moderation for the
criticality) while the WF slowly degrades. Simple flow calculations show that this slow circulation
flushing can be supported by infiltration rate between 1 mm/yr and 10 mm/yr. This scenario is
possible because of the strong temperature dependence which is expected for the corrosion rate of
Alloy 825 or 625 (provided by expert -elicitation). The implication of this strong temperature
dependence is that there may be some significant probability of penetration of the inner barrier while
the WP surface temperature remains above 70'C, but after 10,000 years the WP will have cooled
sufficiently that the WP surface temperature will have dropped below 50'C, and the corrosion rate
becomes very slow. Calculations with typical parameter values in this model indicate that following
initial penetration of the top, penetration of the bottom could take up to 1 million years.
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Alteration of WF Process

As long as the WF retains enough decay heat there will be circulation of the water within the WP
with cycle times less than a day. Therefore, the dissolving surfaces will be contacted by the water
containing sufficient oxygen to maintain the dissolution process (which includes the oxidation of any
U decay product of the Pu) of the glass WF. Maintenance of this oxygen in solution may be partly
supported by capturing oxygen at the free air-water interface. Oxygen supply (or some other electron
acceptor) is important for converting quadrivalent U to hexavalent form, which makes it much
more soluble.

Flush/Removal Process

The rate of removal of fissile material and neutron absorbers is primarily determined by the flow rate
incident upon the WP, the internal circulation of the water within the WP, the water chemistry
(including pH, thermodynamic equilibrium constants, and dissolution rate parameters) which
determine the glass alteration rate and solubility of the neutron absorber material, and the exchange
of internal and external flows through the holes in the top of the WP.

Final Configuration: Wall Precipitation

Fissile material and the neutron absorbers may be dissolved and re-precipitated on the WP walls as
thin mineral deposits. A criticality might occur if much of the fissile material re-precipitates inside
the WP while nearly all the neutron absorber remains in solution long enough to be flushed out.
Whether such a separation occurs will depend on the basic chemistry and thermodynamic
parameters for the fissile and neutron absorbing materials, particularly as expressed in the ratio of
solubilities of the neutron absorbers to the solubility of the fissile material. The absolute values of
these solubilities are important for determining how much Pu might be left in the WP when the
separation occurs. These solubilities are estimated from EQ3/6 calculation results, as described in
Section 5.3 and Appendix C. As discussed in Sections 3.1.2, and 5.1, the criticality potential of
such selective precipitation is limited by low thickness and potential for re-dissolution.

The quantity of Pu likely to be precipitated may be increased by any pure Pu02 inclusions in the
original WF glass, as is discussed in Section 2.1.2. This configuration is reached by the sequence
1-2-3-4-5-9-12 in Figure 5-1.

Final Configuration: Altered WF In the Initial Geometry

This configuration is expected to have such low probability as to be insignificant. It is discussed
briefly here, for the sake of completeness. Furthermore, prior calculations (Reference 2) of ku have
shown this configuration to be the most reactive with respect to criticality, so it may be considered
as the worst case.

In this configuration most of the completely altered WF retains its initial geometry. If it is to be
critical nearly all the Gd would have to be dissolved and eventually flushed out of the WP; EQ3/6
calculations have indicated that, at pH<4.5 Gd will have significantly higher solubility than U or Pu,
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but that the solubility is still so low that the Gd cannot be removed from the package in less than
300,000 years.

This configuration is reached by the sequence 1-2-34-7-12 in Figure 5-1. If this configuration exists
at all, it is expected to be unique to the very low flushing rate of the breached top only scenario.

Final Configuration

Altered WF in Collapsed (Cylinder Segment) Geometry-Fissile material and the neutron
absorbers may be dissolved and re-precipitated as part of a pile of altered glass at the bottom of the
WP. This configuration is reached by the sequence 1-2-3-4-7-8-12 in Figure 5-1. The collapsed
mass at the bottom of the WP would be expected to have something like an hemicylinder (cylinder
segment) shape. The material will be a clay-like mass of silica/silicate and water with some
concentration of the fissile and neutron absorber oxides. Because the package is filled with water,
the water concentration in the collapsed mass could be as high as 60%, with the remaining 40%
being silica and other species (the composition of which will be determined by EQ3/6 calculations).

As a final generalization on the contents of the collapsed altered form, it should be noted that as glass
reacts, Pu tends to precipitate as PuO2 or an hydroxide phase and is retained in the smectite clay
phase, likely as colloids, or on metal surfaces. Gd also appears to associate itself with the clay phase.
The degree of Pu and Gd segregation outside of the clay phase is unknown.

5.1.2 Breached-Top-and-Side Scenario, Both Flow-Through and Circulation Flushing

Basis

For this scenario the WP will fill only partly, because the water can flow out the holes in the side.
Such outflowing holes will establish a water level within the WP, and it is likely that some of the
WE canisters will be above and some canisters will be below the water level. Although the holes
in the top may be the most likely (because they are the most strongly gravity driven), holes in the side
are the next most likely, because the outside will receive most of the film of water from dripping on
to the top of the package, while the inside is exposed to a rising and lowering the level of waler
(resulting from variations in the infiltration rate; e.g., seasonal cycling) trapped inside the package.
Intermittent wetting and drying is known to be the most stressing aqueous corrosion condition.
Whether the intermittent drying actually occurs will depend on whether the dryout time is long
enough and the humidity is low enough to fully dry the temporarily exposed surface.

In this scenario, the exchange between the solution inside the WP and the outside dripping flow win
be more rapid than for the breached-top-only scenario, because there is larger surface area for
penetration by the fresh infiltrating water. The consequence is that there will be more rapid removal
of solubility limited species, as is explained further below.
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Alteration of WF

The WFs (canisters) which are below the water level will be altered at a rate similar to that in the
breached-top-only scenario. The Ws above the water level are altered by a film of water which is
continuously moving and continuously re-supplied with oxygen, so the alteration process may be
faster than for the breached-top-only scenario.

Flush/Removal

The WFs which are below the water level in the WP will be flushed by circulation and exchange at
a rate similar to that for the breached-top-only scenario. The WFs above the water level will be
flushed by a film of water which is continuously moving so the removal process will be much faster
than for the breached-top-only scenario. Those WFs above the water level cannot contribute to any
criticality so the possibility of criticality in the initial geometry becomes remote. However, the
accelerated alteration of the WFs above the water level will increase the probability of achieving one
of the other potentially critical final configurations (altered collapsed, precipitated on wall of metal
surface, precipitated/trapped in the invert).

Final Configuration

Altered WF Collapsed Geometry-As with the collapsed geometry configuration discussed in
Section 5.1.1, this configuration is reached by the sequence 1-2-3-4-7-8-12 in Figure 5-1. This is
the most likely configuration resulting from the general scenario of this section; it is characterized
by the glass WFs collapsed, or re-precipitated at the bottom of the WP. Such a configuration would
be expected to have an ellipsoidal shape, 20% water (less than the breached-top-only scenario
because the package can be only partly filled with water since there are holes in the side of the
package), 80% silica/silicate.

Final Configuration

Precipitation of Fissile Material on Metal Surface: (Thin Slab Geometry)-As with the metal
surface precipitation geometry configuration discussed in Section 5.1.1, this configuration is reached
by the sequence 1-2-3-4-5-9-12 in Figure 5-1. Since the exchange with the outside fluid is much
faster than the breached-top-only scenario, it is possible that much of the glass silica can be removed
from the WP, leaving a significant amount of U precipitating on the package wall, more in the form
of a metal or oxide deposit, rather than embedded in silicates. The likelihood of this alternative is
determined by the chemical/thermodynamic parameters which reflect partitioning among
degraded/precipitated phases. In addition, as shown above, the pitting corrosion of the WP inner
barrier may supply a significant amount of iron, as in the breached-top-only scenario. The resulting
geometric configuration could be a thin slab, 50% water, it is possible that the chemistry calculations
will indicate relatively low silicate concentration in this slab (since the silica from the glass may have
been removed by the moderately rapid flushing).
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Final Configuration

Fissile Material Trapped In the Invert: (Near-field External Criticality)-This configuration
is reached by both the sequences 1-2-34-5-10-14 or 1-2-3-4-5-6-10-14 in Figure 5-1. The external
criticality for the breached-top-and-side scenario will be somewhat more likely than for the
breached-top-only scenario, since the removal of fissile material is significantly faster. However,
the near-field criticality will still be dominated by the breached bottom scenario, and will therefore
be described below.

5.1.3 Breached-Top-and-Bottom Scenario, Flushing by Flow-through

Basis

This scenario would have a volumetric flow through the WP at rates up to a maximum of 40 liters
per year (corresponding to an infiltration rate=10 mm/yr). This is estimated by multiplying the 0.001
meters per year infiltration rate by the inside cross-section area of the package along the axis, 4 sq
meters. This volumetric flow could be increased by groundwater focusing due to fractures or other
means of permeability enhancement, which could produce up to 4000 liters per year from a focusing
factor of 100. No concentration factor is used in this study because a very conservative assumption
has already been made with regard to effectiveness of water in removing WF DPs: all the water
flowing through the WP will contact the dissolving surfaces, or will mix completely with water that
has such contact. This assumption is realistic for a WP partly filled with water, but it is very
conservative for this much more rapid flushing by flow-through.

Alteration of WF

In this scenario all the WFs are altered by a film of water which is continuously moving and
continuously re-supplied with oxygen. In general, this film will move faster and have more
dissolved oxygen than either of the other (first two) scenarios. The metal corrosion rate is
proportional to the dissolved oxygen concentration over some range of this concentration so this
parameter may be important for determining the rate penetration of the steel canister and can. The
glass dissolution rate is relatively independent of oxygen concentration in the solution.

Flush/Removal

The water film is also the primary flushing agent; since it is continuously moving, the removal
process will be much faster than for the breached-top-only scenario. This is because the other two
scenarios will have most, or much, of the water flowing by the WP without contacting the WFs.

Final Configuration, Altered F In Collapsed (Ellipsoidal) Geometry

Internal criticality is less likely with a breached top and bottom because any dissolved fissile species
would be more likely to be flushed out of the WP. Ordinarily, the absence of a distinct pool of water
(such as is contained for the other two scenarios) will preclude the possibility of criticality.
However, criticality in this configuration is a possibility if the altered form slumps to the WP bottom
as a moist clay. Since the clay can act as a sponge, it may retain a considerable water concentration,
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even though water continues to flow out of the WP through the holes in the bottom. If this
configuration did occur, it would resemble the internal criticality configurations for the previous two
degradation scenario alternatives. Because of its expected low probability, this configuration is not
reached by any of the scenarios in either Figure 5-1 or Figure 5-2.

Final Configuration, Fissle Trapped In Invert

(External Criticality, Near-Field)-If the breached bottom scenario ends with the fissile material
flowing out of the WP in solution, and if the U is reconcentrated by precipitating out of the resulting
groundwater stream, a criticality could occur. A precipitation of fissile material could occur in the
form of silicates or alkali silicates as the fissile bearing solution flows out of the WP and encounters
a less moist environment and leaves an evaporative type deposit. EQ3/6 analysis indicates that the
most likely minerals are soddyite or haiweeite. This configuration is reached by either of the
sequences 1-2-3-4-5-6-10-14 or 1-2-3-4-5-6-10-14 in Figure 5-1.

If sufficient fissile material and very little neutron absorber were to precipitate in the invert, it would
be likely to have a lower water concentration than the internal criticality configurations because of
a lack of natural confinement for water, and lack of a clay formation to act as a sponge for water.
For this reason this configuration is expected to have a very low probability, and has been assigned
a low priority with respect to immediate analysis. It will, however, be evaluated in the near future.

Corrosion of the barrier steel could inhibit criticality in the near-field (invert) because significant
amounts of low solubility Fe would precipitate in the same places as would be likely for U
precipitation (if any). On the other hand, the presence of iron in solution could increase the
precipitation of U, leaving the iron and U separated, which is the opposite of co-precipitation. Still
another possibility is that the iron be present as Fe++ (possible if the oxygen concentration is very
low), which has a strong reducing capability, thereby facilitating the co-precipitation of Pu. EQ316
calculations indicate that this will be unlikely.

5.2 PHYSICAL SCENARIOS FOR CERAMIC WASTE FORM DEGRADATION

The data on the performance of ceramic WFs is very limited. A research and development program
is currently underway at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) to develop the physical
characteristics and chemical constituents of the ceramic WF to meet the requirements for production,
Pu loading, and long-term criticality. However, some information of interest exists in the literature
on those ceramics which are candidates for nuclear waste immobilization. This information is
summarized below, and serves as the basis of the degradation scenarios developed thus far.

Ceramic materials, especially oxides, are resistant to corrosive attack under a wide range of chemical
environments. Pu can be accommodated in zirconolite, pyrochlore, monazite, and zircon. Most of
the recent investigations have focused on the Synroc-C family of ceramics, which are a mixture of
zirconolite, hollandite, and rutile. Pyrochlre may also be present. Pu releases from zirconolite are
about x10 5 gm2 /day at 70C to 90C in deionized water at pH 7. However, zirconolite and other
ceramics are susceptible to metamictization as a result of radiation damage. This damage can result
in complete amorphization, microcracking, swelling, and decrepitation. The presence of pyrochlore
and large grain size appears to enhance this process in Synroc-C. Leach rates can be enhanced by
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about 10-15 times due only to metanictization with essentially no change in surface area. However,
if microcracking, swelling (up to about 6 volume percent) and decrepitation occur, the surface area
can be enhanced by 15,000 times the original geometric surface area. These processes can be
reduced by reducing the grain size and pyrochlore content. Zircon and monazite are also affected
by radiation damage. The dissolution of natural zircon in bicarbonate solution at 870C increased as
a result of alpha damage amorphization by 100 times from 1 to 101 weight percent. Natural
monazite suffers radiation damage as well, with leach rate increases of up to ten times. However,
natural monazite is almost always found in the crystalline state because of its low temperature of
recovery from radiation damage.

Metanict radiation damage transformation could occur on the order of a few thousand years
following ceramic WF fabrication; this damage is primarily from atoms significantly displaced by
recoiling nuclei from the 239Pu alpha decay to 2uU. It should be noted that a similar radiation damage
also occurs in glass, but is less significant in enhancing dissolution rate, because glass does not have
a regular crystal structure to begin with, and the interior is already fractured from the initial
fabrication process. The likelihood and extent of the metamict transformation from radiation
damage in Synroc-C are proportional to the amount of pyrochlore contained in the ceramic and the
fraction of the ceramic which contains large grains. The expected refinements in the ceramic
technology may reduce the amount of pyrochlore and large grains to the point where the metamict
transformation is insignificant.

Synroc-C ceramics DPs tend to form a very thin altered layer (much thinner than for glass
dissolution). The composition of this thin layer has not been completely characterized with respect
to the individual components, and this composition is likely to vary with water chemistry. The layer
is probably depleted in CaO, leaving primarily Ti and Zr oxides. The Ti oxide layer is believed to
be primarily responsible for the low dissolution rates characteristic of the Synroc-C family of
ceramics. Since the ceramic WF dissolution goes through only this thin altered phase, there will be
no analog for the two final glass WF configurations which contain primarily glass altered form.
Otherwise, the ceramic scenarios resemble those for the glass WFs, except that the dissolution rate
is expected to be much smaller, and its dependence on dissolved components (such as silica or HW)
might be quite different.

The ceramic scenarios are based on the use of (d as the long-term criticality control material.
Recent test data by Jostens, et. al. (Reference 4) suggest that the Gd within the ceramic (Synroc-C)
has a combined dissolution rate and/or solubiity about one order of magnitude higher than the rest
of the ceramic matrix and Pu, so it may be appropriate to use a less soluble material such as Hf as
the principal criticality control neutron absorber. However, Hf is much more expensive than Gd, and
Gd is a more efficient neutron absorber (particularly at thermal energies) so until more data are
available, Gd remains the nominal choice. It is expected, however, that there will be some
evaluation of the possibility of utilizing the Hf which is present in natural Zr (approximately 2% to
4.5o), thereby reducing the cost of Zr required for the zirconolite which is the major component of
Synroc-C.

As with the glass WF scenarios, the ceramic WF scenarios begin with water incident on the W
followed by breach of the WP barriers and the canister containing the WF to permit the water to
attack the ceramic surfaces (beginning at least 5000 years after emplacement). EQ3/6 analysis of
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the glass WF has indicated that the dissolution of the filler glass surrounding the ceramic cans inside
the DHLW type canisters within the WPs will control the pH for the first few thousand years at a
value which may be as high as 9 or 10, depending on rates of reaction of filler glass and Cr alloys.
Under these conditions, the Pu dissolving from the Synroc-C would remain in solution owing to the
formation of carbonate complexes. The solubility of the neutron poison materials under these
conditions is likely to be low. However, the amount of Pu in solution is still very low and little Pu
would be lost by flushing the system during this period of time.

After the first few thousand years, the DHLW filler glass in the canisters will be converted mostly
to clay phases or silicates and the pH will begin to decrease toward neutrality (i.e., the pH would
approach that of the original J-13 water as the high pH water is flushed out). The pH may be
lowered further to about 4 to 4.5 over many thousands of years by the buildup of oxidation products
of Pu, molybdenum (Mo) and niobium (chromic, dichromic, molybdic and niobic acids) from these
elements present in the nickel-base inner barrier materials. (If only limited oxidation of these metals
to form metal oxides, not acids, occurs, the pH will remain slightly, to moderately, alkaline.) Under
the acidic conditions, Pu is not soluble and PuO2 or other stable precipitates will form. The Gd, Hf,
and other rare earth elements (RREs), are also likely to be insoluble under these conditions. In fact,
the EQ3/6 analysis of the glass WF has indicated that, although the low pH (below 4.5) may raise
the solubility of Gd above that of U or Pu, it is still small enough to assure that enough Gd will
remain in the WP to prevent internal criticality for at least 500,000 years.

However, over this period of time, Pu will be converted to U, and U may be soluble under acidic
(low pH) conditions as was indicated by the EQ3/6 calculations for glass, and is corroborated by
preliminary EQ3/6 calculations for ceramic. Over time, the bulk ceramic material will degrade by
a combination of grain boundary dissolution and metamictization as a result of radiation damage.
However, due to the low solubility of the ceramic grains, the amount of fissile material in solution
will likely be small. Thus the ceramic scenarios which could lead to criticality then have to have
nearly complete dissolution of the WF matrix.

Thus, from these studies, two cases for geochemical and criticality analyses of Synroc-C can be
deduced. The first considers that the ceramic material is in a metamict state with no increase in
surface area. The release rate of Pu can be assumed to increase 10-15 times. The fissile material is
assumed to precipitate on the available surfaces as a thin film. It is further assumed that the pH is
lowered to less than 5 and remains there so.that some fissile and a larger fraction of neutron absorber
material are flushed from WP because of the increased solubility of the neutron absorber. The second
case is for a complete decrepitation where the release rate is enhanced and the surface area is also
enhanced by a factor of 15,000 times. In this latter case, it is assumed that the ceramic rubble will
be distributed onto a bed of clays and silicates. The two final configurations are then identified for
criticality analysis as follows:

Altered WF In the Initial Geometry-In this configuration most of the completely altered
(metarnict) WF retains its initial geometry. The release rate of Pu is assumed to be 10-15 times the
unaltered rate. The stainless steel container material will corrode at a rate proportional to the
dissolved oxygen concentration, driving the pH down. The pH will decrease to less than five over
time. The neutron absorber and, at a slower rate, the Pu and U, are slowly removed from the system.
The rate of Gd removal is still very low but could cause criticality to occur at very long times.
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Altered WF in the Collapsed Geometry-In this configuration most of the completely altered
(metamict) WF loses its geometry and collapses as particulate onto a bed of clayey materials and
silicates. The exposed surface area is assumed to be enhanced by a factor of 15,000 times. The
neutron absorbers (Gd and iron) are assumed to be leached at rates dependent on the pH of the
system which is controlled by the infiltration rate and the dissolution rate of the stainless steel
container material. Criticality could occur earlier than from the initial geometry since sufficient Gd
could have been flushed from the system.

Detailed chemical scenarios for the ceramic WF are described in Section 5.5. These scenarios are
similar to those described for the glass WFs. Criticality calculations have been performed for a range
of possible conditions for the configurations identified for glass. Hence, only a restricted set of
possible scenarios has been run for the ceramic WF. This is given in Section 7.

The EQ3/6 calculations which form the basis of this discussion are summarized in Appendix C,
Table C4.

5.3 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY AND GENERAL RESULTS

The preceding two sections (5.1 and 5.2) provide a physical description of the possible degradation
scenarios and resulting final configurations. This section describes the methodology for developing
a chemical description, particularly for estimating the amounts of the principal neutronically active
species (U, Pu, and Gd) in the several phases (i.e., liquid, and various solids) of the configurations,
as a function of time. The specific estimates for these amounts are given in the configuration
descriptions in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, and they serve as inputs to the criticality calculations of
Section 7.

The material in this section generally applies to both the glass and ceramic WFs, except as otherwise
noted. Chemical analyses specific to the glass and ceramic WFs will be described in Sections 5.4
and 5.5, respectively.

5.3.1 EQ316 and Mass Balance Considerations

The geochemical computer codes EQ3NR and EQ6 were used to provide a general overview of the
nature of chemical reactions to be expected and of the degradation products likely to result from
corrosion of the WFs and containers. EQ6 can be used only to a limited extent in addressing this
problem because it lacks a flow through option. Also lacking are thermodynamic data' for highly
concentrated solutions for some constituents (Pu, U, Gd, Si, Al). These deficiencies placed severe
limitations on the extent to which the computations could provide reliable results.

To overcome these limitations the following methodology was adopted: First, EQ3/6 was used to
identify the pH and species present when the alkali glass has degraded completely. Second, high
concentrations are avoided by assuming adequate flushing. Third, equilibrium calculations with
EQ3/6 were used to determine the solubilities of U, Pu, and Gd at specific values of pH during the
degradation period of the La-BS glass WF after the removal of the soluble products of the DHLW

1 Te code could handle the calculations were the data available, specifically Pitzer's parameters.
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glass. These results were plotted on graphs that summarize changes in solubility with pH. The
graphs also show simple hand-calculated solubility curves applicable to very low concentrations,
using the dissolved chemical species indicated by EQ3NR or EQ6 as being important, according to
the value of pH. These results are shown in Figure C-I for Gd, C-2 for Pu, and C-3 for U, which
are discussed more fully in Appendix C.

The initial EQ6 runs showed a substantial increase in pH, owing to the dissolution of alkalis from
the degradation of DHLW filler glass, accompanied by a correspondingly large increase in
concentrations of dissolved constituents. These increases cannot be modeled accurately owing to
the lack of an adequate database. The pH was modeled as rising to a maximum of about 10, if CO2
from the atmosphere had free access to all portions of the WP thereby neutralizing to a large extent
the released alkali. The dissolution rate depends strongly on pH. For the EQ6 modeling a rate
corresponding to that at pH 10 was used. Together with data on surface area and mass of glass this
resulted in an estimate of complete degradation of the glass in about 250 years. The dissolution rate
for pH 7 is about one tenth as fast, which gives complete DHLW glass degradation in about 2500
years. In the absence of CO2 the pH would rise much more, perhaps to 12 or 13. In fact the pH in
some glass reaction experiments has risen to a little over 12 (Reference 22). The concentrations of
dissolved alkali metal ions, Na and K, would reach a combined total molality of about 4 at the time
that all the DHLW had reacted in the absence of dilution by through flowing additional water. The
maxima for pH and concentrations of alkalis, borate, and other soluble components of the DHLW
glass will depend upon the relative corrosion rates of the metals in the containers and the glass WFs,
as well as on the infiltration rate of water. As is explained in Section 5.4.1, the corrosion of the
metals may produce acid (specifically, chromic acid for pH > 7.2; dichromic for pH < 7.2; and
molybdic). This acid would neutralize an equivalent amount of the alkali being released from the
DHLW glass. The degradation rates of 304L and Alloy 625 are discussed in Section 4.1. Uncertainty
exists as to the long-term degradation rate of both DHLW and La-BS glass WF. For use in the EQ6
modeling a normalized rate, based on the release of boron from a representative glass formulation
of 6 g/m2 in the course of 215 days was taken from Table 1 of Bates (Reference 23) for the
degradation rate of the DHLW glass. Alkali is produced by this degradation faster than is acid from
the corrosion of the metals. Consequently the pH rises until all the glass has corroded. Thereafter,
the pH drops as more acid is added from continuing corrosion of the metals. The greater the degree
of fracturing of the DHLW glass, the higher the surface area, the greater the rate of alkali production,
and the higher the maximum pH. EQ6 runs used a range of degree of fracturing.

The infiltration rate, or more accurately the rate of flow through the WP, will determine how long
the dissolved components of the glass and metals will remain within the (degraded) WP. At a
sufficiently high rate of flow the initially high concentrations of Na, K, and borate will be flushed
out of the system while the fraction of La-BS glass that has degraded .is still very small.
Approximate calculations taking into account only the overall dissolution and infiltration rates in
conjunction with the composition of the glass indicate that at an infiltration rate of 1mm/yr. the
concentrations of Na and B will decline to values close to those in J-13 water within several hundred
years. In that case EQ316 can be applied to calculating solubilities at all later times. This can be
done because specific pH values can be chosen, rather than times, and the flushing will have reduced
the concentrations to the range that can be handled by the available database. Results from these
calculations are shown in Tables C-3 and CA4 and Figures C-1 through C-3 in Appendix C. The
required mass balances as a function of time were incorporated into the criticality calculations, using
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solubility as a function of pH. In this way both of the deficiencies noted above can be avoided.
Therefore,'the calculation of graphs applicable to low concentrations coupled with computations of
solubilities in J-13 well water at specific pH values provides suitable data for criticality evaluations.

5.3.2 TermodynamIc Data and Static Mass Balance Relationships for Gd

The solubility of a specific element at a given temperature and pressure is determined by solids
which exist in the system and by the components in the solution. For this purpose data were taken
from Reference 24 and incorporated into the EQ316 database. On this basis the most insoluble Gd
solids over the pH range of interest (4 to 10) are GdOHCO3, GdPO4 xH20, and GdF3-0.5H20.
Whereas Spahiu and Bruno (Reference 24) do not include data for GdOHCO3, they do for
NdOHCO3 . Comparison of data for other compounds and aqueous species of Gd and Nd shows that
for analogous substances the thermodynamic data are nearly identical. Consequently, the Nd datum
for NdOHCO3 was used for GdOHCO3. The Gd data selected by Spahiu and Bruno (Reference 24)
during their literature review and incorporated into the EQ3/6 database are reproduced in Table F-i
in Appendix F. The value of x in GdPO4 xH20 was not specified. However, the X-ray diffraction
pattern for the solid actually used to determine the solubility product shows diffraction lines
corresponding to rhabdophane, (Ce, Y, La, Di)PO4H 20 (Reference 24, p. 515; the elements enclosed
in parentheses, as well as other REEs, substitute freely for each other in the crystal structure; Di is
an old symbol for didymium, which was later recognized as being a mixture of neodymium and
praseodymium); on this basis x was assigned a value of 12. Throughout the pH range 4 to 10, both
the phosphate and the fluoride are less soluble in J-13 water than is the hydroxycarbonate. However,
examination of the amounts of phosphate and fluoride available from the WFs and from J-13 water
show that there is only enough of these constituents to precipitate a small fraction of the Gd that
could be released from La-BS glass. Consequqntly, the single most important Gd solid is
GdOHCO3.

Experiments show that Gd is insoluble under neutral to alkaline conditions and that under acid
conditions it goes into solution (Reference 26). The perspective taken in this report is that over very
long time frames equilibrium conditions will be attained. This means that glasses will have been
converted to an assemblage of thermodynamically stable solids and that nearly all of the system
inventory of chemical components that constitute a significant proportion of the mass, such as Gd,
will occur in well characterized solids rather than adsorbed.onto other minerals, if these components
are still present in the system. To confirm the expectations of the effect of solid solutions (i.e., solids
of variable composition as explained above for rhabdophane), ideal solid solution parameters for
REE solids were incorporated into the EQ3/6 database. Initial calculations did confirm that the
presence of REEs in addition to Gd does indeed decrease the solubility of Gd. However, no data
were available to indicate how readily these solid solutions would form, in contrast to separate pure
phases for each REE, and a higher solubility of Gd is more conservative (i.e., it would be removed

2 The actual value of x is of minor importance'to the calculations used. No range is given either in Reference 24
nor in the original source paper (Reference 30) The dissolution reaction is, GdPO4 xH2O Gd + PO4 + x HO.
The corresponding equilibrium constant is K = (Gd')(PO4- )(H20)', where quantities in parentheses refer to
thermodynamic concentrations, or activities. In dilute solutions the activity of water is close to one. Thus, except
for minor corrections, the last term in the equilibrium constant is essentially one to the power of x (i.e., 1).
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sooner from the vicinity of fissile material). Consequently, solid solutions were not included in the
final calculations.

The SKB and EQ316 thermodynamic databases contain no data on other potentially insoluble Gd
compounds. The only other likely candidates are silicates, inasmuch as the limited data in Reference
27 indicate that REE salts of other anions present in the system, specifically, chromate, dichromate,
bromide, chloride, and nitrate are moderately to highly soluble. Because no solubility data for Gd
silicates apparently exist, but such compounds are expected to be quite insoluble (Reference 28 and
Reference 29), experiments should be conducted to obtain data. If such silicates should prove to be
insoluble under acid conditions in the pH range 4 to 7, the Gd would remain with the fissile materials
in this pH range as well as at higher pH.

The first step for evaluating the solubility of Gd silicates is a detailed literature search. If this search
reveals no data, a simple set of experimental investigations is suggested as the next step. Rare earth
silicates have been synthesized at high temperatures and their crystallographic structures determined
(Reference 38). Thus, a variety of different Gd silicates could be produced and experiments run to
determine solubilities. However, this would not determine whether they would actually form at the
low temperatures which would exist in a repository. Multiple approaches may be required because
the situation is likely to be complex, reactions may be slow, and perhaps only metastable conditions
may be achievable in the short term.

A. The first alternative involves the addition of some dilute sodium silicate solution or silica
sol to a Gd chloride solution and allowing the solution to age. Perhaps there will be an
immediate precipitate, or one may develop on standing. It would not be surprising if a
silica gel developed, which might well contain Gd. If so, and with an excess of silica over
Gd, this might provide an upper limit on the solubility of a Gd silicate.

B. The second alternative would be to synthesize some Gd silicate hydrothermally at
temperatures up to perhaps 200° C and use this as input to dissolution experiments at
lower temperature. Analysis of the high temperature solution, if feasible, would provide
an upper solubility limit. Hopefully, this approach would produce a crystalline solid.

C. A third alternative is to use a Gd-citrate solution, in which the Gd will be complexed by
the citrate to prevent it from simply adsorbing onto silica surfaces, together with a silica
sol as above. In this way if an association is found between Gd and silica it will be known
that a reaction that formed a chemical compound occurred, not just an adsorption
phenomenon.

The objective of each of these alternatives is to produce a Gd silicate, then characterize it (e.g., by
X-ray diffraction), and finally measure its solubility in such a way that the solubility product can be
determined.

It is also recommended that determinations be made for GdOHCO3 in the same way as done for
NdOHCO 3 (Reference 30). This would remove the reliance on Nd as a surrogate for Gd and reduce
the uncertainty of the calculations.
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5.3.3 Alkalinity of J-13 Well Water

Harrar, et al. (Reference 31) have provided a summary of analytical data for J-13 well water. The
report points out that this water has been analyzed for many years with high consistency in the
results. Thus, it seems unlikely that further analyses will differ in any significant respect for the
principal constituents, although considerable uncertainty exists in respect to minor and trace ones.
In particular, average values for, respectively, pH, alkalinity as bicarbonate, and chloride are 7.41,
128.9 mg/L, and 7.14 mglL Analyses of J-13 well water show that most of the measured alkalinity
must be due to bicarbonate because the concentrations of other species, such as borate, are
inadequate to account for the alkalinity and measurements of evolved CO2 from the water are more
than enough to account for the alkalinity by acid titration. These data, however, lead to
inconsistencies with respect to the EQ3/6 thermodynamic database:

A. If one specifies the pH and bicarbonate as input to EQ3NR, the code calculates a partial
pressure of CO2 of 4.62E-03 atm., which is about 15 times higher than in air, and, to
achieve electrical neutrality between positive and negative ions, a chloride concentration
of 11.97mg/L; this alternative will be designated as high alkalinity (HA).

B. An alternative choice of pH 7.41 and atmospheric CO2 leads to a bicarbonate concentration
of only 8.83 mg/L, but chloride at 76.7 mgIL; this alternative will be designated
equilibrium alkalinity (EA). The increase in the chloride content results from the necessity
of maintaining electrical neutrality. In this system the chloride undergoes little interaction
with other components.

C. One might also consider specifying the use of H' to achieve electrical neutrality, in spite
of the probability that slight analytical imbalance in respect to electrical neutrality is likely
to give an erroneous answer.

Doing so, however, by way of using the analytical bicarbonate and chloride concentrations, yields
a calculated pH of 7.938 and a partial pressure of CO2 of 1.43E-03.

53.4 Solubllities of Gd, Pu, and U under Acidic Conditions

As acid concentrations are increased, it is to be expected that the solubility of GdOHCO3 will
increase in accordance with the reaction,

GdOHCO3 + 3 H4 = Gd + 2 H20 + CO2 (g).

For a chosen fixed partial pressure of CO2 the logarithm of the dissolved Gd' can be plotted as a
straight line against pH, making use of the equilibrium constant for this reaction, as shown in
Figure C-1. (See Appendix C for more detail on the linear equation and how it is derived.) EQ3
calculations for -13 water composition brought to low pH by addition of dichromic acid,
specifically at pHs 5.5, 6, and 6.5, show that indeed Gd' constitutes most of the dissolved Gd and
that the least soluble Gd solids are GdOHCO3 and GdPO4 H20. A subsequent EQ6 run brought the
output from the EQ3 calculation to equilibrium with these solids, as well as with Pu and U solids,
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Pu0 2 and soddyite, respectively. These results are plotted on Figures C-1 through C-3 in
Appendix C.

The specific solubility values from the EQ6 runs are given in Tables C-3 and C-A for the high
alkalinity and equilibrium alkalinity assumptions, respectively. The analyses in this study are based
on the application of an exponential fit to these Gd solubility data. The relevant points are
summarized in Table 5.3.4-1; these values are extracted from the specific cases indicated by * in
those tables.

Table 5.3.4-1. Bounding Values of Gd Solubility from EQ6 Runs

Alkalinity assumption pHa5.5 pH=6.5 log-log slope*

Equilibrium (Table C-3) a 44100 ppm 3 pm -4.17

High (Table C-4) 145 ppm .3 ppm -2.68

*Slope of the line of log Gd molailty as a function of pH, connecting the Indicated two points.

The analysis of this section shows that the plot of log Gd molality vs pH should be a straight line for
pH below 6.5. This analysis (particularly the above chemical balance equation for Gd) also gives
an idealized value of -3 for this slope. Consistent with this data the following formula will be used
for the pH dependence of Gd solubility:

max Gd (ppm) = 3 x 10'-", or 95 x 103P"o)

This is a mixture of the equilibrium alkalinity assumption with the idealized slope. The equilibrium
alkalinity assumption is conservative with respect to the multiplicative factor 3, since this is the
larger of the two values in Table 5.3.4-1 at pH=6.5. The exponential factor of 3 is not conservative
since it is of lower magnitude than the EA value, and consequently gives a much lower upper limit
of Gd solubility (at pH=5.5). It is appropriate, however, because it is more consistent with the
measured value of alkalinity as bicarbonate, which is supported by the weight of specific
measurement. In the present state of knowledge on the subject, it is not appropriate to rely solely
on the measured value because it is at only one pH, and because it is not supported by a generally
recognized mechanism for producing the super-saturation in carbon dioxide which appears to occur.

At higher pH the dominant dissolved Gd species changes, first to GdCO3', over the approximate pH
range from 7.2 to 7.7, and to Gd(CO3);, for pH higher than 8.5. At pHs intermediate to these ranges
the solubility corresponds to the sum of the two most important species.. Other species considered
are GdOH' Gd(OH) 2', Gd(OH) (aq), and Gd(OH) 4' These reactions and equations for the
corresponding lines are given in Appendix C.

Similarly, the plot for Pu and U use reactions between the appropriate solids and each of the more
important dissolved species. These reactions and corresponding equations are also included in
Appendix C.
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53.5 Compositions of Solid Phases Resulting from Degradation of WP Components

The approach used for obtaining a representative composition for the degradation products consisted,
first, of taking results from EQ6 runs at the time that the model predicted that all of the DHLW filler
glass had reacted, and, second, modifying that composition to a small extent on the basis of static
mass balance considerations that would affect this composition under neutral to somewhat acidic
conditions. Because of the long time frames, the modeling assumed that the phases formed would
be in equilibrium with the solution. Thus, quartz, rather than chalcedony, was assumed. Similarly,
clay minerals, rather than a degraded leached glass ("gel"), were assumed. Some solids were,
however, suppressed as being unlikely to form at low temperatures, even though the thermodynamics
would predict their occurrence; garnet, biotite, and pyroxene, among others, were suppressed.
Chalcedony is less thermodynamically stable than quartz, but frequently forms at low temperature.
Once formed it persists for geologically long times. The metastable equilibrium between a solution
and chalcedony does result in a higher aqueous silica concentration, but both forms of silica are very
insoluble. The assumption that quartz forms, which may occur in the time frames involved, means
that the lower aqueous silica will result in a higher calculated soddyite solubility, which is more
conservative.

By the time the model predicts complete reaction of DHLW filler glass the calculated aqueous
concentration has already exceeded the limits ordinarily accepted for use of the type of data presently
available. Because of the electrical charges on aqueous ions and various kinds of ionic interactions,
such as the formation of complexes and ion pairs, it is necessary to apply corrections to the
concentrations of dissolved species in order to utilize thermodynamic data properly. At very low
concentrations the relationships are well known and can be calculated with considerable accuracy.
As concentrations increase, it is possible to apply approximate additional correction terms, but at
very high strengths relations become very complicated. Because some of the data needed for the
high concentrations likely to be encountered in the present case are unavailable, some of these
additional corrections cannot be applied. Nevertheless, a considerable degree bf correction can be,
and has been, used in the EQ6 modeling. Appendix D provides a brief discussion of the nature of
these corrections and a comparison of the factors calculated by EQ6 using the same correction option
utilized during the modeling, with experimentally measured factors (i.e., activity coefficients) at
concentrations resembling those expected at this stage of reaction progress. This comparison seems
adequate to conclude that, qualitatively, the general character of the reactions has been determined
by EQ6. Further rationale for this conclusion appears in Appendices C and E.

The rationale presented in the preceding paragraph does not mean that the calculated aqueous
concentrations can be relied upon. However, the solids predicted are in keeping with expectations
based on well recognized chemical principles and on static mass balance considerations.
Specifically, it is expected that all except traces of the Al, Si, Fe, Mn, Ni, and Zr will be present in
the solids. Moreover, under alkaline conditions Ca and Mg should be distributed between clay and
carbonate minerals with only small amounts in solution. This also applies to that portion of the
alkalis, Na and K, not otherwise associated with borate, carbonate, or bicarbonate. (See Appendix
E for a more detailed discussion of mass balance relationships.) Boron should be in solution, or
perhaps as a precipitated borate mineral. These chemical expectations are in keeping with the
model results.
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In other sections of this report the mixture of solid products is referred to as "clay" or as "clayey
material" because much of it consists of clay minerals (i.e., nontronite and celadonite) and all of it
is expected to be fine grained (i.e., to consist of clay size particles).

The rate of glass degradation is related to the mix of products, as noted above. Some discussion of
this topic appears in Appendix C, Section C.2.

5.4 CHEMICAL SCENARIOS FOR GLASS WASTE FORM DEGRADATION

The scenario perspectives shown in Figure 5-3 identify the chemical parameters which determine
the possible separations of the fissile material from the neutron absorbers. The alternatives shown
in this chart serve as planning guidelines for the EQ3/6 calculations which were performed. These
parameters were used in the mass balance equations to determine which species will be removed
from the WP as a function of time; they are also used to determine the partitioning among different
precipitating species.

5.4.1 Unlimited Access of Air with Alkali Glass Composition

Initially, as noted above, the degradation of DHLW filler glass in the presence of an unlimited supply
of air will dominate the chemical evolution. This degradation will result in a substantial increase
in pH. This can be viewed simplistically as resulting from the dissolution of a sodium or potassium
silicate component of the glass according to:

Na2SiO3 + H2 O-2 Nae + 2 OH- + SiO2.

The silica would precipitate in some insoluble form, such as quartz or chalcedony. However, with
unrestricted entry of air into all parts of the WP the hydroxide would be promptly neutralized by
atmospheric CO 2 to form bicarbonate ion. This water would still be alkaline, and would attain a high
alkalinity (i.e., would require a large amount of acid to bring it to a neutral pH), but the CO2 would
limit the pH to a maximum of about 10.

At the same time atmospheric oxygen would keep oxidation states of U and Pu relatively high. The
U should oxidize to the +6 state, if it is not already at that valence in the waste, and remain in that
state both in solution and in precipitated solids. The Pu is less readily oxidized and, except in the
presence of large concentrations of carbonate and/or bicarbonate, would be mostly in the +5 state
in solution, but in the +4 state, as PuO2, as a precipitate.

The effect of metal corrosion on pH needs to be taken into account. The net reaction of many metals
consists simply of a gain oxygen from the air, e.g.,

2 Fe + 1.5 02 - Fe203 , or Fe + 0.75 02 + 0.5 H 20 -FeQOH,

with no net effect on H' or pH. On the other hand the corrosion of stainless steels and other
corrosion resistant metals may entail substantial effect. Specifically, Cr may oxidize to chromate
or dichromate, and Mo to molybdate:
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C + 1.5 02 1 H 2 0- CrOi- + 2 H*

2Cr+30 2 +H 2 0- Cr 2 O -+2H+

Mo+ 1.5 0 2 +H 20-MoO-+2H.

It is known that conditions as acidic as pH 4 to 5 develop in pits and crevices during corrosion of
these metals. It remains unknown, however, whether such reactions will occur on a sufficiently
broad scale, or rapidly enough, to lower the pH of an initially strongly alkaline solution to such low
pHs. For example, the mineral, eskolaite, Cr203, is known to occur "as a major constituent of black
pebbles in the bed of the Merume River, Guyana." (Reference 25, p. 197), thus demonstrating that
Cr oxide may survive for long times under oxidizing conditions. The assumption is conservative
with respect to criticality (based on the above reasoning that such conditions may arise within the
WP) because the result is removal of Gd while leaving fissile material behind.
Definitive answers to acid production from corrosion of corrosion resistant alloys over long time
spans, as might be achieved by suitable accelerated testing, would be very helpful in evaluating the
impact on nuclear criticality. For the potential oxidation of Cr it is recommended that a set of simple
tests be conducted. Possibilities for such experiments are:

A. Agitate finely divided Cr2O3 and CrO2, in separate experiments, in water or an aqueous
solution resembling J-13 well water at about 900 C to enhance the reaction rate, for an
extended period of time. Air should be bubbled through the mixture continuously. From
time to time samples of the solution should be taken for analysis of dissolved Cr. It is to
be hoped that sufficient Cr will enter solution that the oxidation state can be determined,
perhaps spectroscopically, inasmuch as the color of Cry ion is distinctly different from
that of either chromate or dichromate ions.

B. A similar experiment, but at room temperature, using a rather strong solution of hydrogen
peroxide. Bubbling air through' the system is probably not desirable, as it may remove
oxygen as it breaks down from the peroxide.

C. Other similar experiments using strong oxidizing agents to enhance reaction rates. Perhaps
bubbling ozone through the solution at elevated temperature would produce a measurable
reaction.

D. It seems likely that at sufficiently low pH the oxidation to chromate will proceed.
Accordingly, this could be tested, and, if chromate is produced, the rate could be measured
as a function of pH with the objective or projecting this to higher pHs of interest for
application to production of chromic acid under anticipated repository conditions.

Options to accelerate the reaction (e.g., ultrasound, catalyst, C in solution) or concentrate the
reactant (geometry) may be required to obtain the required data in a reasonable time.

Counter to the potential acid production is the likely continuing influx of J-13 water with its
associated alkalinity.
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5A.2 Restricted Access of Air with Alkali Glass Composition

If entry of air into the interior of the WP is severely restricted, the evolution of the system would be
entirely different. Scoping calculations with EQ6 indicate that very high pH could be achieved (over
13) and very low oxidation potentials (Eh). These results are in keeping with simple static mass
balance considerations. Under such circumstances Gd should be insoluble as Gd(OH)3 and Pu and
U as the dioxides. Thus, no nuclear criticality seems possible, inasmuch as all three elements should
remain in close proximity to each other.

5.4.3 Unlimited CO2 and 2 with No Alkali in the Glass

This case resembles that described in Section 5.4.1, except that the WF glass would have to be the
nominal La-borosilicate (not the ATS glass), and the filler would be some non-alkali glass instead
of the nominal DHLW filler glass. In this case the early large increase in pH, and consequent
accompanying increase in CO2 absorption from the air to form bicarbonate, would be absent. This
would result in a less neutralizing effect for any acid produced by oxidation of Cr and Mo and,
therefore, a somewhat lower final pH. Modeling of this scenario, including only La-BS glass and
the metals, did not result in early attainment of high concentrations, but did predict acidic pH toward
the end of the run. There is a small initial increase in pH, by about 0.01 pH units, owing to the small
content of Sr in the glass. Because EQ6 does not implement a flow through option, this case had to
be modeled as a closed system. As a consequence, at pHs below about 5.2 the concentrations exceed
the limits of reliability as dichromate and molybdate increase in the solution. At this stage of
reaction progress the Gd concentration was predicted to have reached over 8000 ppm, but the Pu
concentration was only about 2E-05 ppm and U only about 2E-09 ppm. In other words all of the Gd
released from the waste, except for a very small proportion incorporated into Gd phosphate, would
be in solution. In reality the concentrations seem unlikely to get this high for the dichromate and Gd
because of the flushing action of infiltrating water. In all other respects the chemistry for this case
parallels that described in more detail for unlimited access of CO2 and 2 and alkali glass. For this
case the use of figures C-1 through C-3 in Appendix C is appropriate since they still represent
solubiity conditions at low pH with adequate accuracy.

5.4.4 Limited CO2 and °2 with No Alkali In the Glass

The results discussed above and straightforward chemical considerations make it clear that under
these conditions there will be no large increase in pH as a consequence of dissolution of WFs.
Moreover, in this case there will be insufficient 02 to produce acids from Cr or Mo. Consequently,
the pH will never reach strongly acidic conditions. Instead the pH would remain essentially at its
initial value with perhaps a small increase in response to the dissolution of Sr from La-BS glass,
depletion of dissolved CO2 and 02, etc. The depletion of the initial complement of 2 will lead to
highly reducing conditions and immobilization of both Pu and U as the dioxides. The Gd will
remain insoluble in some form, such as GdOHCO3. An EQ6 run for this case produced results in
keeping with the expectations. These conditions are not conducive to producing a criticality.
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5.4.5 Composition of Solid Degradation Products From Glass

As discussed in Section 5.3.5, EQ6 was used to provide a representative composition for the
combined degraded DHLW glass and the Pu immobilization glass. The modeled solid product
mixture from EQ6 consists of nontronite, Ca-Mg carbonate, quartz, microcline, celadonite,
pyrolusite, nickel silicate, gaylussite (a Na-Ca carbonate), and minor amounts of other compounds,
as well as insoluble Gd, Pu, and U phases. These results are consistent with those expected, as
described in the preceding paragraph. Ca and Mg are shown to occur mostly in carbonates and
celadonite. Na appears in the nontronite, but much remains in solution. K is shown in nontronite,
microcline, and solution. Al and Si are constituents of nontronite, celadonite, microcline, and (Si
only) quartz. Fe is a major component of the nontronite, and Zr is insoluble as zircon. The modeling
for the maximum amount fracturing of the DHLW filler glass, namely, 100 times the surface area,
shows a rather large amount of borax, but, if it in fact does form, it is expected to dissolve as more
J-13 water infiltrates through the WP. For the expected amount of fracturing, 30 times the surface
area, borax does not form, because with the reduced surface area the release rate of sodium and
borate into the solution is less, until much more metal has corroded, thereby making the pH
substantially lower and changing other aspects of the chemistry. Nevertheless, the minerals formed
are nearly the same (similar compositions), although the compositions of the solid solutions differ
somewhat. Thus, the principal uncertainty lies in the distribution of the alkalis between solution and
solid. Accordingly, the modeled mixture of solids was assumed to be reasonably representative in
respect to the elemental content (as distinguished from the mix of minerals), except for the soluble
salt, borax. For criticality calculations the boron was conservatively assumed to have been removed.
At sufficiently low pH, the alkalis3 and alkaline earths3 in the silicate and carbonate minerals should

be leached out, but this modification to the composition was not made. It would have only minor
impact on the criticality calculations.

The elemental components of the solids making up the degraded glass clayey material from the
EQ3/6 calculation are shown in Table 5.4.5-1.

S.5 CHEMICAL SCENARIOS FOR CERAMIC WASTE FORM DEGRADATION

Section 5.2 provides a physical description of the general ceramic degradation process. EQ6
calculations indicate that the chemical evolution of a system incorporating a ceramic WF instead of
La-BS glass will again be dominated in early time frames by the DHLW filler glass degradation.
Thereafter, the pH would decrease in a very similar manner to that for the La-BS glass case, if Cr
and Mo oxidize to form acids.

3 e alkali metals include U, Na, K, Rb, Cs, and Fr. The alkaline earth metals include Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba. and Ra.
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Table 5.4.5-1. Elemental Components of the Clayey Mass from
Pu Immobilization Glass

Degraded Filler Glass and

Element Moles In Solid

H 3.273E+1

C 9.935E-1

0 . 6.808E+1

Na 3.821E+0

Mg 5.954E-1

Al 1.689E+0

Si 1.378E+1

K 1.249E+0

Ca 2.901 E-1

Mn 5.400E-1

Fe 3.746E+0

Cu 4.218E-2

Zr 7.866E-3

Hf (2% Zr) 8.123E-5

U 1.405E-1

Pu 2.967E-2

5.5.1 Modeling of Ceramic WF Degradation

Modeling for the ceramic WF used the recommended fracture factor of 30 for DHLW filler glass in
all cases. The ceramic was in one instance treated as if it were a homogeneous phase of constant
composition, analogous to a glass, and in other cases, one with a fracture factor of 10 and another
with 15,000, as a mixture of zirconolite, pyrochlore, Ba-hollandite, and Zr rich rutile. These
computer runs all hit the reliability limit as a consequence of the large releases of alkalis and borate
from the DHLW glass. Whereas the differences due to the various WFs are small they are sufficient
to make noticeable differences in the solubilities at this stage of reaction progress. These differences
appear to arise from the slight alkalinity caused by dissolution of La-BS compared to nearly none
by ceramic, silica dissolving from the glass, etc. This gives rise to small differences in the carbonate
concentration, which, because it is raised to third power in calculating the concentration of U species
in this pH range, makes a large difference in the U solubility. For similar reasons GdOHCO3 appears
as one of the insoluble Gd phases for the glass model at this point, but not for the ceramic. However,
none of these makes any significant difference to criticality issues because all three elements are still
dominantly retained in the initial Pu WF while the pH is high.

The only important difference in respect to criticality is the rate of degradation of the WF. This is
much smaller than for glass with a fracture factor of 10. Interestingly, the release rate of Pu from
the WF, per WP, is still less for the ceramic by a factor of about 40 even for a fracture factor of
15,000.
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5.5.2 Composition of Solid Degradation Products From Ceramic

In a somewhat similar manner as was used for the degradation of La-BS glass, a point in reaction
progress was chosen at about the stage at which all of the DHLW filler glass had degraded to obtain
a representative composition for solid products. In this case a local minimum of pH, 6.36, during
the evolution of the fluid composition was chosen, even though the solution concentration was too
high to provide reliable results for the composition of the water. The combination of solid products
was compatible with expectations for the same reasons as explained previously in Section 5.3.5. The
proportions of the minerals and their compositions resemble those for the glass case, although they
differ in detail. Although slightly acid, no appreciable amount of alkalis had yet been leached from
the clays.

The elemental components of the solids making up the clayey material from the EQ3/6 calculation
are shown in Table 5.5.2-1. As noted in Table 5.5.2-1, 2 wt% of the Zr is assumed to be Hf. Most
zircon minerals contain 1 to 5% Hf (Reference 27, p. B-19).

Table 5.52-1. Elemental Components of the Clayey Mass from Degraded Fifler Glass
and Pu Immobilization Ceramic

Element Moles In Solid

H 2.175E+1

C 1.152E-1

0 7.57212+1

Na .710E+

Mg 4.984E-1

Al 1.859E+O

Si 1.210E+1

K 1.088E+0

Ca 4.547E-1

TI 2.064E+O

Cr 8.051 E-1

Mn 6.738E-1

Fe 9.782E+0

NI 3.703E1+0

Zr 3.285E-1

Gd 1.189E-1

Hf (2%/ Zr) 3.392E-3

U 1.701 E-1

Pu 3.090E-1
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5.6 FISSILE MATERIAL TRAPPED IN THE INVERT

2U and remaining undecayed quantities of 3Pu are released into solution from the degrading WFs.
Most of the fissile material is precipitated immediately after release, but some remains in solution
and is flushed from the degraded WP. Eventually the precipitated fissile material will be re-
dissolved and flushed from the WP. Although the removal process could take more than one million
years, the accumulation of a critical mass by re-concentrating the fissile material in the invert from
the solution flowing (or dripping) from the WP is conceptually possible. Thus, the actual possibility
of criticalities must be evaluated. Fissile material could be trapped in the invert in several ways:
absorption on or ion exchange into zeolitic materials present in the tuff and the degraded concrete,
precipitation due to a reduction in dissolved oxygen, absorption onto corrosion products of carbon
steel, particularly iron oxy-hydroxide, or by take up in microbial species present on these materials.

Tuff contains a variety of zeolites, such as clinoptilolite, with the amount dependent upon its location
within the various rock strata. The repository horizon itself contains little zeolitic material.
However, large amounts exist between the repository horizon and the water table. These are largely
in vitric tuffs in which the glassy phase was converted to the zeolites clinoptilolite, heulandite, and
mordenite by hydrothermal reactions. Thus, the potential for adsorption onto tuff in the invert
depends on the source of the material. If it comes from the crushed (repository horizon) tuff, it will
be low in zeolites, but if it comes from material near the surface, such as the Calico Hills member,
it will be high in zeolites. The limited available data on U sorption on zeolitic materials was recently
summarized in LANL report (Reference 21). For zeolitic tuffs, sorption coefficients determined in
laboratory studies are near zero at pH of 9, but increase as pH decreases to about 6. Experimental
in-situ work (Reference 41) has shown that the absorption of U of up to 1 weight percent, from U-
bearing groundwater, onto zeolitic material is possible in the range of pH from about 4 to 8.5, based
on the heulandite-clinoptilolite group as the active zeolite. In the time frame required to accumulate
kilograms of fissile material any 3Pu adsorbed would likely be decayed to 235U and 239Pu is less
likely to adsorb to zeolites than 'U.

An important source of zeolites is the concrete which may degrade to form zeolites directly, along
with hydrogarnet, or by its interaction with the glass DPs which have been flushed from the WP by
the modified J-13 water. One simulation case was run using EQ316 with J-13 at pH 12 with gibbsite,
diaspore, and many of the calcium silicate hydrates in cement; this computation showed that zeolites
may form stably under these conditions; In addition, zeolitic cements can be produced from
conventional cement by the addition of alkali and fly ash, a source of alumina and silica. A list of
potential calcium-rich zeolitic minerals that could form as a result of these reactions is given in Table
5.6-1. Sodium-rich zeolites are also possible.

Another possible mechanism leading to U0 2precipitation in the invert could be the reduction in the
amount of dissolved oxygen. This less oxidizing environment could cause the U to be reduced from
the hexavalent to the quadrivalent state, and subsequently precipitate. However, this requires a
dramatic decrease in oxygen content. Since it is anticipated that the oxygen content outside of the
package will be more rather than less oxidizing due to the additional free surfaces, this will not likely
lead to U precipitation. (See Section 3.1.2.) In contrast with U, the Pu in solution will simply
precipitate as soon as it can, so there is more likelihood of precipitation of Pu in the WP before it can
reach the invert. The colloidal Pu concentration, which is likely to be much greater than the Pu
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which is truly in solution, would likely be trapped in the clayey phase and not leave the WPs prior
to conversion to U. Thus, this mechanism is not expected to lead to the precipitation of fissile
material in the invert.

Conflicting data are available in the literature regarding the absorption of U onto pure iron-
containing mineral phases such goethite (iron oxy-hydroxide) and hematite (iron oxide)
(Reference 21). One set of data indicates that the corrosion products readily absorb U while the
other does not. Thus, the corrosion products, which will fall onto and become part of the invert,
could potentially absorb U present in the effluent water from the WPs. However, the presence of
iron will reduce the potential for a criticality. In addition, microbial action can lead to the formation
of complexes that can absorb radionuclides. Absorption has been demonstrated for heavy metals,
but little work has been conducted with radionuclides. Further work is needed in order to include
these mechanisms in the criticality calculations. Thus, it is currently assumed that the absorption
onto zeolites, formed from concrete degradation or reaction, is the most likely mechanism for the
presence of fissile material in the invert.

Table 5.6-1 Representative List of Calcum-Rich Zeolites Which Could Result from Concrete Degradation

Zeollte Name Zeollte Formula

EpistilbIto CaA12SlO1 N 5(H20)

Chabazite CaA1lSIO , 5H 2 0)

Dachlardite (Ca, Na2, K2)BA1 IOSI30M,* 25(H20)

Gismondine CaA1 2S20, 4(H20)

Heulandite. (Na, Ca)2.3A13(AI,SI)2SISOM * 2(H20)

Laumontite CaAl 2SI40,2 4(H20)

Clinoptilolfte' (Na, K, Ca)2,Al3(AI, Si)2SiI1O3 12(HgO)

Cowlesite CA12Si00 * 5-6(H 20)

Garronfte Na2Ca 1Al2Si2 0 * 27(H20)

Levyne (CaNa2.K2))AI$Sl,203 * 18(H20)

Mordenite (Ca, Na2,K,)A 2Sl10024 7(H2 0)

Scolecite CaA 2S 30,0 3(H20)

Stellerite CaA 2S1 1,O, * 7(H20)

Stilbite NaCa 2A!Si,303, * 14H20)

Svetlozarite (Ca, K2, Na2)Al2SI,202, * 6(H20)

Thomsonite NaCa2AJSl020 * 6(H20)

Walrakite CaAI2Si4o,2 2(Hi0)

Yugawarallte CaAl2So0,, * 4(H20)

* Same formula, but slightly different structures, and usually different ratios among Na, . Ca.
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6. REPRESENTATIVE WASTE FORM DEGRADATION CONFIGURATIONS

The final configurations described in this section are representative of the range of potential
criticalities which can occur. Section 6.1 discusses the degraded configurations to be further
evaluated for the glass WF, and Section 6.2 provides the same discussion for the ceramic WF.

6.1 TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS FROM GLASS WASTE FORM DEGRADATION

The WF degradation scenarios discussed in Section 5.1 identified two classes of configurations of
the degraded glass WF which must be evaluated for criticality. These configurations are:

* The degraded WF slumped into a mass of clayey material forming a hemicylinder at the
bottom of the WP (internal criticality)

* The accumulation of fissile material in the invert (external, near-field criticality).

Section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 will provide further detail on the typical variations of above two classes of
configurations. These configurations are modeled and analyzed using MCNP4A as discussed in
Section 7. Section 6.1.3 will provide details of scenarios which do not lead to credible critical
configurations.

The scenarios leading to these configurations are discussed in Section 5.4 and the input data applied
to the scenarios is provided in Section 4.

6.1.1 Altered WF Slumped to Bottom of WP

As discussed in Section 5.1, degradation of the both the DHLW glass and the Pu immobilization
glass WF by water occurs in two general stages: formation of a "gel-like" alteration layer at the
degrading glass surface, followed by reprecipitation of clays and minerals both near the initial
alteration point and elsewhere within the package. The majority of the DHLW glass would be
expected to have degraded prior to the degradation of the Pu glass due to the fact that it is exposed
first and has a degradation rate which is potentially an order of magnitude higher (Section 4.1) than
that of the Pu glass. The intermediate result will be degrading Pu glass canisters which are relatively
uniformly distributed throughout a mass of clayey material which has slumped to the bottom of the
package, along with any remaining pieces of the DHLW glass pour canisters. As with the initial
configuration, this intermediate stage is not expected to present a criticality concern as much of the
Gd is still retained in the undegraded Pu glass. The final configuration which will be evaluated for
criticality potential involves the complete degradation of the Pu glass as well, leaving the Pu, Gd,
and possibly a few remaining canister fragments distributed in a relatively liomogeneous clayey
material at the bottom a flooded package. While there may be localized heterogeneities near the
location of the original Pu glass canisters, the alteration process of the Pu glass would be expected
to further distribute the Pu and Gd into the slumped mass, and thus, the overall the clayey material
can best be represented as a homogeneous mixture. Figure 6.1.1-1 provides a general example of
the final configuration to be modeled.
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Figure 6.1.1-1. WP Model for Homogenized Clayey Material Slumped to Bottom

A representative composition of the elements in the clayey solids is determined by the mineral
species remaining at the end of typical EQ3/6 runs modeling the chemical reaction over time of the
glass with water and the other components in the WP (particularly the steel of the canisters and
cans). These runs are described in Section 5.4. This clayey composition is assumed to be
representative of the range which could occur under credible degradation scenarios. The elemental
components of the solids making up the clay are shown in Table 5.4.5-1. Typically, a clay would
have a density of approximately 2.3 g/cm? (Reference 25) and this value is assumed appropriate for
the degraded glass clayey material.

Although the DHLW glass contains a significant amount of depleted U, it degrades much faster than
the Pu glass and an indeterminate fraction is transported outside the WP before significant amounts
of U are released from the Pu glass. EQ3/6 cannot differentiate between isotopes or original sources
for elements and, therefore, cannot distinguish the fraction of U that is 2U or "8U. For this reason,
the depleted U is not included in the clayey composition.

The height of the cylinder segment of homogenized clayey material will depend on the amount of
clay remaining and the amount of water trapped in the clay. Because material has been transported
into and out of the WI, the actual volume of clay remaining is unknown. For this evaluation, it was
assumed that the volume of the clay is equivalent to that displaced by the original four glass pour
canisters within the WP. Clays contain water in two forms: a fixed amount of hydrogen (bound as
*H2 0 or OH) and a variable amount of free water. The bound H for the degraded glass clayey
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material has the same atom density as H in 33.7 volume percent free water and is already represented
in Table 5.4.5-1. The volume fraction of free water in the clayey material is unknown, but is
expected to be between 0 and 60 vol%, as discussed in Section 5.1.

Several less likely variations of the final configuration are also considered. These are concentration
of all Pu, U, and Gd in the top of the clay; concentration of all Pu, U, and Gd in the bottom of the
clay; and concentration of all Pu, U, and Gd at one end of the WP. The first variation could
conceivably occur if a large amount of the DHLW glass were to degrade and slump to, or precipitate
at, the bottom of the WP before the structure of the pour canisters have collapsed. When collapse
of the pour canisters does occur, this will leave the Pu glass canisters and any non-slumped DHLW
glass clay, on top of the clayey material. This would result in a final configuration with an upper
layer of Pu/U/Gd bearing clay and a bottom layer of clay containing little or no Pu/U/Gd. Figure
6.1.1-2 shows the stratified clay layers for these configurations. The latter two cases appear less
likely as they would require a mechanism for physically shifting the degrading Pu glass canisters to
one end of the package after the DHLW glass clay has slumped, or cause them to settle to the bottom
of a high water fraction DHLW glass clay. Tilting of the package due to a support failure could
cause the cans to shift to one end of the package, but the clay would also be shifted. Settling of the
Pu glass canisters to the bottom of the clay could result while they are still relatively intact in high
water fraction clay, or as a result of shaking during a seismic event. However, this would make it
difficult to remove the Gd as it would be trapped under a protective layer of on-Pu/UJGd clayey
material. Stratification of the heavier clayey components from the lighter ones once complete
alteration of both glasses has occurred is not supported by natural analogs. A scenario involving
flushing of a large fraction of the clay components by flowing water, leaving a reduced volume of
clayey material with concentrated Pu/U/Gd would result in a similar configuration. A flushed clay
scenario is unlikely since the bulk of the clayey materials is relatively unreactive. The geometries
for concentration of Pu/U/Gd in a bottom layer of the clay are identical to those shown in Figure
6.1.1-2, except that the concentration occurs in the bottom layer. Figure 6.1.1-3 shows the geometry
modeled with all of the Pu/U/Gd clayey material in one half of the package.

6.1.2 Invert Accumulation

Fissile and neutron absorber material which has been flushed out of the degraded WP must pass
through the invert material. As discussed in Section 5.6, the invert material will likely be a mixture
of tuff and degraded concrete, as well as degradation products of the WP, particularly the carbon
steel outer container. Fissile material could be trapped in the invert in a several ways: absorption
on zeolitic materials present in the tuff and the degraded concrete, precipitation due to a change in
dissolved oxygen, absorption onto corrosion products of carbon steel, particularly iron oxy-
hydroxide, or by take up in microbial species present on these materials. The U could then
concentrate in this mixture at some level depending on the amount that could potentially be adsorbed
on these materials.
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Figure 6.1.1-2 WIP Model for Concentration of all Pu/U/Gd In Top Layer of Clay
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Figure 6.1.1-3 WP Model for Concentration of Pu/U/Gd on One End of WP
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The analysis in Section 5.6 indicated that the most likely mechanism for fissile material
accumulation in the invert will be from absorption and ion exchange with calcium-rich zeolites like
those listed in Table 5.6-1. A representative configuration which could result involves concrete
degradation to a representative calcium-rich zeolite, chabazite CaAl2Si4O12 6( 20), and its base
aggregate. The aggregate is assumed to be crushed, welded tuff (no zeolite) from the repository with
a porosity of 0.139 (Reference 39 p.7-1 1, Reference 40, p. 16). Chabazite, CaAl2Si4O,2-6(H 20), is
a representative calcium-rich zeolite with a high hydrate content which could form from the reaction
of the glass reaction products present in effluent water and the degraded concrete as discussed in
Section 5.6. Chabazite will be assumed to represent the mix of zeolites which might be present in
the invert. The chabazite (or similar zeolite) could adsorb up to 1 weight percent U based on the
results from laboratory experiments (Reference 41). The invert has a cylinder segment geometry
similar to the clayey material configuration inside the WP, and the accumulation of 25U would likely
conform to roughly this geometry.

Other mechanisms such as the absorption onto existing zeolitic material in the tuff invert and the
precipitation of U as a result of reduction in dissolved oxygen were not considered likely or have
lower accumulation concentrations. The absorption onto steel corrosion products and the
interactions with microbes may be possible, but it will be necessary to obtain data and/or models for
these processes before these mechanisms can be evaluated.

6.1.3 Other Configurations

Two other configurations discussed in Section 5.1 will not be further considered as part of this
analysis: fissile precipitation on container walls, and degraded forms in configurations similar to the
initial configuration. The latter is considered similar to the initial WF configuration previously
evaluated in Reference 2 and need not be further evaluated as a degraded WF from a criticality
standpoint. As discussed previously in Section 3.1.2, the criticality potential of the former
configuration is limited by the low thickness of the precipitate (high leakage geometries) and the
potential for re-dissolution. Thus it will not be further considered.

6.2 TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS FROM CERAMIC WASTE FORM DEGRADATION

The configurations that could lead to a potential criticality for the ceramic WFs include the slumped
to bottom case, for internal criticality, and invert accumulation for external criticality. Other
configurations are possible, but these are unlikely to lead to significant potential for criticality.

6.2.1 Slumped to Bottom

If the altered WF disintegrates completely as a result of metamictization, the resulting mass will
slump (collapse) to the bottom of the WP onto any remaining clayey material and silicates. This
material could present a criticality concern if the Gd is removed as a result of the decrease in pH of
the system.

The model for the homogenized clayey material that could slump to the bottom was shown in
Figure 6.1.1.-i. The configuration for the ceramic is assumed to be that described for the Pu glass
and the generation scenario is also assumed to be the same. The majority of the DHLW glass would
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be expected to have degraded prior to the degradation of the ceramic material due to the fact that it
is exposed first and has a degradation rate significantly higher than that of the Pu ceramic material.
The DHLW glass will have degraded into clayey material and other minerals which have slumped
to the bottom of the package, along with any remaining pieces of the DHLW glass canisters and the
degraded ceramic canisters and WFs. It has been assumed that the ceramic material at this point in
time will have undergone considerable metamictization and disintegrated into small particles which
are dispersed into the clayey material. Both the bulk, early in time, and the particulate ceramic
material, later in time, will be slowly dissolving. The Pu, U and Gd released into solution will either
precipitate as other mineral phases or remain in solution, depending on the system pH and chemistry.
These mineral phases will precipitate back onto the particles or onto the clayey material. The
composition of the clayey material was defined in Section 5.5.2 and listed in Table 5.5.2-1. The
clayey material has density of 3.0 g/cm3 which is calculated as the mass ratio of the elemental
components from Table 5.5.2-1 to those in Table 5.4.5-1 times the density used for the degraded
glass clayey material (2.3 glcm3). The geometry of the dispersion of the ceramic WF into the clayey
material would be similar to that shown in Figure 6.1.1-1.

Several less likely variations of the final configuration were discussed in Section 6.1.1. These
variations were not analyzed for the ceramic case since the volume of the clayey materials will be
lower and the amount of contained water will be considerably less than that for glass, reducing the
effect on k~ff of these variations.

6.2.2 Invert Accumulation

The accumulation of fissile material outside the WP is essentially independent of the original WF,
with only the time range of the accumulation being affected. Therefore, the discussion in Section
6.1.2 is equally applicable to the degraded ceramic WF.

6.2.3 Other Configurations

Other configurations for internal criticalities which are possible include precipitation on the walls,
and slow dissolution of the ceramic in a degraded but initial shape. The amount of material that
could precipitate and collect on the walls has been calculated to be very small and would not result
in a critical state. Slow dissolution of an altered WF which retains its shape, even though its has
transformed to a metamict state, would result in both the fissile and neutron absorber materials being
slowly flushed from the system. Thus, this configuration does not present a criticality concern.
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7. CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS (f)

The criticality potential of Pu immobilized in glass and ceramic for intact configurations has been
previously analyzed (Reference 2). It was shown that as long as the neutron absorbing species (Gd)
remains with the fissile species (U, Pu), a criticality is not possible (even with the presence of an
optimum amount of water to serve as moderator). Some simple generic configurations resulting
from the degradation of the glass and ceramic WFs were also analyzed. Criticality of these degraded
WFs was shown to require both significant separation of the absorber material from fissile material
and significant intermixing with moderator material (water).

This study has extended the initial analyses to evaluate the variety of configurations represented by
the material compositions and geometries identified in Sections 4 and 6. The criticality potential of
a variety of compositions (of the principal neutronically active species) in degraded configurations
within a WP was evaluated by calculating the effective multiplication factor, kf, using the Monte-
Carlo neutron transport code, MCNP4A. The criticality potential of accumulations of mU
transported outside the WP into the invert was also evaluated. A multi-variate regression fit was
then made to the data for configurations inside the WP to predict kr as a function of Pu, U, and Gd
mass. The regression equations are programmed into the mass balance program (described in
Section 3.2.1 and listed in Appendix B) and are used to determine when sufficient fissile material
has been separated from the Gd, or intact WF for kff thresholds to have been reached.

This general methodology is described further in Sections 7.1 and 7.2. A summary of the results is
given in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 gives comparisons of four Pu canisters per WP versus one Pu
canister per WP and can-in-can glass versus can-in-can ceramic.

7.1 BASIC CALCULATIONS WITH MCNP

The calculations described in this section are performed to indicate the minimum amount of Gd
required to keep the k1;f below thresholds of 0.98 and 0.93 for combinations of different 3Pu and
2U masses inside the WP. In addition, calculations to determine the minimum mass of 23U which
must be accumulated in the invert to exceed these same thresholds are performed.

7.1.1 Clayey Configuration from Degradation of DHLW Glass and Pu
Immobilization Glass

Based on the scenario and configuration analyses described in Sections 5.1 and 6.1, the primary
criticality analysis is focused on a clayey material containing the fissile species dissolved from the
glass and (possibly) some of the Gd dissolved from the glass in a cylinder segment (hemicylinder)
geometry. The cylinder segment represents an accumulation of material in the WP shell and is
similar to ahemicylinder but is more than 50% of the WPvolume. Figure 6.1.1-1 shows a typical
cross-sectional view of the model configuration. The inner dimensions of a degraded WP are
approximated in the model inner radius of the shell as 78.25 cm and the inner length as 304 cm.

A representative composition of the elements in the clayey solids is determined by the mineral
species remaining at the end of typical EQ3/6 runs modeling the chemical reaction over time of the
glass with water and the other components in the WP (particularly the steel of the canisters and
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cans). These runs are described in Section 5.3.5. This clayey composition is assumed to be
representative of the range which could occur under credible degradation scenarios as discussed in
Section 6.1.1. The elemental components of the solids making up the clay are shown in
Table 5.4.5-1 and the minerals/compounds composing the solids are discussed in Section 5.4.5.

Although the DHLW glass contains a significant amount of depleted U, it degrades much faster than
the Pu glass and an indeterminate fraction is transported outside the WP before significant amounts
of U are released from the Pu glass. EQ3/6 cannot differentiate between isotopes or original sources
for elements. For this reason, no depleted U is included in the base calculations. The effect on ky
of including various amounts of "8U in the clayey mixture is discussed in Section 7.5.4.

Clays contain water in two forms: a fixed amount of hydrogen (bound as *H20 or OH) and a variable
amount of free water. The bound H for the degraded glass clayey material has the same atom
density as H in 33.7 volume percent free water. The volume fraction of free water in the clayey
material is unknown and is varied to find the highest kff value for Gd, U, and Pu mass combinations.

Varying the free water for a number of typical U, Pu, Gd combinations, the highest value of kv was
found at zero water fraction (no free water but including all the H in bound water). Furthermore, it
was found that, generally, the 239Pu was worth significantly more criticality potential than the
equivalent mass of 2"U because of the '9Pu resonance neutron absorption (with subsequent fission)
centered at approximately 0.25 eV. This resonance becomes very important in the presence of Gd
because the high thermal absorption of Gd leads to a skewed neutron energy distribution with a
reduced neutron flux in the thermal region and relatively high flux in the higher energy regions
which expose the neutrons to the 239Pu resonance. In the absence of Gd, the 3Pu is still worth more
(in terms of criticality potential) than 2'U, but the difference in worth is not nearly so significant.

To establish the methodology for identifying accumulations of material where criticality could occur
(screening configurations), calculations were performed for various amounts of Gd to provide cases
with kw values ranging from 0.9 to 1.0 for given combinations of 2U and 239Pu. Details of these
cases are shown in Appendix G and a discussion of criticality (kef) thresholds is given in
Section 3.1.4.

7.1.2 Clayey Configuration from Degradation of DHILW Glass and Pu Immobilization
Ceramic

Because the major component of both a waste glass and waste ceramic is the DHLW filler glass, the
examination of the degradation process into a clayey configuration will be similar for the two WFs,
and this discussion will be similar to that in Section 7.1.1.

A representative composition of the clayey solids for the degraded DHLW glass/ceramic is taken
from an EQ3/6 run modeling the chemical reaction over time of the DHLW glass and Pu
immobilization ceramic with water and the other components in the WP. As with the glass WF, this
clayey composition is assumed to be representative of the range which could occur under credible
degradation scenarios as discussed in Section 6.2.1. This clayey composition would also represent
chunks of partly degraded ceramic in a glass clay. The elemental components of the solids making
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up the clayey material are shown in Table 5.5.2-1. As noted in Table 5.5.2-1,2 wt% of the Zris
assumed to be Hf. The effect of varying the wt% of Hf is discussed in Section 7.5.5.

It should be noted that, with both the glass and ceramic WFs, most of the clayey material comes from
the filler glass which is essentially the same for both cases. There are however differences in clayey
composition due to the quite different chemical compositions of the WFs and the much longer time
to degradation for the ceramic WF. The most important of these differences neutronically is the
much higher Hf (a major neutron absorber) concentration due to the greater zirconium concentration
in the ceramic WF. These different WFs also result in somewhat different mineral inventories for
the clayey mass as output by the EQ3/6 runs. Of these ancillary differences, the one of greatest
importance is the lower water of hydration in the clayey mass from the ceramic WF: equivalent of
20.7 volume percent water as contrasted with 33% for glass. This difference in water of hydration
is manifested by the lower H amount in Table 5.5.2-1 as compared with Table 5.4.5-1.

For combinations of 3Pu and mU requiring more than about 2.5 kg Gd to achieve a k,., of 0.97, the
highest value of ka was found at zero water fraction (no free water but including bound H). For
combination of 239Pu and 235U requiring less than about 2.5 kg Gd, the highest value of k,, was found
at 0.10 water fraction. Because of the approximately 0.25 ev resonance in the 239PU fission cross
section, the "Pu was worth significantly more than the equivalent mass of 235U in the presence of
Gd. In the absence of Gd, the 39Pu is still worth more than 2 5U, but the difference in worth is not
nearly so significant. Note that the degraded ceramic waste clayey composition contains only about
2/3 of the H as the degraded glass waste clayey composition. The lower water fraction, coupled with
the Hf from the ceramic (with lower required mass of Gd) cause the peaking at a higher free water
fraction than the corresponding degraded glass cases.

To establish the methodology for identifying accumulations of material where criticality could occur
(screening configurations), calculations were performed for various amounts of Gd to provide cases
with k,, values ranging from 0.9 to 1.0 for given combinations of 235U and 2 3 9Pu. Details of these
cases are shown in Appendix G and a discussion of criticality (k,,) thresholds is given in
Section 3.1.4

7.1.3 Accumulations of 2'U Outside the WP In or On the Invert

Scenarios for accumulating fissile material outside the WP in or on the invert are discussed in
Section 5.6. The accumulation of fissile material outside the WP is essentially independent of the
original WF, with only the time range of the accumulation being affected. No mechanism for
precipitating U compounds out of solution was identified in the geochemical analysis discussed in
Section 6.1.3 and 6.2.3. Adsorption by zeolites in the tuff or ferrous oxides is possible but is limited
to relatively low concentrations. In the time frame required to accumulate kilograms of fissile
material any 239Pu adsorbed would likely be decayed to 1 5U. Therefore, this analysis focuses on
accumulations of 5U alone. Since the fractions of absorbers transported from the WP is uncertain
and variable with conditions (pH), no credit for absorbers or other material from the WP is taken in
this analysis. The results in this section are equally applicable for either the glass or ceramic Pu
immobilization WFs.
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As discussed in Section 6.1.2, the concrete has been assumed to degrade to a representative calcium-
rich zeolite, chabazite CaAI2Si401j6H2 0, and its base aggregate as discussed in Section 6.1.2. The
aggregate is assumed to be crushed, welded tuff from the repository with a porosity of 0.i39 (0.10
volume fraction filled with water). The chabazite is assumed to adsorb approximately 1 weight
percent U based on the results from laboratory experiments (Reference 41). In the model the invert
depth is 0.75 m and the drift is 5.5 m which is consistent with current scoping designs. Calculations
were performed for a cylinder segment geometry similar to the clayey configuration in the WP. The
length of the accumulation was varied as well as the hydrogen content (100%, 90%, and 80%) to find
optimum moderation. The chabazite has the highest water fraction of a group of calcium-rich
zeolites and the .10 volume fraction filling by water of the aggregate porosity is high, therefore
justifying the investigation of the effect of reduction in hydrogen content to cover other
compositions. The lengths run are 150 cm, 300 cm, and infinity. The 150 cm length and 300 cm
length correspond to roughly 25 kg and 50 kg of "U, respectively. The results of the calculations
are shown in Table 7.1.3-1. Note that none of the cases exceed the 0.98 criticality threshold. The
90% of base hydrogen loading cases are closest to optimum moderation (kd peak) and do exceed
a 0.93 criticality threshold for about 204 cm or 34 kg (interpolating) of ' 5U.

Table 7.1.3-1 Accumulations of I wt% mU In Chabazlte (40%) and Aggregate (60%) from Degraded
Concrete In a 75 cm Deep Cylinder Segment

Hydrogen Fraction In
Chabaxite/Aggregate 150 cm! 25 kg 2U 300 cm 50 kg UI - length

100% H 0.9178 * .0020 0.9459 * .0018 0.9544± .0019

90% H 0.9201 * .0023 0.9469 ± .0043 0.9616 ± .0023

80% H I ___.__ _ I I 0.9589 ± .0026

7.2 MULTI-VARIATE REGRESSIONS FOR DEGRADED GLASS AND CERAMIC
WASTE FORMS

Using the results of the MCNP4A runs discussed in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, multi-variate
regressions were developed for both the degraded glass and ceramic WFs. This will allow kff to be
computed as a function of the mass (in kg) of Pu, U, and Gd in the hemicylinder of clayey material.
For each WF, multiple regressions were required to generate a good fit to the wide range of Pu, U
and Gd contents. These regressions are only applicable for predicting Pu/U/Gd combinations which
yield kffvalues from 0.9 to 1.0, as the majority of the MCNP4A data (given in Attachment G) was
within this range. In most cases, a linear regression in the form of

X= c1 +c2Pu+c3 U+c4 Gd (1)

was sufficient to provide a good fit to the MCNP4A data. For larger amounts of Pu and U in the
clayey material, the amounts of Gd required to produce kdf values in the above range became non-
linear, and the following equation provided a better fit than Equation 1:

kA,,= c1+c2Pu+c3U+c4ln(Ga) (2)
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For each WF, Table 7.2-1 provides the constants for Equations 1 or 2 (as applicable), their ranges
of applicability, and the R2 value indicating the goodness-of-fit.

Table 7.2-1. Coefficients for Glass and Ceramic Waste Form Regressions

Waste Form Eq. Applicable Range c, c, cS c, R2

Glass 1 Gd = 0 kg 0.53431 0.01514 0.00819 0 0.991

Glass 1 Okg < Gd s 1kg 0.72902 0.00803 0.00397 -0.26981 0.953

.Glass 1 1kg < Gd < 4kg 0.72562 0.00532 0.00233 -0.09809 0.945

Glass 2 Gd 2 4 kg 0.82278 0.00342 0.00146 -0.17762 0.984

Ceramic 1 Gd s 0.2 kg 0.44828 0.01012 0.00483 -0.36997 0.976

Ceramic 1 0.2 kg < Gd s 1 kg 0.62516 0.00658 0.00301 -0.17972 0.981

Ceramic 1 1 kg < Gd g 2.6 kg 0.67725 0.00478 0.00205 -0.08524 0.978

Ceramic 2 Gd > 2.5 kg 0.75870 0.00298 0.00135 -0.11954 0.961

All of the above regressions were performed in Microsoft Excel version 5.0 spreadsheets, the results
from which are provided in Appendix G. Since the percentage of water in the clayey material was
not to be considered in the mass-balance the above regressions utilized the water fractions which
yielded the peak kdr values for conservatism. As discussed in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, this peak was
at the zero water fraction for most cases, with the exception being Gd s 2.5 kg in the ceramic cases,
for which a water fraction of 0.1 yielded the highest kf, values.

7.3 CRITICALITY EVALUATIONS AND RESULTS

The mass balance equations of Section 3.2.1 were used to compute the amounts of Pu, U, and Gd
in the clayey precipitate as a function of time, using the three programs listed in Appendix B. These
programs incorporate the formula for Gd solubility from 5.3A, and the regression for kff as a
function of Pu, U, and Gd concentration for both glass and ceramic Ws, as developed in
Section 7.2. The first two of the programs in Appendix B reflect the two modes of analysis:

* Screening for the values of Pu, U, and Gd concentration in the clayey material at which a
criticality first occurs (pugdcr.c)

* Listing the time history of kff (pugdkeff.c).

The initial WF dissolution rate is reduced with time so that it is proportional to the remaining WF
surface area, which is assumed to be proportional to the 213 power of the power of the remaining WE
mass. The third program (critload.c) is used to search for the limiting values of dissolution rate
multiplied by fracture factor, referred to as DP limit, particularly as a function of Pu loading, as
described in Section 7.4.1.
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The oxidized Cr, which is responsible for the acidification of the solution in the WP, is assumed to
come from corrosion of the stainless steel only (canister and WF containing cans). Since the
stainless steel is mostly in sheet form, the surface area, and consequently the dissolution rate, is
constant until most of the steel has degraded, so in this approximation the dissolution rate has been
left constant. The basic input parameters for these analyses are in the ranges listed in Table 7.3-1.

Table 7.3-1. Summary of Input Parameters for Criticality Evaluations

Parameter High value Low value

-H~i) 7.5 5.5

Gd solubility (ppm) 3000 0.02
Pu solubility (ppm)m 6x104 1

U solubility (;pm))' 20 1

Glass WF DP factor (glmI/day)4 20x10 4 .5x10 4

Ceramic WF DP factor (g/m2/day)'4 20x104 .5x104

Stainless Steel corrosion rate (jim/1 OOOyr)3M 0.15 0.05

Infiltration rate (mmyr)f'" 10 0.1

° This limited range is appropriate after the dissolution of most of the filler glass, when the released alkali Ions have
been removed by from the WP by flushing.

' The high value of Gd solubility Is determined by the formula In Section 5.3.4; the low value Is taken from the pH=7.5
value In Table c-4. Note that the high value of Gd solubility corresponds to the low value of pH, and vice-versa.

a These ranges fail within the larger range of possibilities given In Table 42-1.

(4) These are typical of the mid-range of the products of the dissolution rate values In Table 4.1-1 with the fracture factor
values In Table 4.1-2. It should be noted that the same range has been used for both the ceramic and glass waste
forms. This represents an assumption of an unlikely high degree of metamictization made for purposes of
comparability only.

'5 This range Is consistent with the values given In Table 4.1-3.

') This range is the same as given In Table 4.3-i.

The primary scenario for reaching a critical configuration in these evaluations is the removal of Gd
from the WP by flushing as quickly as it is released from the degrading WF, as long as the pH is low
which means that the Gd solubility is high. A variation on this scenario is the accumulation of Gd
precipitate while the Gd release rate from the WF is faster than the Gd removal rate. The criticality
is then delayed until the Gd release rate is slowed sufficiently that the removal rate can catch up and
reduce the Gd in the precipitate to the point where there is sufficient fissile material for criticality.

The programs listed in Appendix B begin the corrosion of stainless steel immediately after the
breach of the WP barriers, which is taken to be 3500 years, as discussed in Section 3.1.1. These
programs begin the buildup of fissile material in the clayey precipitate 2500 years later, which is the
additional time for most of the filler glass to degrade (at a fracture factor of 30 and a DHLW glass
dissolution rate of 1-3 gm2/day) and the alkali components to be flushed from the WP, so that the
corroding stainless steel can reduce the pH to the point where the Gd solubility is so large, that
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almost all of the Gd can be flushed from the WP as fast as it is released from the WF. In this total
6000 years, 22% of the 23Pu will have decayed into 'U, so the programs begin the buildup with this
ratio. It should be noted that this time to start of buildup is shorter than the 8000 year estimate given
in Section 7.3.1 in connection with Figure 7.3.1-4. The shorter estimate given here means that less
2Pu will have decayed to 25U which is conservative, since the 3Pu is more reactive with respect
to criticality than the 235U as is shown by the actual kff calculations summarized in Appendix G.

In the time between the breach of the WP and the onset of acid conditions following degradation of
the filler glass, some of the WF could also be degraded and release some fissile material. If the pH
is high enough (above 9) to make the U and Pu very soluble, a significant fraction of the amounts
released from the WF could be removed from the WP during this short time. Since it is not certain
that the alkali from the dissolving filler glass will drive the pH sufficiently high, particularly with
the presence of the acidifying chromate from the corroding stainless steel, it has been assumed that
all of the U and Pu released from the WF will be retained in the clayey precipitate. It is further
assumed that any Gd released during this interim time will be re-dissolved and removed from the
WP when the filler glass has fully degraded and the solution becomes acidic from the corroding
stainless steel. The algorithms used do account for the loss of Cr which is released during this time,
thereby reducing the period when the package solution can be acidic, which, in turn, reduces the
potential for criticality.

The stainless steel containing Cr is used for both the canisters and the WF cans. The WF cans, being
only 3/8 as thick as the canisters, will corrode completely long before the canisters, so they will not
affect the duration of acid conditions. The corroding WF cans will increase the steady state Cr in
solution, but only by their fraction of the canister mass, 25%. Furthermore, this increased Cr in
solution will only last as long as the cans are corroding. Therefore, in keeping with the
approximations used in this study, the Cr in the WF cans has been omitted.

7.3.1 Glass WF Results

The nominal criticality behavior for the WPs with degraded Pu glass WFs is summarized by
Figures 7.3.1-1 through 7.3.1-7. These are explained by the following paragraphs.

Figure 7.3.1-1 gives k1a as a function of time after the start of WF dissolution, for the nominal
stainless steel corrosion rate of 0. lplyr, and for a family of values of the DP factor (WF dissolution
rate in g/m2/day multiplied by the fracture factor). The values chosen for the DP factors are typical
of the mid-range given in Table 4.3-2. For these typical values, the analysis results in sufficient
chromate in solution to lower the pH to between 5 and 6 so that the Gd goes into solution as quickly
as it is released by the WF dissolution, and is flushed from the WP so that it cannot collect in the
precipitate (clayey material). As the fissile material is released from the WF and accumulates with
time in the clayey material, kdy shows a steady increase. Under the assumed dissolution rate for the
stainless steel, all of the steel has degraded by approximately 99,000 years, after which the chromate
in solution declines as it is flushed from the WP so that the pH rises and Gd precipitates with the
result that kff drops to an insignificant value within the next 2000 years. Comparison of the curves
for the three values of DP factor shows a strong dependence on this parameter. This is because the
model determines the peak kff by the amount of fissile material which is released from the WE to
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precipitate in the clayey mass while the pH is low (before all the stainless steel bas corroded). The
higher the DP factor, the more fissile mass can accumulate before Gd starts precipitating to lower
the kd, It should be noted that the values of k.f greater than 1.0 and lower than .9 are for comparison
purposes only; their absolute values are not meaningful, since the regression is only tested for the
limited range 0.9 to 1.0.

Figure 7.3;1-2 gives kfr peak over time as a function of the infiltration rate for a family of WF DP
factors. In general, increasing the infiltration rate will reduce the chromate concentration in solution,
thereby increasing the pH, which in turn lowers the Gd solubility so that some can precipitate into
the clayey material and lower kff. This is the reason that kf generally decreases with increasing
infiltration rate. Decreasing infiltration rate from 0.1 mm/yr to 0.05 mm/yr has little effect on k,,
because the Gd solubility is so high that the Gd can be removed from the WP much faster than it is
released from the WF dissolution. The Gd solubility is presumed to saturate at some point; if it
occurs at 15,000 ppm, then an infiltration rate below .05 mm/yr will be too slow to remove the Gd
as fast as it is released from the WE (for the range of DP factors indicated in this Figure 7.3.1-2) so
some Gd will precipitate and the package cannot become critical.

Figure 7.3.1-3 gives peak kfr over time as a function of infiltration rate for a family of stainless steel
corrosion rates (0.05 to 0.15 p/yr). The kg generally increases as the corrosion rate decreases,
because the length of time with low pH is increased allowing for higher buildup of fissile material
in the clayey precipitate. (Although the concentration of chromate, and hence the Gd solubility,
decreases with decreasing stainless steel c6rrosion rate, the Gd solubility still remains high enough
for the prompt removal of any Gd released by WF degradation. Further reduction of the corrosion
rate will further increase the fissile buildup period. This fissile buildup trend is reversed when the
corrosion rate falls below 2x105 myr because the resulting chromate concentration is too low to
maintain a sufficiently low pH to sustain the necessary Gd solubility against the alkalinity of the
incoming water. The behavior with infiltration rate is similar to that shown in Figure 7.3.1-2. The
only exception to these two observations is for the highest infiltration rate with the lowest corrosion
rate. In this case the Gd solubility is so low that the Gd cannot be removed as fast as it is released.
The overall degradation rate of the WFs is a function of dissolution rate (function of chemistry),
fracture factor, and flow rate. The dissolution rate multiplied by the WF fracture factor is defined
as the DP factor.

Figure 7.3.1-4 gives the earliest possible time to criticality as a function of WF DP Factor for
infiltration rates of 10.0 and 1.0 mm/yr. To illustrate the effect of precipitation and re-dissolution
of Gd, the minimum value of pH possible has been raised from 5.5 (the value used in most of the
other cases of this study) to 5.8, which has the effect of lowering the maximum Gd solubility from
3000 ppm to 378 ppm. For this artificial limitation of solubility, there is no criticality for infiltration
rate equal to 0.1 mm/yr because the Gd removal rate never catches up with the Gd release rate from
the degrading WE.
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The results in Figure 7.3.1-4 generally show the earliest possible time decreasing with increasing DP
Factor because the increasing rate of buildup of fissile material in the clayey mass means that a
critical mass will be reached sooner, except for the DP factors above 4 for the 1.0 mm/year
infiltration rate cases. In this situation the Gd is released from the WF at a faster rate than it can be
removed (even with the enhanced Gd solubility). In this somewhat anomalous situation the higher
DP factor means that more Gd will precipitate before the removal rate can catch up with the release
rate and begin to remove some of the previously precipitated Gd. This larger mass of Gd precipitate
will require a longer time to re-dissolve and remove with the result that the higher DP will be
associated with a longer time to earliest possible criticality. There are no points for DP factor below
4x10r3, because this value is only slightly above the DP limit of between 2 and 3x10 3 (as is seen in
Figure 7.3.1-5). It should be noted that infiltration rate of 0.1 mmlyr does not give any criticality
over the parameter range of interest.

It should be noted that the times to earliest criticality in Figure 7.3.1-4 are measured from the time
at which all of the filler glass is degraded (when there is no longer a large supply of alkali to prevent
the low pH which can be produced by the chromate resulting from the stainless steel corrosion).
This time is expected to be no less than 8,000 years (3,500 years for the penetration of the WP
barriers plus 1500 years for penetration of the canister, as explained in Section 3.1.1, followed by
3,000 years for the complete dissolution of. the filler glass). This means that the total time to earliest
criticality in Figure 7.3.1-4 is actually 12,000 years (4,000 indicated in the figure for a DP of 0.020
plus the 8,000 to start). Furthermore, the figure shows that the earliest total time to criticality,
except for the range of DPs from 0.003 to 0.006, will be greater than 40,000 years, as long as the
infiltration rate is not much more than 1 mm/yr. It should be noted that this 8000 year starting point
for measuring time to criticality is somewhat longer than the 6000 year estimate in Section 7.3, to
be more realistic.

Figures 7.3.1-5, 7.3.1-6, and 7.3.1-7 show the sensitivity of DP limit to the change in regulatory
definitions of criticality. Figures 7.3.1-5 and 7.3.1-6 give the DP limit for criticality, where
criticality is defined as kff above 0.98 and 0.93, respectively. The rationale for each of these
alternatives is given in Section 3.1.4. If the DP factor of the WF is above the indicated limit, the
criticality is considered to be possible. Naturally, the DP limits for kf=0.93 (Figure 7.3.1-6) are
lower than the corresponding limits for kf1=0.98 (Figure 7.3.1-5). Both figures show little change
of this DP limit with infiltration rate; this is because the question of whether criticality can occur is
answered primarily by whether the period of low pH (corroding stainless steel) lasts long enough for
a critical mass of fissile material to accumulate in the clayey mass. Figure 7.3.1-7 gives a direct
comparison between the effects of the 0.98 and 0.93 thresholds, which is to increase the DP limit by
approximately 10%.

7.3.2 Ceramic WF Results

The nominal criticality behavior for the WPs with degraded Pu ceramic WFs is summarized by
Figures 7.3.2-1 through 7.3.2-7. These results are generally similar to the corresponding figures for
the glass WF, except that the ceramic cases show lower Kf and higher WF DP limits than for the
glass WFs. More specific discussion is given in the following paragraphs.
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In Figure 7.3.2-1 the drop off beyond the peak at 99,000 years looks more gradual for the
corresponding glass case, Figure 7.3.1-1. However, that is primarily an artifact of the larger range
of kz in the glass case.

Figure 7.3.2-4 shows generally longer times to earliest criticality than the corresponding glass values
(Figure 7.3.1-4). The exception is for the anomalous situation in which the earliest criticality occurs
after most of the initially precipitated Gd has been re-dissolved and removed; For these cases the
earliest times for glass and ceramic are approximately the same, for the same values of DP factor and
infiltration rate. This is because the earliest criticality occurs while there is still more than one
kilogram of Gd remaining in the precipitate (for both glass and ceramic WFs), and this much Gd
overwhelms the effect of the small amount of Hf which distinguishes the ceramic from the glass.
It should also be noted that glass case extends down to a DP factor equal to 0.002 while the ceramic
case only extends down to 0.004. This is consistent with the glass DP limit being more than twice
that of the ceramic, as is shown in Figure 7.4.3-1.

7.4 WASTE FORM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

7.4.1 Pu Loading Alternatives

The Pu loading per WP can be reduced by reducing the wt% of Pu in the WF (below the nominal
design of 10%) and/or reducing the number of Pu waste containing canisters per WP. With respect
to criticality, the effect of both these strategies is the same, as long as they have the same amount of
Pu per WP.

Figure 7.4.1-1 shows reduction of Pu loading increases the DP limit, thereby increasing the
likelihood that the actual DP factor will be under the limit, and criticality will be avoided. For a
reduction of Pu to 50% of the nominal design value (5% of the waste form instead of 10%, or 2
waste form canisters per package instead'of 4) the increase in DP limit is approximately linearly
proportional to decrease in Pu. For a reduction to 30% of the nominal design, the increase in DP
limit is more than linearly proportional. This case has such a strong effect because criticality can
only occur if enough fissile has been released from the waste form while the stainless steel is still
corroding, and this very low Pu loading brings the system close to the balance between the two.
This contrast becomes even stronger for the high infiltration rate (10 mmlyr) because it takes much
less flushing action to keep up with the smaller release rate of Gd.

It should be noted that the curves in Figure 7.4.1-1 end for fraction loadings below 0.3. For the
scenarios considered in this study, criticality will not be possible below these loadings, so these
lowest fraction loadings could be considered as threshold Pu loadings. Consistent with explanation
of increase in DP limit with increase in infiltration rate given in the previous paragraph, these
threshold loadings are seen to increase with increasing infiltration rate (noting that the threshold
loading for infiltration rates of 0.1 m m/yr and 1.0 rum/yr are close to resolve at this approximation).
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Figure 7A.1-2 shows the analogous results for the ceramic WF. The low end of the range of loading
factors presented in this figure corresponds to the threshold below which criticality will not be
possible for the ceramic WF. (The small increase with infiltration rate is not resolved at the
precision of this study.)

7.4.2 Gd:Pu Ratio Alternatives

The effectiveness of Gd in limiting the possibility of criticality is generally expected to be
proportional to the amount of Gd incorporated into the WF. However, for the low pH scenarios
which constitute the majority of the ones evaluated in this study, the critical configurations are
mostly Pu and U in the clayey precipitate which contains virtually no Gd (it having been flushed
away because of its high solubility under acidic conditions, as is explained in Section 5.3). Under
these conditions, reducing the Gd in the original WF has little effect, as long as it does not fall below
a few percent of the Pu, on a mole basis.

The Gd:Pu ratio can have some effect, however, on the earliest time to criticality for those scenarios
in which the initial rate of Gd removal is not fast enough to remove all the Gd as it is released from
the degrading WF. In such cases, the Gd precipitates, but is re-dissolved if the stainless steel lasts
longer than the glass. The earliest time to criticality will be proportional to the amount of Gd
released from the WF. This effect is illustrated in Figure 7.4.2-1, which shows the earliest possible
time to criticality for Gd:Pu mole ratios 1:2 and 2:1, as well as the nominal design of 1:1. As would
be expected, increasing the amount of Gd.in the waste-form is seen to increase the time to earliest
possible criticality. As long as all the Gd is flushed as fast as it is released from the WF, the exact
release rate (as manifested in the DP) will not make much difference; this is the case for the nominal
WF design and for the half strength Gd loading. For the double Gd loading, the release rate of Gd
will overwhelm the flushing capability (for this particular set of conditions: Infiltration rate =0.3
mm/yr and stainless steel corrosion rate =0.1 n/lyr), so the greater the DP, the more Gd will be
released and the time to re-dissolve before criticality can occur.

7.4.3 Glass vs Ceramic

Figures 7.4.3-1 and 7.4.3-2 compare glass and ceramic DP limits as a function of stainless steel
corrosion rate and infiltration rate, respectively. They show that the DP limit for ceramic is more
than twice that for glass, and that both are relatively insensitive to infiltration rate. The higher DP
limit for ceramic is a benefit of the Hf naturally present in the ceramic zirconolite.
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75 ADDMONAL RELEVANT RESULTS

7.5.1 Effects of Non-Homogeneous Fissile Distribution

The probable configuration of the degraded glass clayey material is relatively homogeneous as
investigated in Section 7.1.1; while there may be localized heterogeneities, overall the clayey
material can best be represented as a homogeneous mixture. Even though the DHLW glass
potentially degrades orders of magnitude faster than the Pu immobilization glass, the Pu
immobilization glass will likely be distributed within the DHLW clay as it degrades. MCNP4A runs
were performed for three variations on the base geometry for the degraded glass WF (zero volume
% additional water) to investigate heterogeneous effects on k,aby concentrating the Pu/U/Gd into
a smaller volume and including the bulk of the clayey material in a separate volume. As discussed
in Section 6.1.1, these variations are concentration of all Pu, U, and Gd in the bottom of the clay;
concentration of all Pu, U, and Gd in the top of the clay; and concentration of all Pu, U. and Gd at
one end of the WP. Table 7.5.1-1 provides the kdr results for the concentration of various amounts
of Pu, U and Gd in various volumes of clay at the bottom of the WP, as well as the kff results for
corresponding uniformly distributed cases.

Table 7.5.1-1. Effect on k,, of Pu/UJGd Concentration In Bottom of Clay

Kg Kg Kg Pu/U/Gd In bottom PuIWGd In bottom Pu)/UGd In bottom
Pu U Gd Uniformly Distributed 75% of clay 50% of clay 25% of clay

40 150 3.5 0.9548 :t 0.0053 1.0044 * 0.0039 1.0375 * 0.0054 1.0529 ± 0.0047

40 50 2.25 . 0.9022± 0.00244

40 50 2.5 . . 0.8807 * 0.0031 _

40 50 1.25 0.9344 + 0.0041 0.9774± f0.0042 1.0132 * 0.0050 1.0006 ± 0.0060

25 25 0.75 . 0.8824 t 0.0044

25 25 0.25 0.9602 t 0.0047 1.0194± 0.0040 1.0651 ±0.0044 1.0521 ± 0.0052

10 65 0.875 0.8836 ± 0.0061

10 65 0.5 0.9194:t 0.0041 0.9645 0.0044 1.0032 ± 0.0049 0.9947 ± 0.0049

Table 7.5.1-2 provides similar information for a single amount of Pu, U and Gd, concentrated to
various degrees at the top of the clay hemicylinder. In this variation, extreme concentrations of*
Pu/U/Gd in the top of the clay approach a higher leakage slab geometry and significantly reduce k,,
over that of the uniformly distributed base case. Figure 7.5.1-1 below summarizes the overall effect
of uniform and non-uniform (top and bottom) Pu/U/Gd distributions on kr for the 25 kg Pu, 25 kg
U, and 0.25 kg Gd cases.
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Table 7.5.1-2. Effect on k., of Pu/U/Gd Concentration In Top of Clay

In the final variation, various amounts of Pu, U, and Gd were concentrated at one end of the clay
hernicylinder. Table 7.5.1-3 provides the results of this variation.

Table 7.5.1-3. Effect on kd, of Concentrating Pu/U/Gd on One End of WP

Uniformly
Pu U Gd Distributed Pu/U/Gd all In rlight half of clay

40 150 3.5 0.95481 :t.0053 1.1187* 0.0052

40 50 2.25 0.9670 ± 0.0038

40 50 2.5 .0.9485 0.0057

40 50 1.25 0.93442 - .0041 1.0872 * 0.0050

25 25 0.75 0.9475 ± 0.0043

25 25 0.25 0.9602 : .0047 1.1511 0.0049

10 65 0.875 0.9561 0.0050

10 65 0.5 0.9184t±.0041 1.0796±t 0.0064

These cases indicate that the value of kff can increase when the PuLU/Gd are concentrated, and the
maximum increase generally occurs when concentration occurs in approximately 50% of the total
clayey material volume. The most significant increase occurs in the accumulation in one end cases,
but these are the least probable. The most likely mechanism for achieving this configuration is
flushing of a large fraction of the clay components which are more soluble than the U and Pu by
flowing water, leaving a reduced volume of clayey material with more concentrated Pu and U. This
concentration scenario could result in up to a 4.5% increase in kX over the results presented in
Section 7.1.1. However, this scenario is unlikely since the bulk of the clayey materials are no more
soluble than the Pu and U in the neutral pH region.

In summary, it can be concluded that although a graded distribution of fissile material within the
clayey precipitate can lead to an increased kfr with respect to a uniform distribution, most such
graded distributions are relatively unlikely to occur.
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Figure 7.5.1-1. Effects on k of Pu/U/Gd Distribution Within the Clay for the 25kg/25kg/0.25kg Case

7.5.2 Evaluation of Sm as Replacement Option for Gd

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, Sm has been suggested as an alternative for Gd. Three near-critical
glass cases were run to compare the worth of Sm with that for Gd. The case descriptions and results
for both Gd and Sm are listed in Table 7.5.2-1. In addition, three corresponding cases with neither
Gd or Sm were run. The Sm is shown to be only a fraction of the worth of Gd. The thermal cross
section for Gd (49,000 barns) is nearly an order of magnitude greater than that for Sm (5600 barns),
so this is a reasonable result for a thermal system. With atomic weight and cross section differences
taken into account, this would suggest over 8 kg of Sm would be required per kg of Gd, if Sm were
used as a substitute in a very thermal configuration. The 25 kg 239Pu/ 25 kg 235U case was run with
1 kg of Sm resulting in a kr of 0.9478 : .0047, indicating approximately a 4 to I ratio of Sm to Gd
is required in these degraded configurations.
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Table 7.52-1. Comparison of Gd and Sm In Degraded DHLW Glass/Pu Immobilization Glass

Case Description Gd Mols Equivalent Sm No Absorber

25 kg 2Pu, 25 kg 233U, 0.9602: .0047 1.0611 * .0044 1.1006 .0045
0.25 kg Gd

50 kg "Pu, 75 kg 'U, 2 0.9728 * .0049 1.1868 * .0058 1.3954 * .0048
kgGd

140 kg 21Pu, 30 kg 5U, 0.9742 ± .0048 1.1340 ± .0052 1.4950 ± .0047
8 kg Gd

7.5.3 Investigation of Dryout in the Degraded Glass Clayey Configuration

Because the degraded glass configuration discussed in Section 7.1.1 showed a decrease in kd as the
free water fraction was increased from zero, 3 cases were run to determine whether kdr might
increase significantly if the clay were to dry out (losing some water of hydration) after starting at a
near critical configuration. The base case used for comparison is 50 kg of 3Pu, 75 kg of 'U, and
2 kg of Gd. The first step of the dryout process is modeled by the removal of the water reflector
above the clayey configuration; the second step is reduction of the bound H (the neutronically active
part of the water of hydration) to 80 % of its initial value; the third step is reduction of H to 50% of
its initial value; the final step is reduction of H to 25% of its initial value. The results for these cases
are shown in Table 7.5.3-1. Note that the maximum increase, which occurs at 50% the initial value
of H, is only about 1% in k,,, indicating that the potential increase in k, following dryout does not
significantly affect the Gd mass required to meet criticality thresholds for the base calculations. The
peak at 50% of the initial value of H coincides with the optimum ratio of H and Pu/U/Gd presented
in Section 7.5.1 for concentration effects.

Table 7.5.3-1. Investigation of Dryout of Degraded Glass Configuration

Base No Reflector I 80% H I 50% H 25% H

0.9728 ± .0049 0.9721 ± .004 .0.97 .0 .008 0.9824 ± .0048 0.947 .0076

7.5.4 Effects of 'U in Degraded Glass Clayey Composition

As discussed in Section 7.1.1, the amount of 238 U in the clayey composition is unknown and was,
therefore, not included in the base cases. Approximately 2 weight percent of the DHLW glass is
depleted U, initially providing over 100 kg of 238U in a WP containing 4 pour canisters. Three
different Pu/U/Gd mass combinations were run with 25, 50, and 100 kg of 'U included in the
clayey composition. The results are shown in Table 7.5.4-1. Note that 100 kg of 238U reduces kff
by about 2.6% to 3.4% (increasing worth with decreasing Pu).
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Table 7.5.4-1. Comparison of 23U In Degraded DHLW Glass/Pu Immobilization Glass

PuIUGd Masses
(kg) Dkg U 25 kg =$U 50 kgU U100 kg U

4015011 0.9795 ± .0049 0.9766 : .0052 0.9618 ± .0031 0.9535 * .0055

21114/0 0.9643 * .0028 0.9635 * .0040 0.9487 ± .0039 0.9387 ± .0045

1016510.375 0.9734 ± .0043 0.9587 .0043 0.9537 ± .0037 0.9395 .0044

The neglect of the effect of ' 8U in the nominal analyses of this study is conservative. It may also
be realistic, since the high pH initial phase of filler glass degradation will likely result in the removal
of the 2"U present in the initial filler glass.

7.5.5 Variation of Hf Content In the Degraded Ceramic WF

The zirconium (Zr) in the original ceramic was assumed to be composed of 2 wt% Hf as described
in Section 7.1.2. Zr ores can typically contain up to 5 wt% Hf (Reference 27). Four additional cases
were run to investigate the effect of varying the wt% of Hf in Zr from the original 2 wt%. The base
case for this comparison is 10 volume percent water with 50 kg "9Pu, 10 kg 235U, and 0 kg Gd. The
results for these cases are shown in Table 7.5.5-1. An additional case was run to demonstrate the
worth of 20 wt% Hf in the presence of Gd. The base for this comparison is 10 volume percent water
with 50 kg 23Pu, 75 kg =U, and 1.2 kg Gd with a kff of 0.9761 * .0041. With 20 wt% Hf in Zr, the
k,a was reduced to 0.9086 ± .0047. These results indicate that, while it is impractical to substitute
Hf for Gd, the Hf does have a beneficial effect which will reduce the criticality potential of marginal
cases. In fact, the superior inherent criticality. avoidance capability of ceramic vs glass shown by the
comparison in Section 7.4.2 is due to the Hf which is incorporated into the natural Zr, as can be seen
by comparing the Hf concentration between Table 5.4.2-1 and Table 5.4.5-1.

Table 7.5.5-1. Variation of Hf Wt% In Zr for the Degraded Ceramic WF

| OwtHi | 2wt%Hf | 4 wtHf I 20wt%Hf I 100wt%Hr 

1.0080±.0035 0.9925 *.0039 0.9862 ± .0044 I 0.9161 ±.0038 I 0.7164t ±.0039

*These concentrations are shown only for Information purposes. Since they are far beyond the naturally occurring
fraction In Zr, It would be prohibitively expensive to Implement such high concentrations.
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8. MAJOR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

Unless otherwise stated, the following conclusions apply to both glass and ceramic Ws.

* There is likely to be an initial phase of high pH, while the filler (DHLW) glass is degrading,
because of the high alkali content of the filler glass. This high pH phase is expected to last
up to 3,000 years, according to a reasonable estimate of the filler glass dissolution rate.
During this time the U will have a relatively high solubility. However, it is not likely that
a significant fraction of any '3U produced by radioactive decay of 2"Pu will be removed
from the WP during this phase because only a small fraction of the Pu WF is expected to
degrade during this time (for both glass and ceramic WFs). The degradation rate of the Pu
immobilization WF is less than 10% (worst case) that of the filler glass. The principal effect
expected from the high pH phase is the removal of the 2U initially present in the filler
glass, due to the high solubility of U and the likelihood of sufficient flow to remove
dissolved species. This `8U could otherwise have been a moderately efficient neutron
absorber and, therefore, it would have been a significant criticality control material in the
clayey precipitate. Therefore, this initial high pH phase does have a minor indirect effect
of enhancing the potential for criticality. (Section 5.3)

* The initial phase of high pH may be followed by a low pH phase resulting from the release
and oxidation of Cr or Mo from the corroding stainless steel (which is the material for the
canister containing the filler glass and WFs, and the individual cans containing the Ws).
Chemistry codes and analyses indicate that the low pH could result in a high solubility for
Gd, so that this neutron absorber is flushed from the WP. If the fissile material precipitates
into a clayey mass without Gd, and is separated from the still degrading WFs containing Gd,
criticality could occur. This phenomenon at the low pH exists for both glass and ceramic
Ws. The relative solubility of Gd is 100 to 3000 times that of U in the low pH phase.
(Sections 5.3 and 7.3)

* The probability of the degraded mode criticality identified in this study is associated with
some uncertainties. For example, the following list illustrates the phenomena/mechanisms
which could prevent criticality, and which, therefore, need further study: (Sections 5.3
and 7.3)

- The acidity produced by corroding stainless steel may be neutralized by increased
alkalinity of the incoming water (possibly from remnants of the concrete drift liner), with
the result that Gd is insoluble and precipitates into the clayey mass along with the Pu
and U.

- It may be possible for the elements present in the WP environment to form insoluble Gd
compounds (even at the low pH values) which have not yet been identified by the body
of chemistry studies thus far.
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- There has been no analysis of the complex hydrodynamic processes which would be
necessary for the fissile containing, but Gd-free, precipitate to accumulate in a reasonably
compact geometry (such as the cylindrical sector analyzed in this study) and mostly
separated from any still intact waste from fragments which will have sufficient Gd to
prevent criticality.

* The occurrence of criticality is very sensitive to the balance between the WF DP and the
stainless steel corrosion rate. At the nominal stainless steel corrosion rate (0.1 pm/yr) a WF
DP factor (dissolution rate multiplied by fracture factor) only 20 times the most optimistic
value (of those currently reported experiments) will lead to criticality; conversely, a DP
factor at least 300 times smaller than the most pessimistic value (of those currently reported
experiments) is required to prevent criticality. (Sections 4.1, 7.3.1 and 7.3.2)

* For the scenarios given the most attention in this study, the occurrence of criticality is
relatively independent of infiltration rate, except that high infiltration rates (above 20
mm/yr) tend to shift the pH toward neutrality, thereby limiting the possibility of criticality.
It should be noted that this behavior is opposite to the performance assessment issue of
radionuclide release which is enhanced by high infiltration rate. (Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2)

• Because of the limited experimental data available for these WFs, and the large variations
in the parameter ranges (dissolution rates, solubilities, surface areas, etc.), this analysis has
provided threshold values below which criticality is unlikely. These values can be used by
the glass and ceramic formulation teams to develop WFs that do not exceed the thresholds
specified.

* Most of the scenarios considered in this study lead to criticalities occurring beyond 40,000
years after emplacement. (Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2)

* The ceramic WF generally has two advantages with respect to the glass WF:

- The inherently lower DP factor (dissolution rate multiplied by the fracture factor)

- The presence of Hf, which is both a strong neutron absorber and very insoluble in water
at any pH.

Hf is naturally present with the zirconium present in the ceramic zirconolite. The first
advantage may be significantly diminished by the possibility of the ceramic metamict phase,
which is very susceptible to internal fracturing, that could increase the DP factor by three
or four orders of magnitude. The second advantage is inherent in the ceramic WF and is
responsible for the reduction by a factor of nearly three of the WF DP limit (a measure of
criticality potential) of the ceramic by comparison with the material released from the glass
WF. It should be noted, however, that the first of these advantages is highly uncertain at
this time because of the lack of confirmatory data with respect to the assertions of long life,
particularly with respect to metamictization. Research and development studies are under
way to resolve this issue. (Section 7A.3)
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* The criticality potential of the Wls can be reduced, or eliminated entirely by lowering the
amount of Pu per WP, either by lowering the Pu percent in the WF itself or replacing Pu
containing waste canisters with ordinary DHLW canisters. For the glass WF, a reduction
to 50% of the nominal design loading (205 kg Pu per WP) will lower the criticality potential
(as measured by the increase in the upper limit of the tolerable WF DP) by more than a
factor of two for the most likely range of material and environmental parameters, and a
reduction to 25% of the nominal design loading will eliminate the possibility of criticality,
for this range of parameters. For the ceramic WF, a reduction to 50% is sufficient to
eliminate the possibility of criticality. One convenient way to accomplish the reduction to
50% would be to replace two of the Pu containing canisters with ordinary DHLW canisters
in a single WP. Similarly, reduction to 25% could be accomplished by replacing 3 of the
Pu containing canisters. It is therefore possible to define a threshold loading for each WF,
below which criticality is not possible, irrespective of DP This threshold is approximately
50% for ceramic and 25% for glass. The higher threshold for ceramic is solely the
consequence of the Hf present in natural Zr and the assumption that the Hf is less soluble
than U or Pu over the possible range of pH (as discussed in the previous paragraph).
(Section 7.4.1)

* Varying the Gd:Pu mole ratio from the nominal design ratio of 1:1 has little direct effect on
the criticality potential, at the level of analysis considered here, unless this ratio is reduced
to less than 1:100. If, however, a detailed hydrodynamic analysis revealed the likelihood
of small particles of the initial WF, containing a total of at least 1% of the initial Gd, present
in the precipitate, then it would be essential to maintain, or even increase, the Gd:Pu mole
ratio, because even such small fractions of the initial Gd could effectively prevent criticality.
Optimization of the Gd:Pu ratio should be conducted after more definitive dissolution rates

are available. (Section 7.4.2)

* A graded density of fissile isotopes (Pu or U) in the cylinder sector of clayey material can
raise the kdf, and consequently criticality potential, by 10% if the fissile material is
concentrated in the lower 50% of the cylinder sector. However, this configuration is very
unlikely, because there is no obvious physical mechanism for producing it. The criticality
behavior is, however, very similar to a simple removal of the non-fissile clay components
which could reduce the cylindrical sector to 75% of its initial thickness by re-dissolution and
removal of those clay components more soluble than the Pu and U. Even this scenario is
relatively unlikely because the water flows too slowly to re-dissolve and remove very much
of the clayey mass. Similarly, there is no obvious physical mechanism for concentrating
the fissile material at one end of the cylindrical sector, which has been found to result in an
increase of 15% in kff.. There is, however, a possibility of producing a horizontal
stratification with the fissile material in the top 75%, if the fissile material is released from
the WE in its initial location above the clayey mass after most of the clay has been laid down
as precipitates from the dissolution of the filler glass. This type of horizontal stratification
can increase the k,, by 3% which is not considered to be significant within the accuracy of
this study. In summary, it can be concluded that although a graded distribution of fissile
material within the clayey precipitate can lead to an increased k with respect to a uniform
distribution, most such graded distributions are relatively unlikely to occur. (Section 7.5.1)
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* A significant concentration of zeolites can occur in the invert or rock just below the
emplaced WP (either naturally in the tuff or from transformation of the cement used in the
concrete drift liner), and these zeolites can adsorb U from the solution flowing (or dripping)
out of the WP (or its remnants). Even with a set of conservative assumptions on the amount
of zeolite which could be present and the amount of U which could be selectively adsorbed,
the maximum kd possible for this configuration is 0.96. This can be designated as critical
at the 0.93 threshold, but not at the more realistic 0.98 threshold. (Section 7.1.3)

* The presence of 'U in the fissile containing precipitate (clayey mass) will reduce the
potential for criticality. While there is unlikely to be a significant amount of I'U in the
clayey mass with the nominal WF/WP design, this result does suggest the potential
beneficial effects of incorporating a large amount of depleted U in beads made out of the
WF material (glass or ceramic, to have the same dissolution properties as the WF itself,
without burdening the WF with additional actinide material beyond its solubility limit).
(Section 7.5.4)

* On the basis of all the relevant criteria (neutron absorption efficiency, solubility, cost, etc)
Gd appears to be the best long-term criticality control material, and will prevent criticality
as long as the pH remains neutral or above. Hf is more insoluble than Gd over all pH
ranges, but it is much more expensive. Samarium is significantly less efficient as a neutron
absorber; its only advantage is in cost. (Section 7.5.2)

Recommendations

The analyses of this study revealed information gaps, particularly in the application of physical and
chemical models. The following items summarize these issues and the data collections/
investigations which will remedy these deficiencies. These recommendations are grouped together
logically rather than by priority.

* Conduct simple experiments to quantitatively evaluate Cr and Mo oxidation states resulting
from the oxidation of corrosion resistant alloys. These should start with a solution of fine
particulates of Cr2Q3 and CrO2 , and use one, or more, oxidation rate acceleration techniques.
The experiments should also be done at neutral pH to quantify the acidification initiation
process, and at low pH to determine whether the acidification process is sustained.

* Conduct a thorough literature search for Gd solubility information, particularly to determine
the thermodynamic properties of any Gd silicates. These data need to be obtained for the
pH range of interest.
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* Conduct a simple set of experimental investigations to fill in data gaps determined by the
literature search. The objective of each of these experiments should be to produce a Gd
silicate, then characterize it (e.g., by X-ray diffraction), and finally measure its solubility in
such a way that the solubility product can be determined. The following are some specific
alternatives:

- Addition of dilute sodium silicate solution or silica sol to a Gd chloride solution and
allowing the solution to age.

- Synthesis of Gd silicate hydrothermally at temperatures up to 200'C and utilization of
this Gd silicate as input to dissolution experiments at lower temperature. Analysis of the
high temperature solution, if feasible, would provide an upper solubility limit.
Hopefully, this approach would produce a crystalline solid.

- Examine the evolution of a Gd-citrate solution, in which the Gd will be complexed by
the citrate to prevent it from simply adsorbing onto silica surfaces, together with a silica
sol as above. In this way if an association is found between Gd and silica it will be
known that a reaction that formed a chemical compound occurred, not just an adsorption
phenomenon.

* Develop an upgraded version of EQ3/6, and/or AREST, with a practical method of
accounting for dilution of confined solutions by incoming water (flow-through), and with
an improved thermodynamic database, reflecting recently gathered data such as the above
two items.

• To more reliably validate findings from the thermodynamic models (e.g., EQ316) dissolution
tests need to be developed that simulate long-term leaching behavior in an environment that
provides unlimited air to the system (more accurately reflecting the actual environment
expected).

* Update analyses based on data expected from ongoing dissolution studies for the following:

- Stainless steel corrosion rates
- La-BS glass
- Ceramic (including appropriate degrees of metarnictization).

Feed results of this analysis to the formulation teams to ensure a product specification that
meets repository disposal criteria (k.g below threshold values for credible configurations).

. Conduct risk-based analysis, using on the most current performance data, to show
consequences of those scenarios that exhibit the potential for a criticality event.

* Evaluate the effect of incorporating large amounts of depleted U in the WF or WP.
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APPENDIX A
MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND REPOSITORY ENVIRONMENT PARAMETERS

This appendix provides parameters of the waste form and the repository environment; these
parameters are used as input for the detailed process codes such as EQ3/6.

Waste Form Composition-The La-BS glass composition listed in Table A-1 has been provided
by informal memo (Reference 10). The fourth significant figure is for reference only, since the
calculations in this study are only considered to three significant figure resolution, and since the final
composition is still subject to some change.

Table A-1. La-BS Glass Waste Form Composition

Component Wt%

SbO2 25.8

B20 10.4

A12 03 19.04

ZrO2 1.15

La2O3 11.01

Nd2O2 11.37

SrO 2.22

PuO2 . 11.39'

Gd2O3 7.61"

'Equivalent to 10 Wt% Pu
"Equivalent to 6.6% Wt% Gd, which Is a 1:1 mole ratio to Pu.

It should be noted that this glass composition has been optimized to eliminate the need for lead (Pb),
because of RCRA.

Filler Glass Composition-The DHLW filler glass has not been finally specified; however, the
blend composition given in Reference 6, Table 3.3.8, should be close to the final composition. This
is repeated in Table A-2, below.
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Table A-2. Projected Composition of Savannah River Site DHLW Filler Glass

Component Wt%

A203 3.96

B203 10.28

BaSO, 0.14

Caa(P0J2 0.07

CaO 0.85

CaSO4 0.08

Cr2O3 0.12

Cs2O 0.08

CuO 0.19

Fe203 7.04

FeO 3.12

K20 3.58

1.20 3.16

MgO 1.38

MnO 2.00

Na2O 11.00

Na2SO, 0.36

NaCI 0.19

NaF 0.07

NIO 0.93

PbS 0.07

SO2 45.57

ThO2 0.21

1102 0.99

U30, 2.20

Zeolito 1.67

ZnO 0.08

Others 0.58
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Waste Package Metal Composition-The compositions of the metals expected to be used for the
waste package barriers and the canisters and waste form cans are given in the Table A-3, below.
These values are from standard metals handbooks; the specific chain of authority for each is given
in Reference 12.

Table A-3. Waste Package Metal Composition

Nominal Composition, % by Mass 

Steel Type/Use Si Cr Mn Fe NI Nb Mo

A516/outer barrier 0.275 1.03 98.7

625/inner barrier 21.5 65.9 3.65 9

304Ucanlster, cans 19 = 71 10 = =

Thermal History

Figure 4.2-8 from Reference 3 provides thermal history at the waste package top surface up to 10,000
years. This can be idealized and extrapolated to 100,000 years as the following profile:

Table A-4. Thermal History

Time (yrs) Temperature (IC)

5000 66.0

6000 59.5

7000 55.5

8000 53.0

9000 51.0

10000 50.0

15000 45.1

20000 40.6

30000 34.3

40000 31.4

50000 29.7

60000 28.6

80000 27.3

100000 26.5
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For initial calculations, these values are used without any spatial temperature change into the invert
material. If the temperature variation into the invert is needed, or more detail is needed in the
thermal profile, thermohydrologic modeling calculations should be done to address the specific
scenarios.

Water Compositions

The two water compositions to use as a starting point for calculations are the J-13 water composition
(using J-13 average given below) and the lOxJ-13 composition also given in Table A-5. The
oxidation state of the system should be taken as oxidizing using the dissolved °2 values analyzed
and reported in Table A-5. It should be noted that because the calcium, bicarbonate, and pH are
linked through the equilibria with calcite and CO2 gas, the carbonate content of the concentrated case
should be calculated assuming equilibrium with calcite. The starting CO2 gas concentration should
be taken as about 1200 ppm in the gas phase. Calculational assumptions regarding the accessibility
of the gas phase to the aqueous phase will affect the equilibrium fluid composition evolution and
therefore both closed system and "atmospheric" buffered system behavior should be investigated.
In addition, because the ambient fluids are supersaturated with aqueous silica with respect to quartz
saturation, the concentrated case should use equilibrium with quartz at the starting temperature to
set the initial aqueous silica concentration.

Liquid Flux Scenarios

No flux (diffusion only)
Low flux: 0.1 mm/yr
Medium flux: 1.0 mm/yr (base case)
High flux: 10 mm/yr

It is suggested in TSPA-95 (Reference 3) that the liquid flux might cycle through these scenarios
with an approximately 100,000 year period, based on the larger period of the Milankovitch glacial
cycle.

Transport processes investigated should cover a range of Peclet numbers from very low (diffusion
dominated) to very high (advection dominated).
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Table A-5. Composition of Water Incident on the Waste Package

Watu me K Cah me NW, HCOJ Ct P SOt S0, 0
i Scenario mngtt MgO mgrt mg/t mg1 mofi mgn mgf m m Ig1 pH mg't

J-13A' 42 5.0 12 2.1 NA 124 7.1 2.4 17 57 7.2 5.7

b J-13B' 45 5.3 11.5 1.78 10.1 NA 6.4 2.1 18.1 64.3 6.9 5.7
a J-13avg' 4S.8 5.04 13.0 2.01 8.78 128.9 7.14 2.18 18.4 61.1 7.41 NR

Evaporated 1 460 50 106 131 87.5 29.7 764 8.0 184 6.1 7.90 8.4

~ L J-13A analysis from Reference 7. Note that r and Sr" whih were measured at mlcWrg concentrations. have been left out of t Is report NA stands for
'not analyzed'.

0 8 *. J-13 analysis from Reference 8. Note that I. Fe. and Mn. which were measured at mklrog concentrations, have been left out of this report NA stands for
0 not anayzed'.

m
Lt. Jl13vgissetodvaluesgiennTable3-2 ofeference9. Nflstandsfor'notreporfed'.

vi Iv. The values I his ke were generated byan Eae smiation Ofan evaporation of eppro9uftly 90 percent d the water. These values were used to generate the 0o results reported In Table C-S In Appendix C. CO
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAM TO TRACK WASTE PACKAGE DEGRADATION PARAMETERS

/* pugdcr.c Computes remaining Pu, Gd, U considering both waste form WF)
dissolution and subsequent removal of these species from the waste package by
flow through, and by, the waste package. The basic timestep is 1000 years.
To identify the time at which criticality might occur, the program compares
remaining U, Pu and Gd against the regression of minimum Gd mass required to
avoid criticality for the collapsed WF configuration. This minimum Gd has
been determined by a regression using over 100 points of keff as a function of
Gd, U. and Pu. To get the best linear fit, the results were grouped into
three ranges of Gd concentration: below 1 kg, between 1 kg and 4 kg, and above
4 kg. The resulting piecewise linear function is used for screening purposes
only; any potentially critical configuration is subject to an MCNP calculation
with the indicated masses of Pu, U, and Gd to verify criticality.

The bookkeeping of the Pu, U, and Gd considers that as these components are
released from the WF, they immediately go into solution to the extent of their
solubility with the remainder assumed to precipitate into some insoluble form.
The insoluble forms are collectively referred to as clay. The components of
the clay are incremented as these components are dissolved from the WF, except
for the amounts which go into solution and are flushed out. The amount of a
species removed from the waste package is simply computed as the product of
the volumetric flow-through or exchange flushing of the waste package,
multiplied by the maximum concentration of the species (solubility). At the
present time exchange flushing is simply represented by a lower volumetric
rate. The program may be updated to incorporate a specific exchange factor
multiplying the basic infiltration rate. This exchange factor would be one
for flow-through, and something between .1 and .001 for exchange flushing.
However, this feature is not implemented in the present version.

This version also considers the amount of Cr in steel and in solution, so that
the latter can determine pH, which, in turn determines the solubility of Gd
(and possible later application to U and Pu solubility, if we want detailed
consideration of the high pH time phase). For large ratio of flushing to
steel dissolution rate, almost all the released Cr will be flushed out at each
time step, so the difference equation for incrementing the dissolved Cr (cro)
becomes unstable. For this reason the Cr in solution is approximated by the
steady state value: release rate from steel divided by flushing rate. To
assure that this steady state can be reached, there is a startup of steel
dissolution, with timestep reduced to 10 years to assure stability, preceding
the startup of waste form dissolution. The startup of steel dissolution will
always precede the startup of wasteform dissolution because the canister and
cans must be penetrated before the dissolution of the wasteform can begin. If
some of the wasteform were released before the pH dropped to the region
relevant here (less than 7) there would be a question of whether the Gd were
only temporarily sequestered in GdOHCO3 which would dissolve upon lowering of
the pH (to 6 or lower), or whether, instead, it was trapped in a highly inert
clay.

This version can be adapted to evaluate the reduction of the Pu loading or of
the number of waste form canisters per package. To reduce the Pu loading of
each waste form canister, change the three statements marked *RdcPct*. To
reduce the number of waste form canisters per package,
change the three statements marked RdcCnstrs*. It should be noted that these
two strategies give identical results for the same fractional reduction from
full 10 percent loading of the 4 waste form canister package.
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The effect of varying Gd:Pu mole ratio can be modeled by simply changing the
amount of Gd, specified by the statement marked RdcGd*. It should be noted
that such a change has little effect, except for the cases in which Gd is
released at such a high rate, and faces a relatively low solubility, so that
it precipitates for some time before most of it can go back into
solution and be flushed from the package. *1

#include stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#define PI 3.14159

void main()
(int i,j,k,yr,outflag,

maxyrs=300, //Maximum time in 1000 yrs
printyr=10, //Interval for printout in 1000 yrs
critical=0, //Indicator of whether criticality has occurred on this case
printcase; //For printing first criticality year

float x,puclay,puglsuclayugls, gdclay, gdgls,fclaylam,maxgdO,fracfac,
fgls fl,ftotal,gdtotal,pudecayg.pudecays,glsrate.glsrateg.fracarea,
sltnratet,tgls,totalwf,dpuclay,duclay,dgdclay,crscro,rc,phcrom,
rO, //Stainless steel corrosion rate in microns/yr
tswf=6.0, //Start of waste form dissolution (1000 yr)
tss=3.5, //Start of stainless steel corrosion (1000 yr)
crsO=400, //Initial Cr in 4 canisters (neglecting Cr in cans)

puhalf=24.1/.693, //Half-life of Pu in 1000 yrs
puOO=205,//Initial Pu in 4 canister waste package *RdcPct*, *RdcCnstrs*
puO=puOO*expC-tswf/puhalf),//Pu at start of waste form dissolution
uO=puOO*(1-exp(-tswf/puhalf)),//U at start of waste form dissolution
gdO=134,//Initial Gd at mole per mole ratio with Pu

*RdcPct*,*RdcGd,*RdcCnstrs*
pkgarea=4.8, //Horizontal cross sectional area inside waste pkg
pkgvoid= 3.5, //Void volume inside waste package
keff=.98, //Threshold for criticality screening
hco3=0, //Bicarbonate in incoming J13 water, not used now
minph=5.8,
totalwfO=10*puOO;//Assume Pu is 10% of waste form *RdcPct*

float dsltnrate, inflrate, maxpu, maxgd, maxu;
char dummy[80],outs[10],glasscase;
FILE *fin, *fout,*ferr;
fin=fopen("pugdcr.in", r*);
fout=fopen('pugdcr.out',"w");
ferr=fopen("junk.out','w*);
fgets(dummy,79,fin ); //Read through glass vs ceramic heading
fgets(dummy,79,fin); //Read for glasscase
glasscase=tolower(dummyE0]);
if(glasscase=='y) fprintf(fout,-Glass\n\n");
else if(glasscase=='n') fprintf(fout,'Ceramic\n\n");
else

(printf(lIncorrect wasteform\n");
exit(O);)
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fgets(dummy,79,fin); //Read through column headings on input file
while(fscanf(fin,"%f f f %f %f f f %f",//Input parameters for this case

&maxpu,&maxgdO,&maxu,&dsltnrate,&inflrate,&minph,&fracfac,&rO)I=EOF)
{fprintf(fout,"maxPu=%6.2f maxU=%8.2f maxGd=%5.2f minpH=%5.2f\
Frac fac=%5.2f\nl,maxpu,maxu,maxgdO,minph,fracfac);
cro-le-10; //Initialize Cr corresponding to pH-12
crs=crsO;
outflag=O; //flag for non-acidic condition
fracarea=fracfac*15.5, //waste form srfc area per waste pkg
lam=inflrate;//mm/yr gives a 1000 yr turnover
pugls=puO; //Initialize Pu amount in WF
gdgls=gdO; //Initialize Gd amount in WF
ugls=u0; //Initialize U amount in WF
puclay-O; //Initialize Pu amount removed from WF and still in pkg
uclay=O; //Initialize U amount in solution (still in pkg)
gdclay=O; //Initialize Gd amount removed from WF and still in pkg
critical=O;I/Initialize criticality indicator
printcase=O;I/Initialize
fgls=pugls+ugls;//Initialize fissile in WF
fclay--O; //Initialize fissile in solution
totalwf=totalwf0;//Initialize waste form mass
ftotal=fgls+fclay; //Initialize total fissile
gdtotal=gdgls+gdclay; //Initialize total Gd
yr=O; //Initialize time after start of waste form dissolution
glsrateg=dsltnrate*fracarea* //Dissolution rate times initial surface area

.001* //Convert gm to kg
365*1000; //Convert days to 1000 years

//glsrateg/=4; //For reducing the number of canisters/pkg *Rdcnstrs*
sltnratet=inflrate*pkgarea* //Volumetric flow incident on package

.001* //Convert mm/yr to meters/yr

.001* //Prepare to multiply by concentration in ppm (gm=>kg)
1000; //Convert yrs to 1000 yrs

tgls=3*totalwfO/glsrateg; //Pu WF lifetime, assuming 10WPu
fprintf(fout,*WF Dssltnn rt=%f Stl dssltn rt=%5.3f Infl rt=%f WF life=%f\n",

dsltnrate,rO,inflrate,tgls);
rO*=39.9;//kg/lOOOyr: c2*(g/cc)*.l(mm/cm)*(4canisters)*Crfrac/1000
for(i=O;i<(tswf-tss)*100;i++) //10 yr timestep to start s corrosion

fif(crs>O) rc=rO/100;
else rc=O;
crs-=rc;
if(crs<O)crs=O;
cro+=rc-lam*cro/100;
if(cro<=O) cro=O;

fprintf~ferr,"%d %f %f\nl,icrscro);)
fprintf(ferr,"\n\n-);
x=(cro/52.01/pkgvoid)-bco3;
if(x>O) ph= -loglO(x); //1 mole H per mole Cr (dichromate);

//1/52.01 moles Cr/gm Cr; divide by vol to reduce cro from mass to
//concentration; neutralize with bicarbonate not used now
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else outflag=1;
fprintf(fout,'Cr in steel-%f Cr in sltn=%f H=%f\n*,crs,cro,ph);
fprintf(fout,'8%s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%Bs%8s\n',

0Timew,wPu WFN,'U WFN,aGd WF-,
*Pu Claym,OU Clay',"Gd Clayw,mCrmatel);

while((yr<maxyrs)&&(outflag==O)&&(ftotal>30))
{maxgd=maxgdO*pow(10,-3*(ph-6.0));
if(crs>O)

(rc=rO;
crs-=rc;
cro=rc/lam;) //Calculate from steady state to avoid instability

else cro=le-1O;
if(crs<O)crs=O;
x=(cro/52.01/pkgvoid)-hco3;
if(x>O) ph= -loglO(x); //Same as above
else break;
if(ph<minph) ph=minph;
if(ph>9) ph=9;
pudecayg=(pugls>O?pugls/puhalf:pugls);//WF Pu=>U this 1000 yrs
if((yr<tgls)&&(totalwf>O))//Compute total WF dissolution for this step

glsrate=glsrateg*pow(1-(yr+.5)/tgls,2);//Adjust for reduced surface area
else if (yr>=tgls)&&(totalwf>O)) glsrate= totalwf;
else glsrate=O;
pudecays=(puclay>O?puclay/puhalf:O);//solution Pu=>U this 1000 yrs
duclay= glsrate*ugls*(totalwf>0?l/totalwf:O)

//Increment clay U from WFdssltn
-(uclay>sltnratet*maxu?sltnratet*maxu: //Flush only maxu
(uclay>O?uclay:O)); I/No decrement if none left

// if(duclay<O) duclay=O;
uclay+=duclay+pudecays; //Increment solution U for solution Pu=>U
if(uclay<O)uclay=O;
if(totalwf>O)
ugls+=pudecayg-glsrate*ugls/totalwf; //Decrement U in WF

dpuclay=glsrate*pugls*(totalwf>O?l/totalwf:O)
//increment clay Pu from WF dsltn

-(puclay>sltnratet*maxpu?sltnratet*maxpu: //Flush only maxpu
(puclay>O?puclay:O)); //No decrement if none left

// ifCdpuclay<D) dpuclay=O;
puclay+=dpuclay-pudecays;//decrement solution Pu from solution Pu=>U
if(puclay<0)puclay=0;
if((pugls>O)&&(totalwf>O))

pugls-=pudecayg+glsrate*pugls/totalwf; //Decrement Pu in WF
else pugls=0;
dgdclay=glsrate*gdgls*(totalwf>0?l/totalwf:O)

1/Increment clay Gd from WF dssltn
-sltnratet*maxgd; //Flush only maxgd
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// if(dgdclay<O) dgdclay=O; //Prevents re-dissolution of Gd from clay
gdclay+=dgdclay;
if(gdclay<0) gdclay=O; //Substitute test if gd can be re-dissolved from

clay
gdgls-=glsrate*gdgls*(totalwf>O?l/totalwf:O); //Decrement Gd in WF
totalwf-=glsrate; //Decrement WF for dissolution this step
if (totalwf<O) totalwf=O;
fclay=uclay+puclay; //Update fissile in clay
fgls=ugls+pugls; //Update fissile in WF
ftotal=fgls+fclay; //Update total fissile
gdtotal=gdgls+gdclay; //Update total Gd
yr+=l; //Increment time (by 1000 yrs)
strcpy(outs,o );
if(glasscase=='n') //Criticality for ceramic
(if(gdclay>2.5)
(if(log(gdclay)<(.7587-keff+.00298*puclay+.00t35*uclay)/.11954)

{strcpy(outs,"ClaylO");
if(critical--O)

{critical=l;
printcase=l;))

else if (gdclay>l)
{if(gdclay<(.67725-keff+.00478*puclay+.00205*uclay)/.08524)

(strcpy(outs,"Clayl");
if(critical==0)

{critical-l;
printcase=l;)))

else if (gdclay>.2)
(if(gdclay<(.62516-keff+.006578*puclay.003005*uclay)/.17972)
(strcpy(outs,*Clay.21);
if(critical==O)

(critical=l;
printcase=l;))

else if(gdclay< .448283597-keff+.010123*puclay+.004829*uclay)/.36997)
(strcpy(outsClay.00);
if(critical==0)

(critical=1;
printcase=l;311

else //Criticality for glass
(if(log(gdclay)>=4)
(if(gdclay<(.822783-keff+.003415*puclay+.001461*uclay)/.17762)

(strcpy(outs, ClaylO");
if critical==O)

{critical=l;
printcase=l;)))

else if (gdclay>l)
(if(gdclay<(.725619-keff+.0053206*puclay+.0023011*uclay)/.09609)
[strcpy(outs,2Claylf);
if(critical==0)

(critical=1;
printcase=1;))

else if (gdclay>.O001)
(if(gdclay<(.72901-keff+.008028*puclay+. 003966*uclay)/.26981)
{strcpy(outs, ClayO+"i;
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if(critical==O)
(critical=l;
printcase=l;)))

else if (0<(.534305-keff+.01514*puclay+.008186*uclay))
{strcpy(outs,"ClayO");
if(critical==O)

(critical=l;
printcase=l;)))

if((yrprintyr==O)11(printcase==1)11(yr<10))
fprintf(fout,0%8d%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.3f%8.2f%7s\in,

yr,pugls,uglsgdgls,puclay,uclay,gdclay,cro,outs) 
strcpy(outs," );
printcase=O;)

fprintf(fout,"%8d%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.3f%8.2f%7s\n\n",
yr,pugls,ugls,gdglspuclay,uclay,gdclay,cro,outs);))
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1* pugdiceff.c Version to simply calculate keff using the appropriate
/* pugdkeff.c Version to simply'calculate keff using the appropriate
regression.

The remainder of this intro is the same as the previous program, pugdcr.c

#include stdio.h>
#include stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#define P 3.14159

void maino
(int i,j,k,yr,outflag,firsttime,adjustcr,yrO,yrmax,

maxyrs=300, //Maximum time in 1000 yrs
printyr=10, //Interval for printout in 1000 yrs
critical=0, //Indicator of whether criticality has occurred on this case
printcase; //For printing first criticality year

float x,puclay,pugls,uclay,ugls, gdclay, gdgls,fclay,lam,maxgdO,fracfac,
fgls,fl,ftotal,gdtotal,pudecayg,pudecays,glsrate,glsrateg,fracarea,
sltnratet,tgls,totalwf,dpuclay,duclay,dgdclaycrs,cro,rc,ph,cromkeffmax.
rO, //Stainless steel corrosion rate in microns/yr read from input

kold=O, //initialization to determine peak
tswf=6.0, //Start of waste form dissolution (1000 yr)
tss=3.5, //Start of stainless steel corrosion (1000 yr)
crsO=400,//Initial Cr in 4 canisters only
cnl=100, //SS Cr below which degradation rate shrinks with area
puhalf=24.1/.693, //reciprocal of Pu decay rate per 1000 yrs
puOO=205, //Initial Pu in 4 canister waste package
puO=puOO*exp(-tswf/puhalf),//Pu at start of waste form dissolution
uO=puOO*(1-exp(-tswf/puhalf)),//U at start of waste form dissolution
gdO=134, //Initial Gd at mole per mole'ratio with Pu
pkgarea=4.8, //Horizontal cross sectional area inside waste pkg
pkgvoid= 3.5, //Void volume inside waste package
keff=.98, //Threshold for criticality screening
hco3=0, //Alkalinity as bicarbonate, not used now
minph=6.0, //pH floor to limit Gd solubility; overriden by input
totalwfO=10*puOO;//Assume Pu is 10% of waste form

float dsltnrate, inflrate, maxpu, maxgd, maxu;
char dummy(80],outs[101,glasscase;
FILE *fin, *fout,*ferr;
fin=fopen('pugdkeff.in0,8ru);
fout=fopen(1pugdkeff.out,'w6);
ferr=fopen(Njunk.out',0w);
fgets(dummy,79,fin ); /Read through glass vs ceramic heading
fgets(dunmy,79,fin); //Read for glasscase
glasscase=tolower(durmny[0]);
if(glasscase=='y') fprintf(fout,"Glass\n\n');
else if(glasscase=='n') fprintf(fout,"Ceramic\n\n');
else

(printf("Incorrect wasteform\nu);
exit(O);)

fgets(dunmy,79,fin ); //Read through column headings on input file
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while(fscanf (fin, %f f f %f f f f %f",//Input parameters for this case
&maxpu,&maxgdO,&maxu,&dsltnrate,&inflrate,&minph,&fracfac,&rO)I=EOF)
(fprintf(fout,'maxPu=%6.2f maxU=%6.2f maxGd=%6.2f minpH=%5.2f\
Frac fac=%5.lf\n-,maxpu,maxu,maxgdOminph.fracfac);
cro=le-10; //Initialize Cr corresponding to pH=12
crs=crsO;
kold=O;
keffmax=O;
firsttime=1; //to determine peak keff
adjustcr=O; //flag for adjusting for shrinking SS area
outflag=O; //flag for non-acidic condition
fracarea-fracfac*15.5, //waste form srfc area per waste pkg
lam=inflrate*pkgarea/pkgvoid;//For calculating Cr removal and conc
pugls=puO; //Initialize Pu amount in glass
gdgls=gdO; //Initialize Gd amount in glass
ugls=uO; //Initialize U amount in glass
puclay=O; //Initialize Pu amount removed from glass and still in pkg
uclay=O; //Initialize U amount in solution (still in pkg)
gdclay=O; //Initialize Gd amount removed from WF and still in pkg
critical=O;//Initialize criticality indicator
printcase=0;//Initialize
stropy~outs,'" );
fgls=pugls+ugls;//Initialize fissile in glass
fclay=0; //Initialize fissile.in solution
totalwf-totalwfO;//Initialize waste form mass
ftotal=fgls+fclay; //Initialize total fissile
gdtotal=gdgls+gdclay; //Initialize total Gd
yr=O; //Initialize time after start of waste form dissolution
glsrateg=dsltnrate*fracarea* //Dissolution rate times initial surface area

.001* //Convert gm to kg
365*1000; //Convert days to 1000 years

sltnratet=inflrate*pkgarea* //Volumetric flow incident on package
.001* //Convert mm/yr to meters/yr
.001* //Prepare to multiply by concentration in ppm (gm=>kg)
1000; //Convert yrs to 1000 yrs

tgls=3*totalwfO/glsrateg; //WF lifetime
fprintf(fout,"WF Dssltnn rt=%f Stl dssltn rt=%5.3f Infl rt=%6.2f

WFlife=%f\n',
dsltnrate,rO,inflrate,tgls);

rO*=39.9;//kg/lOOOyr: cm2*(steel g/cc)*.1(nm/cm)*(4canisters)*Crfrac/1000
for(i=0;i<(tswf-tss)*100;i++) //10 yr timestep to start s corrosion

(if(crs>O) rc=rO/100; //Assume no ph dependence for ss crrsn rte
else rc=O;
crs-=rc;
if(crs<0)crs=0;
cro+=rc-lam*cro/100;
if(cro<=O) cro=O;

fprintf(ferro%d f %f\n",i,crs,cro);)
fprintf(ferr,"\n\n1);
x=(cro/52.01/pkgvoid)-hco3;
if(x>O) ph= -loglO(x); //1 mole H per mole Cr;

//1/52.01 moles Cr/gm Cr; divide by vol to reduce cro from mass to
//concentration; neutralize with bicarbonate
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else ph=7.4;
fprintf(fout,*Cr in steel=%f Cr in ltn=%f pH=%f\n*,crs,cro,ph);
fprintf (fout, %8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%8sBs%8s\n',

'Time','Pu WF',"U WFN,'Gd We',
*Pu Clay','U Clay',"Gd Clay','Crmate",OKeff');

while((yrcmaxyrs)&&(outflag==O)&&(ftotal>30))
(maxgd--maxgdO*pow(10,-3*(ph-6.0));
if(crs>O)

{if(crs>cnl) rc=rO;
else if(adjustcr==O)

(adjustcr=l;
yrO=yr;)

if(adjustcr==l)
{x=(yr-yrO+.5)*rO/cnl;
if (x<l) rc=r0*pow(l-x,2);//adjust for shrinking SS area
else rc=O;)

if(rc>O)crs-=rc;
else crs=O;
cro=rc/lam;)

else cro=le-10;
if (crs<O)crs=O;
x=(cro/52.01/pkgvoid)-hco3;
if(x>O) ph= -loglO(x); //Same as above
else ph=7.4;
if(ph<minph) ph=minph;
if(ph>9) ph-9;
pudecayg=(pugls>O?pugls/puhalf:pugls);//glass Pu=>U this 1000 yrs
if((yr<tgls)&&(totalwf>O))//Compute total glass dissolution for this step

glsrate=glsrateg*pow(1-(yr+.5)/tgls,2);//Adjust for reduced surface area
else if (yr>=tgls)&&(totalwf>0)) glsrate= totalwf;
else glsrate=O;
pudecays=(puclay>O?puclay/puhalf:O);//solution Pu=>U this 1000 yrs
duclay= glsrate*ugls*(totalwf>0?1/totalwf:o)

//Increment clay U from glassdssltn
-(uclay>sltnratet*mraxu?sltnratet*maxu: //Flush only maxu
(uclay>O?uclay:O)); //No decrement if none left

II if(duclay<O) duclay=0; //to prevent re-dissolution from clay
uclay+=duclay+pudecays; //Increment solution U for solution Pu=>U
if(uclay<O)uclay=0, -
if(totalwf>O)
ugls+=pudecayg-glsrate*ugls/totalwf5 //Decrement U in glass

dpuclay=glsrate*pugls*(totalwf>0?1/totalwf:O)
//increment clay Pu from glass dsltn

-(puclay>sltnratet*maxpu?sltnratet*maxpu: //Flush only maxpu
(puclay>O?puclay:O)); //No decrement if none left

// if(dpuclay<O) dpuclay=0;
puclay+=dpuclay-pudecays;//decrement solution Pu from solution Pu=>U
if(puclay<0)puclay=0;
if((pugls>0)&&(totalwf>0))

pugls--pudecayg+glsrate*pugls/totalwf; //Decrement Pu in glass
else pugls=O;
dgdclay=glsrate*gdgls*(totalwf>0?1/totalwf:O)

//Increment clay Gd from glass dssltn
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-sltnratet*maxgd; /Flush only maxgd
// if(dgdclay<0) dgdclay=0; //Prevents re-dissolution of Gd from clay

gdclay+=dgdclay;
if(gdclay<O) gdclay=O; //Substitute test if gd can be re-dissolved from

clay
gdgls-=glsrate*gdgls*(totalwf>O?1/totalwf:0); //Decrement Gd in glass
totalwf-=glsrate; /Decrement glass for dissolution this step
if (totalwf<0) totalwf=0;
fclay=uclay+puclay; //Update fissile in clay
fgls-ugls+pugls; //Update fissile in glass
ftotal=fgls+fclay; //Update total fissile
gdtotal=gdgls+gdclay; //Update total Gd
yr+-=l; //Increment time (by 1000 yrs)
if(glasscase=='n')
(if(gdclay>2.5) //for ceramic
keff=.7587..00298*puclay+.00135*uclay-.11954*log(gdclay);

else if (gdclay>l)
keff=.67725+.00478*puclay+.00205*uclay-.08524*gdclay;
else if (gdclay>.2)
keff=.62516+.006578*puclay+.003005*uclay-.17972*gdclay;

else keff=.448283597+.010123*puclay+.004829*uclay-.36997*gdclay;)
else
{if(gdclay>=4) //for glass
keff=.822783+.003415*puclay+.001461*uclay-.17762*log(gdclay);

else if (gdclay>l)
keff=.725619+.0053206*puclay+.0023011*uclay-.09609*gdclay;
else if (gdclay>.0001)
keff=.72901+.008028*puclay+.003966*uclay-.26981*gdclay;.

else keff=.534305+.01514*puclay+.008186*uclay;)
if(keff>keffmax)

(keffmax=keff;
yrmax=yr;);

if(keff<kold)
(if(firsttime==1)
(printcase=l;
firsttime=O;))

if(printcase==l)
fprintf(fout,"%8d%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2ft8.3f%8.3f%8.3f\n",

yr-l.puglsuglsgdgls,puclay,uclaygdclay,crokold);
if(yr%printyr==0) //Coment out except for all time dependence
fprintf(fout,"%8d%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.3f%8.3f%8.3fn',

yr,pugls,ugls,gdgls,puclayuclay,gdclay,cro,keff);
kold=keff;
printcase=0;)

fprintf(fout,"%Bd%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.3f%8.3f%8.3f\nw',
yrmaxpuglsuglsgdglspuclayuclaygdclay.crokeffmax);

fprintf(fout,%8d%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.3f%8.3f%8.3f\n\n',
yr.pugls,uglsgdgls,puclay,uclay,gdclay,cro,keff);))
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/* critload.c This is a version of pugdcr.c which searches for the
limiting fracture factor, above which a criticality can occur for a series of
Pu loading cases.

The remainder of this intro is the same as the previous program, pugdcr.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include math.h>
#include <string.h>
#define PI 3.14159

void maino
(int i,j,k,yr,outflag,endload,enddp,

maxyrs=300, /Maximum time in 1000 yrs
printyr=10, //Interval for printout in 1000 yrs
critical=O, //Indicator of whether criticality has occurred on this case
printcase; //For printing first criticality year

float x,puclay,pugls,uclay,ugls, gdclay, gdgls,fclay,lam,fracfac,
fgls,fl,ftotal,gdtotal,pudecayg.pudecays,glerate,glsrateg,fracarea,
sltnratet,tgls,totalwf,dpuclayduclaydgdclay,crs,crorc,ph,crom,
ffstep,ffstartloadfac,puglslast,uglslast,puclaylastuclaylast,
gdglslast,gdclaylast,crolast,totalwfmaxtotalwflast,fclaylast,
rO, //Stainless steel corrosion rate in microns/yr
tswf=6.0, //Start of waste form dissolution (1000 yr)
tss=3.5, //Start of stainless steel corrosion (1000 yr)
crs0=400, //Initial Cr in 4 canisters (neglecting Cr in cans)

puhalf=24.1/.693, //Reciprocal of Pu-239 decay rate
puOO=205,//Initial Pu in 4 canister waste package
pu0=pu00*exp(-tswf/puhalf),//Pu at start of waste form dissolution
uO=puOO*(1-exp(-tswf/puhalf)),//U at start of waste form dissolution
gdD=134,//Initial Gd at mole per mole ratio with Pu
pkgarea=4.8, //Horizontal cross sectional area inside waste pkg
pkgvoid= 3.5, //Void volume inside waste package
keff=.98, //Threshold for criticality screening
hco3=0, //Bicarbonate in incomming J13 water, not used now
minph=5.8, //Overridden by input
maxpu-6.1e-3,//Pu solubility limit
maxu=1.0, //U solubility limit
maxgdO=95.0, //Multiplying factor for pH dependent Gd solubility 1
totalwfO=l0*puOO;//Assume Pu is 10% of waste form

float dsltnrate, inflrate, maxgd;
char dummy[80],outs[10],glasscase;
FILE *fin, *fout,*ferr;
fin=fopen("critload.in0,"r");
fout=fopen('critload.outN,'w');
ferr=fopen('junk.out','w');
fgets(dunmy,79,fin ); //Read through glass vs ceramic heading
fgets(dummy,79,fin); //Read for glasscase
glasscase=tolower(dummyj0]);
if(glasscase=='y') fprintf(fout,"Glass\n\n");
else if(glasscase=='n') fprintf(fout,"Ceramic\n\n");

imit
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else
(printf("Incorrect wasteform\nl);
exit(O);)

fgets(dummy,79,fin); //Read through column headings on input file
while(fscanf(fin,"%f f f f f %f f %f",//Input parameters for this case

&keff,&loadfac,&ffstart,&ffstep,&dsltnrate,&inflrate,&minph,&rO)I=EOF)
{fprintf(fout,"Keff=%5.3f FFstart=%5.3f FFstep=%5.3f Loadfac = %5.3f\
minpH=%5.2f\n",keff,ffstart,ffstep,loadfac,minph);
endload=O;
fracfac=ffstart;

while((fracfac<20)&&(endload==0)) //fracfac incremented each iteration
{cro=le-10; //Initialize Cr corresponding to pH=12
crs=crs0;
outflag=O; //flag for non-acidic condition
fracarea-fracfac*15.5, //waste form srfc area per waste pkg
lam=inflrate*pkgarea/pkgvoid;//Turnover rate for cr stdy state and removal
pugls=puO*loadfac; //Initialize Pu amount in WF & adjust for Pu loading
gdgls=gdO*loadfac; //Initialize Gd amount in WF & adjust for Pu loading
ugls=uO*loadfac; //Initialize U amount in WF & adjust for Pu loading
puclay=O; //Initialize Pu amount removed from WF and still in pkg
uclay=O; //Initialize U amount in solution (still in pkg)
gdclay=0; //Initialize Gd amount removed from WF and still in pkg
critical=O;//Initialize criticality indicator
printcase=O;//Initialize
fgls=pugls+ugls;//Initialize fissile in WF
fclay=O; //Initialize fissile in solution
totalwf=totalwfO;//Initialize waste form mass
ftotal=fgls+fclay; //Initialize total fissile
gdtotal=gdgls+gdclay; //Initialize total Gd
yr=0; //Initialize time after start of waste form dissolution
glsrateg=dsltnrate*fracarea* //Dissolution rate times initial surface area

.001* //Convert gm to kg
365*1000; //Convert days to 1000 years

sltnratet=inflrate*pkgarea* //Volumetric flow incident on package
.001* //Convert mm/yr to meters/yr
.001* /Prepare to multiply by concentration in ppm (gm=>kg)
1000; I/Convert yrs to 1000 yrs

tgls=3*totalwfO/glsrateg; /Pu WF lifetime, assuming 10%Pu
fprintf(fout,"WF Dssltnn rt=%f Stl dssltn rt=%5.3f Infl rt=%f WF life=%f\n",

dsltnrate,rO,inflrate,tgls);
for(i=O;i<(tswf-tss)*l00;i++) /110 yr timestep to start ss corrosion

{if(crs>0) rc=rO*39.9/l00;//kg/lOOOyr:
cm2*(g/cc)*.l(mm/cm)*(4canisters)*Crfrac/1000

else rc=O;
crs-=rc;
if(crs<0)crs=0;
cro+=rc-lam*cro/100;
if(cro<=O) cro=O;)

x=(cro/52.0l/pkgvoid)-hco3;
if(x>O) ph- -loglO(x); //I mole H per mole Cr (dichromate);

//1/52.01 moles Cr/gm Cr; divide by vol to reduce cro from mass to
//concentration; neutralize with bicarbonate not used now

else outflag=1;
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fprintf(fout,"Cr in steel=%f Cr in ltn=%f pH=%f\n",crs,cio,ph);
fclaylast=O;
while((yr<maxyrs)&&(outflag=-O))

{maxgd--maxgdO*pow(10,-3*(ph-6.0));
if(crs>O)

{rc=rO*39.9;//kg/lOOOyr: cm2*(g/cc)*.l(mm/cm)*(4canisters)*Crfrac/1000
crs-=rc;
cro=rc/lam;) //Calculate from steady state to avoid instability

else cro=le-10;
if(crs<O)crs=O;
x= (cro/52.01/pkgvoid)-hco3;
if(x>O) ph= -loglO(x); //Same as above
else break;
if(ph<minph) ph=minph;
if(ph>7) outflag=1;//All Cr is used up so no chance for criticality
pudecayg=(pugls>O?pugls/puhalf:pugls);//WF Pu=>U this 1000 yrs
if((yr<tgls)&&(totalwf>D))//Compute total WF dissolution for this step

glsrate=glsrateg*pow(1-(yr+.5)/tgls,2);//Adjust for reduced surface area
else if ((yr>=tgls)&&(totalwf>O)) glsrate= totalwf;
else glsrate=O;
pudecays=(puclay>O?puclay/puhalf:O);//solution Pu=>U this 1000 yrs
duclay= glsrate*ugls*(totalwf>0?1/totalwf:O)

//Increment clay U from WFdssltn
-(uclay>sltnratet*maxusltnratet*maxu: //Flush only maxu
(uclay>0?uclay:0)); //No decrement if none left

// if(duclay<O) duclay=O;
uclay+=duclay+pudecays; //Increment solution U for solution Pu=>U
if(uclay<O)uclay=O;
if(totalwf>O)
ugls+=pudecayg-glsrate*ugls/totalwf; //Decrement U in WF

dpuclay=glsrate*pugls*(totalwf>0?1/totalwf:O)
//increment clay Pu from WF dsltn

-(puclay>sltnratet*maxpu?sltnratet*maxpu: //Flush only maxpu
(puclay>0?puclay:0)); I/No decrement if none left

// if(dpuclay<O) dpuclay=O;
puclay+=dpuclay-pudecays;//decrement solution Pu from solution Pu=>U
if(puclay<0)puclay=0;
if((pugls>0)&&(totalwf>0))

pugls-=pudecayg+glsrate*pugls/totalwf; //Decrement Pu in WF
else pugls=O;
dgdclay=glsrate*gdgls*(totalwf>0?l/totalwf:O)

//Increment clay Gd from WF dssltn
-sltnratet*maxgd; //Flush only maxgd

// if(dgdclay<O) dgdclay=O; //Prevents re-dissolution of Gd from clay
gdclay+=dgdclay;
if(gdclay<O) gdclay=0; //Substitute test if gd can be re-dissolved from

clay
gdgls-=glsrate*gdgls*(totalwf>0?l/totalwf:0); //Decrement Gd in WF
totalwf-=glsrate; //Decrement WF for dissolution this step
if (totalwf<O) totalwf=O;
fclay=uclay+puclay; //Update fissile in clay
fgls=ugls+pugls; //Update fissile in WF
ftotal=fgls+fclayl //Update total fissile
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if(fclay<fclaylast+.001) I/No fissile left
{endload=l;
fprintf(fout,-Fissile used up Pu-%6.1f U=%6.1f\n*,puclay,uclay);
outflag=l;)

else fclaylast=fclay;
gdtotal=gdgls+gdclay; //Update total Gd
yr+=1; //Increment time (by 1000 yrs)
strcpy(outs, );

if(glasscase=='n$) //Criticality for clay
(if(gdclay>2.5)
(if(log(gdclay)<(.7587-keff+.00298*puclay+.00135*uclay)/.11954)
(strcpy(outs,"ClaylO');
if(critical==0)

(critical=1;
printcase=1;)))

else if (gdclay>1)
(if(gdclay<(.67725-keff+.00478*puclay+.00205*uclay)/.08524)
(strcpy(outs,*Clayl");
if(critical==O)

(critical=1;
printcase=1;}))

else if (gdclay>.2)
{if(gdclay<( .62516-keff+.006578*puclay+.003005*uclay)/.i7972)

(strcpy(outs,"Clay.20);
if(critical==O)

{critical-1;
printcase=1;)))

else if(gdclay<(.448283597-keff+.010123*puclay+.004829*uclay)/.36997)
{strcpy(outs, Clay.0*);
if(critical==O)

{critical=1;
printcase=1;))

else //Criticality for glass
(if(gdclay>=4)

(if(log(gdclay)<(.822783-keff+.003415*puclay+.001461*uclay)/.17762)
(strcpy(outs,"ClaylO);
if(critical==O)

(critical=1;
printcase=l; )3

else if (gdclay>l)
(if(gdclay<(.725619-keff+.0053206*puclay+.0023011*uclay)/.09609)
{strcpy(outs,6Clayl);
if(critical==O)

{critical=l;
printcase=1;))

else if (gdclay>.0001)
(if(gdclay<(.72901-keff+.008028*puclay+.003966*uclay)/.26981)
(strcpy(outs,'ClayO+w);
if(critical==0)

{critical=1;
printcase=1;)))

else if 0<(.534305-keff+.01514*puclay+.008186*uclay))
[strcpy(outs, ClayOo);
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if(critical==O)
(critical=1;
printcase=1;)))

if(critical==1) //print for first time of criticality
{fprintf(fout,0%8s%8s%8s%8s%8s%Bs%8s%8s\no,

OTime","Pu WFO,OU WFO,'Gd WFI,
"Pu Clay",OU Clay*,OGd ClayO,"Crmate");

fprintf(fout,1%8d%8;2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.3f%8.2f%7s\n',
yr-l,puglslast,uglslast,gdglslast,puclaylast,uclaylast,
gdclaylast,crolastouts); //print last step before criticality

fprintf(fout,"%8d%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.2f%8.3f%8.2f%7s\nl,
yrpugls,uglsgdglspuclayuclaygdclay,cro,outs);

fprintf(fout,*LoadFac=%5.3f FF=%5.lf\n\n",loadfac,fracfac);
outflag=l;)

else
{puglslast=pugls; //reset to be able to print last when criticality
uglslast=ugls, //is found
gdglslast=gdgls;
puclaylast=puclay;
uclaylast=uclay;
gdclaylast=gdclay;
crolast=cro;)

strcpy~outs," ");
printcase=O;) //end of timestep loop

if(critical=0)
fprintf(fout,"No criticality oadfac=%5.3f FF=%5.lf Time=%d\n\n",
loadfac,fracfac,yr);

else endload=1; //We've found the lowest DP for this load factor
fracfac+=ffstep;) //Increment fracfac for next iteration of this loop

if(endload==O) fprintf(fout,"No criticality Loadfap=%5.3f\n\n, loadfac);))
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF EQ3/6 CALCULATIONS

C.1 CHEMISTRY AND ANALYSIS

Tables in this appendix provide a summary of results from numerous calculations that are most
relevant to nuclear criticality issues. The calculations were done with the EQ3/6 package of
computer codes, which simulate reaction progress toward a final equilibrium state. The tables
include only a small fraction of the results from individual runs. The output also reports the
concentrations of all other aqueous species and the names and amounts of numerous solid phases
predicted to form during the course of reaction.

Various assumptions had to be made to conduct these simulations. In view of the long time frame
it was assumed in most computer runs that the eventual result would be the true equilibrium
assemblage, not some metastable condition, as might persist even at the end of laboratory
experiments lasting several years. Thus, quartz and PuO2 , not chalcedony and Pu(OH)4, respectively,
were assumed to be the stable phases. Another assumption was that once the metal barriers, i.e., the
CuINi corrosion allowance, the Alloy 625 corrosion resistant barrier, and the 304L stainless steel
containers for the glasses were breached at 5000 years there would be sufficient internal convection
to keep the J-13 well water circulating among the Alloy 625 internal surface, all of the exposed
304L, and the fractured DHLW and La-BS glasses. This was modeled as a closed system in view
of the lack of a flow-through/flushing option within EQ6.

Because of the lack of Pitzer's coefficients for activity coefficients for many of the constituents, it
was not possible to use a closed system to model the final stages of reaction progress. The leaching
of the DHLW glass has the potential to produce extremely high ionic strengths, well beyond the
capability of the activity coefficient option that had to be used. Similarly, the assumption of
approach to equilibrium results in a prediction of oxidation of the Cr in the metals to chromates; this,
too, would increase the ionic strength dramatically and simultaneously produce acid conditions
perhaps to a pH as low as 4. In view of these limitations only the initial stages of closed system
reaction progress, up to the point where the results may still be qualitatively correct, are reported in
this appendix. Closed system run results are included in Tables C-I and C-2.

To obtain useful chemical data for the later stages of reaction progress recognition was taken of the
likelihood that the high concentrations of initial reaction products would be flushed from the system
by continuing influx of J-13 well water. Similarly, much of any acid produced would be flushed out.
This allowed computation of solubilities of suitable solid phases, specifically, GdOHCO3, Pu0 2 ,
soddyite, and haiweeite, in J-13 well water at specific values of pH. The composition of the water
did, of course, have to be changed somewhat to correspond to the modified pHs, as explained in
section C-1. The results of these calculations are reported in Tables C-3 and CA4 and are plotted in
Figures C-1, C-2, and C-3. Table C-3 provides the results for normal atmospheric pressure of C0 2 ,
and Table C-4 for a higher partial pressure computed from the measured pH and alkalinity of J-13
well water.
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Table C-1. Moderlng Results, Element Specific, Glass Waste with Average J-13 Well Water

Log Total Aqueous

nme Mol Abbtppm Pu, U, end Gd Solids
Run* orAl Gd Pu U Hame Log MoVgt Desup on Comment

1j3aywpSO 5 y -. 03t -4.72/ 1.471 GdOHCOt -2.10124 LaBS glass. DHLW gass. 3041. Lrit of xurala calculations
p 19.83 I.35E-01 4.31 755E+03 PuO2 -2.16/1.64 &Aboy 62s rctIon wtJ-13 w mable data. Le., about

Rhabdophane -3.970.02 water. SKB thermodynamic data bric sbegh I as here.
added to data base. Glass
fracture factor (FF) - 100.
Cr allowed to oxkdze fully to
chromate.

it3avwpSOc 7.8 y -7.13/ -10.76/ 4.12t GdOHC, .4.21 LaBS glass (FF=6), DHLW glass Maxum pH.
pH 8.79 0.012 0.42E-05 18.2 PuO, 4.23 (FF30), 304L & Aloy 625 Note tht ower rate of DHLW

Sode -3.21 reaction with J-13 water. SK reaction compared to th of Cr
Rhabdoha -4.12 thermodynamic data added to alloy, keeps this maslmum

data base. Cr allowed to oxdize lower.
____ _ _____ _______ fulyto chromate.

jl3avwpSOc O1y -732/ -11.69/ 5.09/ GdOHCO, -.09/-0.13 ContnuaOn lonIc strengtl -0.78. Le.
p148.15 7.OE-03 4.71E-07 1.82 Pu0, -3.13O.18 . approximata kmt of acurate

Soddyte -2.101t.89 cadlab
Rhabdophane 426/9.01

113ap50c 616 y -5.37/ -1226/ -7.44/ GdOHCO. -2.30.79 Contiuslton Apwopnate Ot of
pH * 7.14 527E-01 1.03E-07 6.83E-03 PuO, -2.35t1.08 applcabllty o relts; onic

Soddyhe -1.44/8.67 strength - 4.2
Rhabdohan. 4700.03
LAFSs -4S6/<0.01

113avwp54 436 y -121/ -10.12t Not PuO, -122/4.4 LaBS glass, 304L. & toy 625. lonic sb eth2.3-usonewhat
pH - 5.18 8.23E+O 1S7E-05 Included In Rhabdophane -7.1 2/0.01 SKB t data added beyond rarge o accute

3' waste form to data base. FF- 100. calculations
for this njn

tI3avwpS4 872 y -491/ -9.92/ Not PuOI -09228.9 Coninuation lonic strength 4.7.
pH - 4.95 1.46E+O 2.19E-05 Induded Rhabdophane -722/9.45 - ap yabtty imit.

41
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Tabe C-1. Modeling Results. Element Specirrc Glass Waste with Average J-13 Won Water (Continued)

Log Total Aqueous
Time Ullotlteap"m Pu, U, and Gd Solids

Rune or zl Gd Pu U Name Log UoUgt Description Commont

13avwp56b 58 y .5.8C/ -3.771 1A71 GdOHCO, -4.51/0.05 LaBS plass, DHLW glass. 3041. No solid U spees. Ionic
pH * 10.06 2.30E01 38.61 7.52E+03 PuO, -3.6uo.05 & AloyS25 reaction with 3-13 rwngh= 124, - EnAtor

Rhbohae -3.421.05 wer. SKB thermodynami dta sa.
dead to dat abase. FF- 100. Cr No high U solubiny

ndt elowed to okdize to
chromate.

13avwps6b 104y -5.70/ -. 12/ -1.19t Na4UO,- 2710.13 Continuation NO solid Pu speces
pH 10.15 2.75E-01 1.61E+02 1.34E+04 (COJ, -42410.01 N.B. Solubity oPu and Uae

GdOHCO, -248tO.1 high
_Rhabdophano

I13avwp56b 643 y -5.56t 2.24/ -220t NakUO- -0.87132.0 Continuation No solid Pu species
pH * 10.28 3.41E-01 1.10E +03 1.17E+03 (CO.). GdPO4H,O * 4.34

GdOHCO, -2.37/0.67
Rhabdophane -2.10/0.06

1j3avwpS6b 30,342 y -6.26 -5.31/ -0.93/ PuO, -0.7344.43 Continuation 33.94 moles o solvent water,
pH = 9.59 7.63E-02 1.07 2.51E+04 Na.UO,- -1.02/253 out of MliWa 55.51. so presont

(CO.). This means 15.3 g of U 
GdOHCO, -0.67134.0 oi nvs. 22.5 hI sold. onic
Rhabdophana -3.3410.07 strngth never got outside

range tha cotid be handed
approximately.

i13avwp58 55y 4.04/ .4.73t -1.47/ t dOHCO, -2.10124 Continuation Iorcsbengkh 12.
pH 9.83 1.34E-01 425 7.55E+03 PuO -2.16/1.64 - LmIt foraccuracy.

hdo e No U soid

J13avwp58 234 y 5.78/ -2.79/ -2.3W GdOHCO,. 1.48/520 Contnuaton NB. High solubities of Pu and
pH * 10.06 2.06E-01 3.13E+02 8.32E+02 NaUO- -0.881.0 U

(CO.). Ionic strength 4.0,
PuO, -156/.58 - applicabillty ImiL
Rhabdophane -3.4W.6_05

High values of dissolved Gd. but within hints for wich calculations give acceptable resuts.
Values are log gram-atoms of metal (or cation) and grams of metal, not the entire weight of the sold.

+ Equilbdum constant taken to be equal to that for NdOHCO,

IV
m
0
m
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Table C-2 Modeling Results. Element Specific. Ceramic Waste with Average J-13 Well Water

Time Log Total Aqueous Molatlesppm Pu, U. and Gd Solids
RunI orzl Gd Pu U Name Log MUOgt Description Comment

113avcerl 28y -90 9.84 -18t Pu, -5.4c0.01 Ceramic waste, modeled as a
pH . 8.82 7.78E-05 3.43E-06 1.54E+02 Soddte 2.6,'.49 homogeneous specal reacant

Rhabdophane -3.81<0.01 (FF -10), DHLW glass (FF.
30). 3041. and Alloy 625
reaction whhJ-13 water. SKB
database. Cr allowed to
oxidze fully. Mid-range of
reaction rate (1.OE-5.5
_grn-2/day)

J13avceri 542 y 4.32/ -12.4/ -639 PUO2 -4.19n.02 Continuation fok strengt 4.75.
pH * 7.44 5.79E-04 7.48E-08 7.57E-02 Sockb -131.6 - appicabiity Lnt

_______ _Rhabdophane -4.64/<0.01

1j3avcer2 29y -9.27/ -9.89/ *322/ PuO -5241c0.01 Ceramic waste modeled as Course of reaction
pH * 88O 829E-05 3.07E-02 1.38E+02 Sodiyte *2.6910.49 constng of separate phases essentialy fte sane

Rhabdophane -&88/c0.01 of zirconolite, pyrochore, Zr- as for glass, e)=t for
containing nble, and Ba- smaller amounts of
holandite. Used dissolution Pu, U. and Gd (and
rate of 1 .OE-5.5 knm2/day for other components of
zlironollte and pyrocor. 10 the glass. such as B)
times faster for Br-obnte, beIg added to the
and 12 the rate for ruefe. FF * solution.
10 foraN phases, and 30 for
DHLW. Reacton also with
304L Aoy 625, and J-13
water.

j13aver2 715y -824/ -12.25 -7.51/ NO, -&91/0.03 Contnuation onc strength 4.78,
pH * 7.08 6.96E-04 1.05E-07 5.66E-03 Soddy4te -1.4Q9.48 - appicabily knit

_ Rhabdophane -4.49/0.01

t Values are log gam-aorns of metal (or cation) and granu of metal, no the entire wegt of the sold.
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Table C-3. Solubility data for Gd. Pu. and U in J-13 water at various pHs'. Data at log fCO, = -35 0t

pH Gd ppm Gd m Gd o m Pu, ppm Pu m Pu, og m U ppm U m U, " m
5.5 44134 0.3236096 -0.48979 6.1 5E-06 2.907E-11 10.53651 0.00471 2.282E-08 -7.641733

6 672 0.0004275 -3.389025 1.48E-06 6.065E-12 *1121715 0.00231 9.718E-09 *8.012441

6.4936 3.08 1.962E-05 -4.707278 4.77E-07 1.956E-12 -11.70867 0.002 8.471E-09 -8.072047

7.01 0.122 7.76E-07 -6.110183 1.56E-07 6.411E-13 -12.19307 0.00193 8.011E-09 -8096327

7.5187 0.0138 8.779E-08 -7.056548 6.78E-08 2.78E-13 -12.558 0.00218 9.141E-09 -8.039024

8.01 0.00506 3.218E-08 *7.492453 5.34E-08 2.191E-13 -12.6593 0.00478 2.009E-08 .7.696968

8.9702 0.0151 9.635E08 -7.016144 2.24E-08 9.194E-12 -11.03651 1.49 6.269E460 -5.202794

9.8131 0.1291 9.199E-07 -6.036278 121 5.532E-05 -4.257154 41300 0.1951271 *0.709682
Table Notes:

These values were used to estabish the pH dependence of Gd soluibity over tho range of primary InteresL
Assumes flusikg of dissolved waste products

t Solids are: GdOHCO PuOC. Soddyile at pH<4- 8.01. Halweeite at pH=8.97 Na4UO2(C0)J, at pH 9.81

Table C-4. Solubirity data for Gd Pu, and U In J-13 water at various pHs. Data at log fG02 -2.335r

pH Gd. ppm Gd m Pu pm U m U. log m
5.5 144.9- 0.0009222 -3.035162 5.19E-06 2.127E-11 -10.67214 0.00457 1.921E-08 -7.716391

5.9998 6.31 4.016E-05 -4.396228 1.71 E-06 7.021E-12 -11.15358 0.00= I 132E-08 -7.865968
6A936 0.32' 2.034E-06 -5.691663 8.232-07 2.5552-12 -11.59262 0.00299 1.254E2-08 -7.901597

7.0018 0.0431 2.739E-07 46562331 3.14E-07 1.287E-12 -11.89053 0.00701 2.946E-08 -7.530812

7.5016_ 0.0183 1.161 E-07 -6.935148 2.77E-07 1.135E-12 -11.94518 0.0615 2582E-07 46.587971

7.9775 0.0259 1.646E-07 *6.783851 0.0000014 5.731E-12 *11.24175 Z38 9.912E-06 -&003859

I 9 1 0.269 1.726E06 -5.763062 0.148 6.134E-07 -6.212225 1 1

:D
M

0CJ
m

C)

n8

r

Table Notes:
I These values were used to estabish the pH dependence o Gd sol illty over the range of pdmary Interest
t Assumes flushing of dissolved waste products
t Solids are: GdOHOO. PuOa Soddyite at pHc/. 7.98. Did not achieve saturation In U at pH 9.
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C.2 DATA AND RELATIONSHIPS USED FOR COMPUTING SOLUBILITIES OF
GADOLINIUM, PLUTONIUM, AND URANIUM AS A FUNCTION OF pH

This section includes relationships used to compute, on a simplified basis, the solubilities of Gd, Pu,
and U as a function of pH. The first steps in this process are to ascertain, first, what solids that
contain the element of interest are present, and, second, what dissolved species that contain that
element have the highest concentrations. This was accomplished by using the base composition of
1-13 well water, but changing the pH to obtain relationships at several values of pH from the EQ3(6
codes. This necessitated increasing the concentrations of other ions in order to achieve electrical
balance, or neutrality, at pH values other than that measured in J-13 well water itself. For lower pHs
it was assumed that dichromate ion was appropriate, and at higher pH, sodium ion. In all cases it
was assumed that the solutions were saturated in CO2, either at the normal atmospheric value at sea
level, or at the pressure corresponding to the measured values of pH and alkalinity, ascribed entirely
to bicarbonate, in J-13 well water. The latter value is 4.62E-03 atm.

The solubility of a given element equals the sum of the concentrations of all of the dissolved species.
Thus, the concentration of each species must be known. They have been determined approximately
in the simplified approach used here by utilizing the data shown in Table F-1 in Appendix F together
with other data supplied with the codes EQ3NR and EQ6. In the simple approach all activity
coefficients have been assumed to be equal to unity, i.e., an ionic strength of zero has been assumed.
This way of proceeding provides an overview of the nature of the relationship between solubility and
pH, but will not yield accurate values. In most instances the calculated solubilities will be lower than
actual ones because activity coefficients will normally be less than one. (See Appendix D for a more
complete explanation of the relevant equations.)

The EQ3 calculations at low pH show that most of the dissolved Gd will exist as Gd ion and that
the solid controlling the solubility is GdOHCO3. (Gadolinium phosphate is actually less soluble, but
the concentration of phosphate in J-13 well water is inadequate to precipitate more than a small part
of the gadolinium being released from the waste form.) In view of the facts that data were not
available for GdOHCO3 and that data for Nd compounds are nearly identical to those for Gd,
NdOHCO 3 was used as a proxy for GdOHCO3 . See section 5.3.2 for further discussion of
thermodynamic data. The data in the EQ316 data base have been made consistent with the "basis"
species selected for use with that code, e.g., He and H 20, rather than OH-, and HCO; rather than
cO-.

For low pH the reaction that incorporates the considerations noted above is

A) GdOHCO3 + 3 H+ = Gd+" + C0 2(g) + 2 H20.
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The equilibrium constant for this reaction can be derived from the following reactions and
equilibrium constants:

Number Reaction Log K
1 GdOHCO3 + 2 H+ = Gd+++ + HCO; + H 2 0 2.8404
2 C0 2(g) + H 20 = HCO; + H+ -7.8136
3 HCO; = H+ + CO3 -10.3288
4 OH- + H+ = H2O 13.9951

The values for the logarithms for the equilibrium constants, Log K, were taken from the EQ3/6 data
base version data 0.bl9.skb. In principle the constant for reaction 1 derives from the value reported
in Table F-I in Appendix F for NdOHCO3 + reaction 4 - reaction 3. The reader can readily confirm
that this combination of reactions, substituting GdOHCO3 for NdOHCO3, does result in reaction 1.
To combine equilibrium constants in correspondence to combining reactions, one must multiply by
constants for reactions that are added and divide by constants for reactions that are subtracted. In
this way species that are eliminated by the addition or subtraction are similarly eliminated from the
product/quotient of the constants. Alternatively the logarithms of the constants may be added and
subtracted. Thus, as the reader can easily confirm, the log K for reaction 1 is log K for NdOHCO3
from Table F-i plus log K for reaction 4 (taken as 14.00) minus log K for reaction 3 (taken as -
10.34). This actually yields 2.8239 for.log K for reaction 1. Evidently, perhaps for internal
consistency with the data reported by Reference 20, slightly different values were used when the
REE data were incorporated into the EQ3/6 data base for reactions 3 and 4, e.g. -10.34 and 14.00,
respectively. The equilibrium constant for reaction 3, for example, is

K = (H')(CO37)/(HCO;) = 101O32 = 4.69 E-I 1,

where parentheses indicate activities, or, in this approximation, concentrations. The relationship
between activities and concentrations is explained more fully in Appendix D, together with some
examples of activity coefficients.

These same principles are applied in deriving the constant for reaction A from reactions 1 and 2,
namely subtracting reaction 2 from reaction 1. This yields log K for reaction A as 10.6540 which
is equivalent to K = 4.508E+10 = (Gdt m)(CO2,)/(W+)3. The concentration of carbon dioxide, (CO2),
is taken equal to its partial pressure. The logarithm of this equation is log K = log (Gdtm ) + log PC=
- 3 log (H+). Log (H+) = -pH, so this becones log K = log (Gdtm ) + log PC +3 pH. On substituting
actual values, specifically, log K = 10.6540 and log PCm = -3.5 (atmospheric PC= at sea level), and
rearranging this becomes log (Gdtm ) = 14.154 - 3 pH; for the case of enhanced C02, i.e. a partial
pressure of 4.62E-03 atm., the equation is log (Gd) = 12.9897 - 3 pH. The equation for
atmospheric Pco2 is plotted in Figure C-1.
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Other reactions in Table F-I were combined in a similar fashion to derive equations for the
equilibrium between GdOHCO3 and GdCO Gd(CO GdHCO - GdOH+, Gd(OH) 
Gd(OH)3(aq), and Gd(OH)4 . These are:

GdOHCO3 + H+ = GdCQ3+ + H20,
GdOHCO 3 + CO2 Gd(CO 3); + H+,
GdOHCO3 + 2 H+ - GdOH+ + H20 + CO2.
GdOHCO3 + H+ = Gd(OH)2+ + C0 2,
GdOHCO3 + H20 = Gd(OH)3 (aq) + C0 2,
GdOHCO3 + 2 H20 = Gd(OH); + H+ + CO2, and
GdOHCO3 + 2 H+ = GdHCO34+ + H 20.

Corresponding lines are plotted in Figure C-1. The equations for these lines for normal atmospheric
pressure of CO2 are, respectively,

Log(GdCO3+) = 0.3098 - pH,
Log(Gd(C0 3)f) = -16.0344 + pH,
Log(GdOH') = 6.1442 - 2 pH,
Log(Gd(OH)2+) = -2.0656 - pH,
Log(Gd(OH)3 (aq)) = -13.8754,
Log(Gd(OH)4 ) = -19.7852 + pH, and
Log(GdHCO3 ) = -0.3098 - pH.

The heavy dashed line in this figure shows the sum of the concentrations for all of these species for
atmospheric partial pressure of CO2 and the solid heavy line shows the same sum for a partial
pressure of 4.62E-03 atm.

Exactly parallel steps were taken for Pu and U, and the results plotted in Figures C-2 and C-3
respectively. For these elements the number of solution species included in the EQ316 data base is
much greater. Only the most important (i.e., highest concentrations for the conditions under
investigation) aqueous species were selected on the basis of EQ3NR computer runs. Specifically,
these were PuO2 ', Pu02

4 +, PuO2OH, PuO2CO3(aq), Pu 2 (C03 )f-, PuO2CO;, PuO2(OH)2(aq),
Pu0 2(CO3)37, and PuO2(0H); for Pu, and UO2+, U0 2(OH)2(aq), U0 2OH, U0 2 (CO3) , and
U0 2(CO) 3 -for U. The least soluble solid for Pu is PuO2 over the entire pH range shown. The
situation for U is more complicated than for the other elements because at pHs above about 82 the
least soluble solid is no longer soddyite, as it is for lower pH, but in the vicinity of pH 8 to 9,
haiweeite, and near 10, Na4UO 2(CO3),. For haiweeite, it was assumed in the simple approach that
the concentration of Ca in solution was limited by equilibrium with calcite. When calcite is absent,
as would be the case at low pH owing to the dissolution of calcite, this relationship could not be
used, but the EQ3/6 calculations likewise show that haiweeite is more soluble than soddyite. In the
plots the solubility line for normal atmospheric CO2 coincides with the solubility of haiweeite at pH
above about 8.5. Because the concentration of Na could not be estimated simply, and because
approximate calculations show that the solubility of Na4UO2(C0 3)3 and haiweeite are vety similar
at the highest pHs shown, no attempt was made to plot a line for this sodium uranyl carbonate. At
the higher partial pressure of CO2 haiweeite becomes more soluble than soddyite, owing to the
greater dependence on the carbonate content in the presence of calcite. The plots are terminated at
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pH 11 because conditions more alkaline than pH 10 to 11 cannot be attained in equilibrium with
atmospheric CO2.

Reactions for Pu and U are as follows:

PuO2 + H+ + 0.2502= PuO+ + 0.5 20,
PuO2 +2H 4 + 0.5 0 2 = PuO2++ + H2 0,

PO 2 + H+ + 0.5 02 = PU020H+,
PU0 2 + CO2 + 05 02 = PUO2 C0 3 (aq),

PuO2 + H20 +2 CO2 + 0.5 2 = PuO2(C° 3)2 + 2 H',
NO2 + 0.5 H20 + CO2 + 0.25 02 = Pu0 2C0; + H+,
Pu02 + H 2 0 +0.5 02 = PuO2(OH) 2(aq),
PuO2 + 2 H20 +i 3 CO2 + 0.5 02 = PuO2(CO3) 3 - + 4 H+, and
PuO2 + 2 H20 +0.502= PuO2(OH); + H+,

for which the oxygen partial pressure is fixed at atmospheric, and

Soddyite f(UO2)2(SiO4)-2 H20 + 4 H+ = 2 U0 2 +Quartz [SiO2] + 4 H2 0,
Soddyite = 2 U0 2(0H)2 (aq) + Quartz,
Soddyite + 2 H+ = 2 U0 20H+ + Quartz + 2 H2O,
Soddyite + 4 CO2 = 2 UO2(C03)j- + quartz + 4 H ,
Soddyite + 2 H20 + 6 CO2 = 2 U0 2(CO3)3 - + quartz + 8 H+, and
Haiweeite Ca(U0 2)2(Si20 5)3 5H 20] + 7 CO2 =2 UO2(CO3)3 - + calcite + 6 quartz + H20 +
8W.

The corresponding equations for the lines-are:

Log(PuO2 +) = -5.3217 -pH,
Log(PuO2') = -1.0254 - 2 pH,
Log (Pu02 0H4 ) = -6.4005 - pH,
Log(PuO2 (CO3 )2 (aq)) = -13.6967,
Log(PuO2 (CO3)2 1) = -30.2102 + 2 pH,
Log(PuO2 CO) = -21.8941 = pH,
Log(PuQ 2(0H)2(aq)) = -13A756,
Log(PuO 2(CO3)3-) = -47.6026 + 4 pH, and
Log(PuO 2(OH)3) = -21.2906 + pH for Pu, and
2 Log(UO2f) = 4.3913 - 4 pH,
2 Log(UO2 (OH)2 (aq)) = -16.2379,
2 Log(U0 20H+) = -6.0233 - 2 pH,
2 Log(UO2(CO3)j ) = -48.3565 + 4pH; and
2 Log(UO 2(CO3) 3-) = -82.3507 + 8pH for equilibrium with GdOHCO3 .

The line for haiweeite in equilibrium with calcite and the tricarbonate complex is

2 Log(UO2(CO3 )f-) = -82.9485 + 8 pH.
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The often discussed strong increase in solubility for U (and Pu) with increasing pH is clearly shown
in these figures.

The results of EQ6 solubility calculations are also plotted on these figures. As expected they are
higher than the ideal conditions shown by the lines, as a consequence of the non-zero ionic strength.
This deviation becomes greater the further from neutral are the solutions, because, under those
conditions, the ionic strength is necessarily greater than in -13 well water near neutral.
Nevertheless, the agreement between the solubilities calculated by EQ6, taking ionic strength and
all other components of the well water into account, and the ideal plots, is general very good. For
criticality calculations the actual EQ6 results were used and interpolated using the slope of the
simple theoretical lines. The results of the EQ6 calculations are included in Tables C-3 and C-4.

C.3 GLASS DEGRADATION RATES

The degradation rate of alkali glass in time frames of decades to centuries remains uncertain.
Nevertheless, after a few thousand years it is assumed in this report that it is completely degraded.
The dissolution rate depends strongly on pH. For the EQ6 modeling a rate corresponding to that at
pH 10 was used. Together with data on surface area and mass of glass this resulted in an estimate
of complete degradation of the glass in about 250 years. The dissolution rate for pH 7 is about one
tenth as fast, which gives complete DHLW glass degradation in about 2500 years. LLNL
(References 32, 33, and 34) have performed modeling of experimental results using EQ6. These
models make use of an approximation to thermodynamic properties of the "gel", or leached glass
observed during the experiments and incorporates this approximation into a relatively simple kinetic
rate relationship (transition state theory, but with the use of only a few parameters). The net result
is that the rate of reaction of the glass, as incorporated into the model, increases linearly with pH
and declines exponentially as concentration of silica dissolved in the water increases. The rate of
linear increase of the rate with pH and the exponential factor for silica dependence were derived
from fitting model results to experimental data. At later stages of reaction progress the model
incorporates a decrease in this silica concentration as a consequence of the precipitation of clays and
removal of silica from the solution. This leads to an increase in the glass degradation rate. Taking
this concept further, to the stage in which the sodium ion concentration has become large, it seems
possible that build-up of alkalis will similarly decrease the rate of glass reaction. This could result
in sufficient slowing of reaction that all the borate remains in solution and gets flushed out as more
water infiltrates into the waste package. Similarly, the sodium and potassium not incorporated into
other solids, such as clays, would be largely flushed out, leaving only enough to maintain equilibrium
with these solids. Indeed, this seems more probable than the reaction proceeding to the stage of
borax precipitation. However, because there is no experimental evidence for such an effect, it cannot
be relied upon for the present analyses.

Reference 22 summarizes several experiments on the effects of species other than silica and
hydrogen ion on glass corrosion. Specifically, the reports that Ca and Mg have no perceptible effect
at low concentrations, but that at pH > 6 (for the CGS glass on which the tests were performed) the
dissolution rate is reduced by added silica, and that for pH < 6 added Al reduces the rate. High
concentrations of Mg investigated by Barkatt, et al. and cited by Reference 22, however, did produce
"severe quenching" . No data were reported on the potential effects of high concentration of Na.
No references on the effect of Na were found during the preparation of this report. The German
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nuclear waste program has to some degree investigated the effects of brines on the dissolution of
nuclear waste glasses. Argonne National Laboratory (Reference 35) was not aware of whether these
investigations examined quenching effects of high concentrations of these elements on the corrosion
rates. Knowledge of what effect, if any, high sodium concentrations have on the degradation rate
would improve our understanding of reactions within the waste package and have implications as
to the nature of reactions between the effluent from the package on the invert. Accordingly, it is
recommended that 1) the existing literature be examined carefully, and 2) if these investigations do
not provide adequate answers, flow through tests like those conducted by LLNL (Reference 36) be
conducted for Na and borate as they were for Ca and Mg, but at high concentrations. Such
experiments would reduce the uncertainty in how long the DHLW waste will endure and would
likewise reduce the uncertainty in modeling the interactions between water containing dissolved
fissile material and/or Gd with tuff in the invert or below the drift and with other materials emplaced
in the drift.
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APPENDIX D
ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS

As noted in section 5.3.5, corrections to analytical, or stoichiometric, concentrations are required
to use thermodynamic data properly. These corrections, known as activity coefficients, arise because
of the electrical charges on aqueous ions and various kinds of ionic interactions, such as the
formation of complexes and ion pairs.

For this purpose the so-called "B-dot" equation was used in the EQ3/6 calculations. In addition to
the corrections applied at much lower concentrations this equation takes account of the formation
of complexes or ion pairs, and reduces a measure of the concentration, the ionic strength,
accordingly. Ionic strength is 1/2 the sum of the concentrations of individual ions, expressed in
molality, times the square of their corresponding charges. It would be preferable to use the Pitzer
equations, for which data are incomplete. The Pitzer approach proceeds very differently, in general
taking into account only very stable complexes, such as sulfate and carbonate ions. It considers
neither ion pairs nor their effect on ionic strength; rather it uses a set of fitting parameters to model
the interactions. The derivation of these parameters requires specific measurements in solutions
resembling those being modeled.

Activity coefficients have been evaluated experimentally, e.g., by measuring vapor pressures and
utilizing appropriate related thermodynamic relationships. This permits determining the activity of
a dissolved salt as a whole, but not activity coefficients of individual ions. Thus, comparisons
between measured and calculated values must be based on actual solutions in which positive and
negative ions are electrically balanced, not on single ions.

Consider the dissociation reaction, XY,. viXm + v.Y+. (Clearly, I vx+l = I v.yl.) Let a
represent the activity of the salt, a+ the activity of the positive ion, nd a. that of the negative ion.
Then the activity of the salt is defined as a = a+ va.b; and the mean ionic activity is defined as at =
all where v = v+ + v.. Similarly, the mean ionic molality is defined as mJ = m(v.,' v-9)11 . The
activity coefficient, y, = a /m, = (y+ 'y')". Another important concept is that of ionic strength,
because at low concentrations the logarithm of the activity coefficient varies linearly with the square
root of ionic strength. Ionic strength = 0.5 times the sum of the concentration of an ion times the
square of its charge. Thus, using the example above for a concentration, m, for XvY,, the ionic
strength would be 0.5[ v+m( x+)2 + vm(y) 2 ]. EQ3/6 makes use of the term, "true ionic strength,"
which refers to ionic strength computed on the basis of species actually present, taking into account
complexes and ion pairs. Similarly, "True" means the ionic activity coefficient is computed from
the mean ionic activity divided by the mean ionic concentration of free, or uncomplexed, ions.
Stoichiometric ionic strength is calculated as if everything in solution, except very stable complexes
like carbonate and sulfate, is completely dissociated. The activities must be the same no matter how
they are computed. The distinction between the stoichiometric and "true" quantities depends upon
whether only the concentrations of uncomplexed ions are considered in calculating the molalities or
whether the total amount in solution is used.

Table D-1 shows a comparison between measured activity coefficients and those calculated by
EQ3/6. The greatest deviations are for the nitrates, up to about 50%. The others lie below about
20%. Thus, for qualitative purposes the errors should give answers within about an order of
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magnitude of the correct result. To be sure, when these errors are combined into equilibrium
constants the errors for individual ions may add, but in some cases a deviation in the same direction
may occur in both the numerator and the denominator, thereby to some degree canceling the error.
For example, if the correct values were 0.4 and 0.5, but both deviated by 10% positively from those
numbers, the ratio would be the same; i.e. 0.4/0.5 = 0.44/0.55. It is concluded that the EQ3/6 results
up to an ionic strength of about 4 can be used qualitatively to indicate the general nature of the
reactions that would actually occur.

Table D-1. Comparison Table for Activity Coefficients - EQ3/6 Calculations Compared with Measured Data

Ionic Strength Gamma t, EQ3IB Gamma t, (Reference 37)
Salt Stolchlometric Tnuez Stolch' |True" Stolchlometrlc

NaCt 1.0 0.940 0.597 0.635 0.66

NaCI 2.0 1.786 0.566 0.634 0.67
NaCI 3.0 2.541 0.552 0.652 0.71
NaCI 4.0 3.213 0.543 0.676 0.78

LaC 3 1.2 1.028 0.308 0.360 0.28

LaCI3 3.0 2.238 0.256 0.349 0.27

LaCI 6.0 3.758 0.220 0.370 0.36

KCI 1.0 0.988 0.601 0.608 0.606

KCI 2.0 1.956. 0.589 0.602 0.576

KCI 3.0 2.896 0.600 0.622 0.571

KCI 4.0 3.803 0.621 0.653 0.579

MnSO4 0.8 0.359 0.111 0.248 0.17

MnSO4 2.0 0.764 0.074 0.194 0.11

MnSO4 4.0 1.296 0.055 0.169 0.073

AI(NO,), 1.2 0.384 0.035 0.414 0.16

AI(NO3)3 3.0 1.574 0.207 0.349 0.14

Al(NO3)3 6.0 4.232 0.292 0.379 0.19

Ca(NO3) 2 0.6 0.481 0.382 0.478 0.42

Ca(N03)2 1.5 0.681 0.302 0.434 0.38

Ca(NO3)2 3.0 1.854 0.254 0.422 0.35

Ca(NO3) 2 6.0 3.180 0.218 0.437 0.35

MgSO 4 0.8 0.307- 0.109 0.284 0.13

MgSO 4 2.0 0.628 0.073 0.232 . 0.088

MgSO 4 4.0 1.040 0.054 0.206 0.064

Na2SO 4 0.6 0.480 0.355 0.445 0.36

Na2SO 4 1.5 1.078 0.280 0.394 0.27

Na2SO4 3.0 1.931 0.238 0.377 0.20

Computed as stolchlometric Ionic strength, I.e.,-the mean Ionic activitytstolchlometric concentration (molality of the
dissolved salt).
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APPENDIX E
JUSTIFICATION OF STATIC MASS BALANCE METHODOLOGY

E.1 STATIC MASS BALANCE ESTIMATIONS

The basic need is to estimate where Gd, Pu and U reside as a function of time. Calculations at both
high and low ionic strength (I) indicate that under oxidizing conditions over the pH range likely to
develop both Pu and U remain essentially insoluble, or, if soluble, little has been released from the
waste form up to those times. Therefore, the emphasis is on Gd. Gd appears to be highly insoluble
in the system and conditions of interest, except at low pH. Thus, estimates are needed as to when
Gd begins to dissolve and when it is all in solution. These times depend on other components of the
waste that affect the pH, i.e., most constituents of the waste package.

The pH is an intensive variable, or a potential (specifically the negative decadic logarithm of the
chemical potential of hydrogen ion). What is really needed, however, is knowledge of how much
acid may be generated first to neutralize the solution and second to dissolve Gd; i.e., the
corresponding extensive variable.

The complexities of comparing the pH are compounded by lack of adequate thermodynamic and
physicochemical data at the high concentrations expected. Notably lacking are parameters needed
to calculate chemical potentials at high concentrations, the Pitzer parameters. Such data are unlikely
to be available any time soon.

On the other hand, statict mass balance relationships with the limited thermodynamic data for Gd,
mineralogical (crystallochemical) relations, rates of waste degradation, chemical compositions of
waste package, and water flux components, do permit semi-quantitative determinations of the
amounts of acid and the aqueous concentration of Gd as a function of time. Whereas accurate
quantitative data are desirable, the semi-quantitative results suffice for making conservative choices.

E.2 DETAILED CONSIDERATIONS

E.2.1 DHLW Glass

This appendix focuses on the effects of reactions with the DHLW glass. Reactions with the metals
has been covered adequately in section 5.4.1.

Components of DHLW glass-The most important of these, because they have the highest
concentrations are SiO2 , B203, A1203 , Na2O, and K2 0. Of lesser importance are BaO, Fe oxide,
CaO, Cl, etc.

"Static mass balance" refers to the distribution of elemental masses in the phases present at a fixed point in time.
Dynamic mass balance refers to rates of transfer of mass from one phase to another as well as transfers into or out of
the system.
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The SiO2upon being released from the glass will largely precipitate as silica (quartz, chalcedony or
some other form of SiO 2) and as a component of silicates (clay, feldspar, etc.). The net effect on acid
content is small and is for the present purposes neglected.

B 203 presents more of a problem. Looked upon in a simplified, or stepwise, fashion it will enter
solution to form some variety of borate ion, e.g., according to reactions like:

A) 2 B 20 3+ H20 = B 4 0 7- + 2 H+
B) B 2 0 3 +H 2 0=2BO2-+2H

Coupled with this one must consider the behavior of the alkalis, Na and K The simple steps here
are:

C) Na2O+2H=2Na++H20
D) K2 O+2H =2K + +H 20

This is equivalent to the ion exchange process which occurs in the early stage of glass dissolution
leading to a pH of -10.

Notable in this respect is that the dissolution of the alkalis has exactly the opposite effect on acid
content as does boron. Moreover, the alkali content exceeds the equivalent amount of boron in the
waste. Thus a portion of the alkalis may be considered as neutralizing the effect of dissolution of
B20 3. In this connection the relationship,

E) 2H 4 +4BO=B40f+H20

becomes relevant. Reaction E results from combining reactions A and B so as to eliminate B 203.
The net result in acid production in going from B2 03 to B4 07- is the same regardless of whether it
is considered as happening directly or stepwise.

What does this mean for determining the amount of Gd in solution? To answer this some indication
of where B resides at various times is required. Initially reaction with J-13 water increases the pH
as a consequence of reactions C and D predominating over A and/or B. Calculations with EQ6
indicate that much of the boron should precipitate as borax, Na2B407 1OH20. This would involve
the reaction,

2 Na4 + B 4 0-+ 10 H20 = Na2B40 7 10 H20,

which has no direct effect on the amount of acid. Thus, it is irrelevant to the acid/base inventory as
to whether borax precipitates or not. Nevertheless, how much gets flushed from the system by
through flowing water does-matter, as noted below.

If the borate exists in solution asB4A7 ;, rather than as BO, less acid will be required later to convert
the borate to boric acid (dissolved or precipitated) as would in effect be necessary for the solution
to become significantly acid. The conservative assumption is that the B exists as B 407-, either
dissolved or solid, as this would mean that Gd would start dissolving sooner. Therefore, for the
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purpose at hand, it is assumed that the B 407- arising from reaction A is compensated by an
equivalent amount of alkali coming from reactions C and D. The remainder of the alkali in solution
will be assumed to correspond to dissolved carbonate and anions produced by metal corrosion. This
logic means that the GdOHCO3 would start to dissolve when the carbonate and bicarbonate are
neutralized, but before any borate remaining in the solution starts to be neutralized. Another
implication of this logic is that the pH when the bicarbonate is neutralized is 7, because acid
dissociation constants are being ignored; this is a necessary consequence of the inability to calculate
the relevant relationships at high concentrations.

The situation for Al is once again rather simple. All except trace amounts of Al released from the
glass will precipitate as some insoluble compound. Specific reactions include:

F) A203 +6H=2Al+*+3H2 0
G) A +"+2H20=AIOOH(diaspore)+3He

The acid consumption in reaction F is exactly compensated by acid production in reaction G

H) 2 H 20 + K + Al1+ 3 SiO2 (aq) = KAlSi3O8 (potassium feldspar) +4 H4

Acid production from reaction H compensates for acid in reactions D and F. The EQ3/6 data base
uses the formula Na23Fe2Al1,SiInOI0 (OH)2 for Na-nontronite, and a corresponding one for K-
nontronite. The iron is ferric. The precipitation reaction may be written as:

D 1/3 Na+2 Fe+ 1/3 Aim+ 11/3 SiO2 + 14/3 H2 0 = Na-nontronite + 22/3 H4

Thus, reaction I compensates for the appropriate portions of reactions C, F, and J:

J) Fe203 + 6 H = 2 Fe+ + 3 H20.

The net result is that Al will not have a perceptible impact on the acid/base inventory. It should be
noted that the oxidation state of Fe in the glass, or in metals, is irrelevant to this inventory in the
presence of atmospheric 02' coupled with common observation that Fe in aerated waters soon
oxidizes to the ferric state:

K) 2 FeO + 112 02 = Fe2Q 3

L) 2 Fe + 3/2 02 = Fe2O3.

To a large extent the behavior of the alkalis has already been discussed. The remaining point relates
to reactions H, I, and others of a similar nature in which Na and K become incorporated into
silicates. In all of these cases the amount of alkali incorporated corresponds to an equivalent amount
of Al that substitutes for Si in tetrahedrally coordinated crystallographic sites.

The unique chemistry of the waste package permits utilization of these relations to determine
approximately the inventory of the alkalis in the silicates, which in this case are expected to consist
mostly of clay minerals. The ability to do this rests on the basis that neither the waste package nor
J-l 3 water contains much Ca or Mg. Thus, as a first approximation the content of these elements
in clay may be ignored. Otherwise the Al that provides for their charge balance in tetrahedral sites
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in silicates would need to be taken into account. In addition, the Al must reside predominantly in
the tetrahedral sites. Because of the high iron content of the waste package and the high oxidation
state, this appears to be the case. Ferric iron can be expected to occupy the octahedral sites in
smectite clay, of which nontronite represents the ferric iron end members. (Data in the EQ3/6 data
base represent other end members having no iron and having the octahedral sites and part of the
tetrahedral sites occupied by Al, beidellite, or the octahedral sites 516 occupied by Al and 1/6 by
Mg and all tetrahedral sites by Si, montmorillonite). To the extent that these or similar components
of smectite develop, the approximation made here will be less accurate. EQ6 modeling indicates that
at the times of interest the Na and K end-members predominate.

The net result of the considerations above is that this inventory of alkalis is assumed to be equivalent
to that of Al. The latter is derived from the alteration rate of the glass multiplied by the mole
fraction of Al in the glass and the time.

Reactions C and D can be viewed instead of consuming H' as producing OH-.

M) Na2O+H 2 0=2Na+20H
N) K 20+H 20=2K++2OH

(These could be derived from C and D by adding twice the water dissociation reaction, H 20 =H'+
OH)

In the presence of atmospheric CO2, or some other moderate partial pressure of CO2 in a repository,
the hydroxide would react to bicarbonates:

0) CO2 + OH = HCO3

The bicarbonate would in turn hydrolyze partially thereby increasing the pH to a maximum in the
range of 9 to 11, depending upon specific circumstances.

P) HCO; + H 20 = H2CO3 + OH-

The extent of this hydrolysis cannot be determined by the simple mass balance considerations
identified here. Such a calculation requires the use of equilibrium constants and, in the present
instance in which high concentrations prevail, the missing parameters. (Actually, Pitzer data for the
major dissolved components do exist, but the analyses required also must take account of the alkalis
precipitated, Al and Si, as is apparent above, and Pitzer data evidently are not available for Al and
Si. Thus, calculations that omit Al and Si would be of limited value.)

This inability to determine the proportion of HCO3 and C03- leads to another uncertainty in
ascertaining the amount of acid required to lower the pH to where Gd becomes soluble. The
conservative approach is to assume the presence of HCO3 only, complexed with Na, etc., or not,
inasmuch as this would require less acid. In other words the extra hydroxide produced by reaction
P is ignored. Because the second dissociation constant of carbonic acid is about 5.0E-l 1, but the pH
on the basis of EQ6 calculations is not expected to be significantly higher than 10 (e.g., an activity
of hydrogen ion of L.OE-10), only about 1/3 of the HCO; wili hydrolyze. Half of this will still be
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accounted for by ignoring the hydrolysis. Thus, the acid demand will be high, according to this
approximation, by about 116, and by less for lower pHs.

E.2.2 La-BS Glass

Considerations here parallel those for DHLW glass. The only significant difference arises for the
Rare Earth Elements (REEs).

Q) Gd20 3 +6H+ =2Gd"++3H 20
R) Gd+++ + HCO-3+ H20 = GdOHCO3 + 2 H+

Considerations of the known or estimated thermodynamics of Gd, for both solids and solution,
indicate the Gd will be in one or another solid mostly GdOHCO3 , except at pH <7? See Figure C-I
in Appendix C. Thus about 2/3 of the acid consumption, or alternatively hydroxide production, will
be immediately compensated by hydroxycarbonate precipitation of REEs. The remainder will be
taken into account. Pu and daughter 35U are expected to form insoluble compounds with no net acid
inventory effects. The same is expected for Zr and Sr.

Metals

As noted previously in section 5.4.1, the reactions

S) H 2 + Cr+ 1.5 2 =CrO74+2 H, pH >7
T) H 2 0+2 Cr+3 02 Cr207 + 2 H+, pH<7 and
U) H20 + Mo + 1.5 2 = MoO4 + 2 H

express the generation of acid from the corrosion of the metals.

Calculations

The relations noted above permit an approximate calculation of the chemistry at specified times
during the period of high concentrations without reliance on computations that lie outside the
capabilities of existing data bases. The specifications of the dimensions of the various components
of a glass waste package, together with the composition of the DHLW glass permit the calculation
of the number of moles of glass per kg of J-13 water as about 83.51 moles. (In EQ6 quantities must
be normalized to 1 kg of water, and the composition of special reactants, such as glass, to the mass
which contains gram-atoms of individual elements that total to one, i.e., to one "mole." These
normalizations result in there being approximately 83.51 moles of glass per kg of water. The
dissolution rate uses a high rate of degradation of the glass, appropriate to pH 10, and a high degree
of fracturing of the glass, about 100 times the surface area. Other data were used for other scenarios
in this report.) The dissolution rate, converted to moles, is about 0.3334 moles per year. This means
that the DHLW glass will be completely reacted in about 250 years. At that time the total input of

2 By happenstance the pH at which the GdOHCO starts becoming much more soluble approximately corresponds to
neutral. This means that the rapid dissolution of the GdOHCO3 begins at about the same time as excess base is
neutralized. It wouldn't matter much, however, if the pH were a unit higher or lower inasmuch as this would represent
only 10m of excess acid or base.
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Na and K to the water will be 83.51 moles of glass times the sum of the mole fractions of Na and
K in the glass, 9.317E-02, to yield a total amount of alkali released of 7.781 moles per kg of water.
The Al in the clay at this time will be approximately the mole fraction of Al in the DHLW glass
times 83.51 moles, or 1.371 moles. In this calculation the contribution of Al from the La-BS glass
is neglected because little will have been released. The sodium coupled to borate will be 1/2 the
release of boron from the DHLW, or 2.605 moles. The chromate produced up to this time will come
primarily from the 304L stainless steel and alloy 625. The release rate from 304L is about 8.537E-03
moles/yr, with a Cr mole fraction of 0.2 and from alloy 625 about 2.114E-03 moles/yr with mole
fractions of Cr of 0.2538 and for Mo of 0.0576. In 250 years this amounts to 0.427 + 0.134 = 0.561
moles of Cr and 0.030 moles of Mo. The equivalents of acid from this metal corrosion would then
be twice those amounts or2 (0.561 + 0.030) = 1.182. This leaves unneutralized alkali equal to the
amount released, 7.781, minus that in clays, 1.371, minus that coupled to borate, 2.605, minus that
already neutralized by acid production, 1.182, to give 2.623 moles of Na and K that are not in some
way compensated by acidic components. This is approximately equivalent to the amount of
bicarbonate to be neutralized by further acid production from the metal corrosion. The acid
production ratc, from the data shown above, is 1.182 equivalents divided by 250 years, or 4.728E-03
equivalents/year. At this rate the alkali would require about 555 years to become neutralized. Thus
the total time from the beginning of the degradation of the waste until the water reached approximate
neutrality would be about 800 years. This in effect assumes that the borate and accompanying Na
and K have been flushed out of the system. On the other hand for a closed system the borate should
be retained. The time to neutralize the borate and the carbonate would be about (7.781-1.371 -
1.182)/4.72E-03, or 1107 years. The total time from breach of the waste package would then be
about 1360 years.

The results of an EQ6 computer calculation using the same rates for the closed system indicated that
the GdOHCO3 would begin to dissolve rapidly at about 1700 years. In other words this calculation,
based in large part on the principles elaborated upon in earlier sections of this appendix, as well as
on rates of reaction of components of the waste package, resulted in a similar time estimate for
neutralization of the alkali. This suggests that the same approach, which totally avoids any reliance
on equilibrium calculations at high concentrations, can provide approximate chemical relationships
during the period of high pH and alkali metal ion content. Some aspects of this approach, e.g., the
composition of clay minerals, the precipitation or lack thereof of borax, and the point at which
GdOHCO3 begins to dissolve relative to conversion of borate to boric acid, seem amenable to
experimental verification.
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APPENDIX F
GADOLINIUM THERMODYNAMIC DATA

Table F-1. Gadolinium and Neodymium Thennodynamic Data

ReacUon Log K

GdOH".-Gd' + OH -6.0

Gd(OH)2 - Gd + 20H- -11.8

Gd(OH)3(aq) - Gda + 3CH- -17.5

Gd(OH)4-_ Gd + 40- . -22.1

GdCO3'- Gd + CO3 -7.8

Gd(CO); ~ Gde + 2CO, -13.1

GdHCO32 _ Gd' + HCO; -2.1

GdH2PO4' -Gd + H2PO; -24

GdHPO4 _Gd' + HPO41 -5.7

Gd(HPO,); Gd* + 2HPO 2 -9.6

GdPO4(aq) _ Gd' + P04' -12.2

Gd(P0 4)?3 Gd' + 2PO4 __ -20.7

GdSO4+ - Gde + S0_2 -3.4

Gd(SO); _ Gd' + 2SO4* -5.1

GdF* _Gd'+ + F -4.1

GdF'- Gd + 2 -7.2

GdC124.- Gd + Cl -0.3

GdNO,*-Gd3 + NO; -0.8

Gd(s) + 3H + 0.75 02(g) Gd3 + 1.5H20 178.6

Gd(OH)3(am) - Gd + 30H- -24.0

Gd(OH)3(S) -Gd' + 30H -26.4

Gd203(c, monocl.) + 6H- 2Gde + 3H20 53.8

Gd(OH)C03(s) Gd + OH'+ C0

Gd2(C 3 )3(s) 2Gd* + 3 C0 -34.7

GdP04 -x H20(s) Gd + P0 + -24.3

Gd O F 0.5H20(s)- Gd3+3+0.5H2 -16.9

Nd(OH)CO(s) - Nd=+ OH + CQ, -21.5
*Selected by Reference 20 and Incorporated Into the E036 data base.
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APPENDIX G
CRITICALIY DATA POINTS

Tables G-1 and G-2 contain the results of the MCNP4A criticality calculations, in the form of k.r
i two times the standard deviation (approximate 95% confidence interval), for the clayey material
formed from the degraded glass and ceramic waste forms, respectively. Following each table are the
output produced by the Excel V.5 regression function. Shading in Tables G.l and G.2 indicates the
points used for the regressions (typically the peak kffvalue for a range of water fractions in the clay),
and each regression output indicates the range for which it applies. The MCNP4A input file name
for each case is given in parentheses below the kff data point. Tables G-3 through G-10 provide the
results of other MCNP4A cases used in Section 7 with the input file name indicated below each data
point. Regressions were not developed for these variations.

Table G-1. MCNP4A kc. Results for Glass Waste Form Cases

2"Pu (kg) '"U (kg) Gd (kg) 0 Volume % Water 10 Volume % Water

. 53.09 O X X 4 S . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~09530:t0.00360 53.09 0 (oclizO)

0.5 50 0 $j ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0.9357 ± 0.0028

3.95 41.3 0 H Ififit ~ ' 1+. 0 0.9133±0.0037

3.96 53.09 0 M I I
41 O 2 M~~~wtS 0.9280 *MU 0.0033

5 41 0 (alO

5.18 50.57 0 [ f |i}d i~ }o a

10 35 0

10 65 0.25 :b i ._ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.9734 ±0.0043
10 65 0.375 (dDp4)

10 65 0.5

10 100 0.75

10 100 1 Irc*h':
10 130 1.25 . . .

10 130 1.5 :j
10 165 1.75 

10 165 2 J lh -
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Table G-1. MCNP4A kff Results for Glass Waste Forn Cases (Continued)

"Pu (kg) 2"U (kg) Gd (kg) 0 Volume % Water 10 Volume %Water

10 165 225

15 25 0 IBM S11

16.1 21.8 0 (ccllxx)

1726 24.04 0

18.83 21.78 0

18.9 15.8 0 j v0.5353t 0.0034

18.9 21.8 O 10 ~~~~~~~~~~~~0.9800 t 0.0030

20.97 17.24 0

21 12 0 ~

21 14 0

0.9782± 0.0037
21 17.2 0 (clo

22.35 14.47 0 i1 i? 1 

23.47 8.21 0 FW

23.5 9 1 .'.P

23.93 9.87 0 P t1

24 9 0

25 5 0

1.1 006 0.0045
25 25 _ (ckE0)

25 25 0.25

25 600.5

25 60 0.75

25 60 1

25 90

25 1.25 zip p y ? 4
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Table G-1. MCNP4A kff Results for Glass Waste Forn Cases (Continued)

23 'Pu (kg) mU (kg) Gd (kg) 0 Volume % Water 10 Volume % Water

25 80 1.5

25 90

25 125 1.5 -

25 125 1.75 

25 125 2 AiP

25 125 2.5

25 160 2

25 160 2.5 ,} -

25 160 3

25 160 3.5

27.65 11.58 0 t a t

40 15 0.5

40 50 1 g1ij- .

40 5o1.25 01, f ru .

40 85 1.5 I t

40 85 1.75

40 85 2 A l

40 120 2 m g9 
40 120 2.5

40 120 3 A!

40 150 3. h -

40 150 3.5

40 150 4

50 10 0.7 d(clId.7)
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Table G-1. MCNP4A k.f Results for Glass Waste Form Cases (Continued)

'Pu (kg) "U (kg) Gd (kg) 0Volumo%Water 10Volume%Water

50 10 I

50 30 1.2

so 30 1.5 C LI

50 75 1.5
50 7s~t&)W.Mg } 0.9427 0.0049

50 75 2.5 t L
50 75 3

50 110 2.5 W 

50 110 3 B d~~~~~~~~fi..li ~~~0.9345 0.004850 110 35 (clyf3)

50 110 4- .5

50 140 3

50 140 3.5 0 .j .0(c0a3S)4

50 140 4 tI tL84 

50 140 4.5

50 140 5

85 20 2 A

o52D z s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0.9478 f0.0046es 20 2.5 (cdlhd25)

85 s 

85 50 4 °

85 50 4.5 i.t
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Table G-1. MCNP4A k., Results for Glass Waste Form Cases (Continued)

2Pu (kg) =U (kg) Gd (kg) 0 Volume % Water 10 Volume % Water

85 80 4

85 80 a p t g 0.9048 t 0.0034

85 80 6 I 4f,

85 80 7 j1,

85 110 5

85 110 6 (cl1ha6)

85 110 7

85 30 8 B

140 30 6

140 30 8 ~~(cl I gb8)

140 60 8 

140 

140 60 13 !t11!Ant. l

140 60 16 i gaje) X
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Gd=0
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.996015434
R Square 0.992046745
Adjusted R Square 0.991289292
Standard Error 0.002692529
Observations 24

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 2 0.018990096 0.009495048 1309.714101 9.03071E-23
Residual 21 0.000152244 7.24971E-06
Total 23 0.01914234

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper95%

Intercept 0.534305374 0.008671112 61.61901216 3.24263E-25 0.516272806 0.552337942
X Variable 1 . 0.015139723 0.00029707 50.96353843 1.70368E-23 0.014521933 0.015757514
X Variable 2 0.008186415 0.000161328 50.74381442 1.86419E-23 0.007850914 0.008521916

Okg < Gd =< 1 kg
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.98173069
R Square 0.96379514
Adjusted R Square 0.95293369
Standard Error 0.00891743
Observations 14

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 3 0.021169 0.007056 88.73534 1.65834E-07
Residual 10 0.000795 7.95E-05
Total 13 0.021964

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower95% Upper95%

Intercept 0.72901967 0.018931 38.50903 3.33E-12 0.686838459 0.771200872
X Variable 1 0.00802842 0.000545 14.74322 4.13E-08 0.006815088 0.009241755
X Variable 2 0.00396649 0.000256 15.50521 2.54E-08 0.003396494 0.004536484
X Variable 3 -0.26981017 0.017231 -15.6588 2.31E-08 -0.308202375 -0.231417958
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lkg<Gd<4kg
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.97444126
R Square 0.94953577
Adjusted R Square 0.94544408
Standard Error 0.01026583
Observations 41

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 3 0.07337 0.024457 232.0642 4.88914E-24
Residual 37 0.003899 0.000105
Total 40 0.077269

Coefficients Standard t Stat P-value Lower95% Upper95%
Error

Intercept 0.7256189 0.011405 63.62472 2.1E-39 0.702510868 0.748726932
X Variable 1 0.00532057 0.00021 25.39324 5.19E-25 0.004896028 0.005745111
X Variable 2 0.00233011 9.19E-05 25.35103 5.5E-25 0.002143876 0.002516346
X Variable 3 -0.09609022 0.003957 -24.281 2.48E-24 -0.104108703 -0.088071735

Gd 2:4kg
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.993123
R Square 0.986294
Adjusted R Square 0.98413
Standard Error 0.004847
Observations 23

ANOVA
df SS . MS F Signfifcance F

Regression 3 0.032123 0.010708 455.7565592 7.17427E-18
Residual 19 0.000446 2.35E-0S
Total 22 0.032569

Coefficients Standard tStat P-value Lower95% Upper 95%
Error

Intercept 0.822783 0.009632 85.42133 4.95487E-26 0.802622863 0.842943124
X Variable 1 0.003415 IE-04 34.16284 1.59967E-18 0.00320616 0.003624657
X Variable 2 0.001461 6.33E-05 23.06844 2.3432E-15 0.001328599 0.001593747
X Variable 3 -0.17762 0.005139 -34.5599 1.28861E-18 -0.18837243 -0.16685882
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Table G-2. MCNP4A k," Results for Ceramic Waste Form Cases

Pu (kg) U (kg) Gd (kg) 0 Volume %Water 10 Volume %Water 20 Volume % Water

0.16 110.8 0 I . i '

0.33 110.1 0

0.49 117 0

7.99 101 0

10 35 0

10 55 O ~0.8473 *0 0049 il101 65 0 ODO

1 0 1 00 0 0.8846 *0.0040 tX 0 l
10 100 0 (sOICp)

1 0 100 0.2 ((~2

10 100 0.3 (sOICp3)

0.8728 *0.0049
101 100 0.5 (SOlCpS) 4t~ )V1

0.9977 *0.0044 f "

10 130 0.5 (10080)

10 130 0.8 .11p00SE

10 130 1 'i

01.01*0.0039

10 165 0.5 (SOUBp5)1.0331 *0.0052

10 165 0.8 (so1ApS)

10 165 1 (80Al) 4I

10 165 1A ~0.9270*f0 .0051X .10 165 1. (sOIAl4) 
0.8975* '00039 A ¶ 

101 165 1.8 (sOlA18) i~

11.57 87.6 0s itt 

12.62 91.94 0

16.22 83.16 0 .lg

17.271 75.71 0- 
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Table G-2. MCNP4A k,, Results for Ceramic Waste Form Cases (Continued)

Pu (kg) U (kg) (Gd (kg) 0 Volume %Water 10 Volume %Water 20 Volume % Water

25 5 0 (sOkFO)

25 2s o ~ (s0kE0 25 25 0)

25 .60 0 (skD0)

25 60 0.2 (sOkDp2) p

25 60 0.3

2s 50 0.2 ~1 .0001 *0.0047 .25 90 0.2 (s Pp) 

-25 90 0.3 0.9826 0.0044 § { g t25 90 0.3 (sOkCp3)

25 90 0.5 (sOkCpS)

25 90 0.8 (sOkCp8) i It -,n .

25 90 1
1.0295:tO.0048

25 125 0.5 (sOkBpS)

0.9848 ±0.0041
25 125 0.8 (sOkBpS)

0.9664 ±0.0039
25 125 1 (soksl) f j j

0.9240±0.0050 i flas* Qt
25 125 1.4 (sOkB14) r
25 125 1.8 (s 'l) -

0.99245( 0.0038
25 160 1.4 (sOkAI4) .

25 150 ~1.8 (s~kA18 I

25 160 2 t

25 160 2.3 i A

40 15 0 (sOJEO) (s y.J2 

40 15 0.1 _ _,

1.0212 ±0.0048
40 50 0 (sOJDO)

0.9824±*0.0039
40 50 0.2 (sOJDp2)

0.9632 ±0.0039 0.9833 LO.0043
40 50 0.3 (sOJDp3) _ 3yWW (sy2Jd.3)
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Table G-2. MCNP4A k,, Results for Ceramic Waste Form Cases (Continued)

Pu (kg) U (kg) Gd (kg) 0 Volume %Water 10 Volume %Water 20 Volume %Water

0.9303tO.0035
40 50 0.5 (s0jDp5)

40 50 0.8 i_ _ _

1.0082 *0.0047
40 85 0.5 (sOjCps) .

0.9753 *0.0041
40 85 0.8 (s0OpS) J 5 -

0.9546 *0.0046 0.9559 *0.0039
40 85 1 (sOJo) __. (6y2l)

40 85 1.2 _ -

0.9154*0.0033
40 85 1.4 (sOC4) .

40 85 1.5 . _ _ _ __ _ _

0.8828 *0.0038
40 85 1.8 (60C18) .

0.9855t0.0049
40 120 1.4 (sOJB14) ._._.

40 120 1.5 f I..N UIX

0.9599*0.0038 4

40 120 1.8 (s0iBlO _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _0.9427 0.0045 5 0.9192 ±0.0045
40 120 2 (s0JB2) t Zt f (sy2jb2)

40 ~ 120 2.5 |W 1H31t4I ; * y Ig _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i _ _Io4~Ii'$~1Th~5 0.8809*0o.0038
40 120 3 __ _ _(sylibO) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1.0127 *0.0048
40 150 1.8 (sOJAI)

0.9988 *00021 fi
40 150 2 (SOJA2) .

0.9890 *0.0040 0. 0.9368 *0.0042
40 150 2.5 (sJA25) (y2Ja25)

0.9408*0.0035
40 150 3 (sylja3)

~~~~ ~~~ 0.9099*0.0040
40 150 3.5 wati (syl] ) 0.9099040

0.9649 0.0048 0.9830 *0.0050
50 10 0 (syoleO) i1 (sy2leO)

50 10 0.1

50 10 0.2 .

50 10 0.3 . . t__ __
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Table G-2. MCNP4A k,, Results for Ceramic Waste Form Cases (Continued)

Pu (kg) U (kg) Gd (kg) 0 Volume %Water 10Volumo%Water 20 Volume %Water

50 10 1.|

so 30 0.2 . , .1 _ }

50 75 2.3 0.9645 *D.0035 0 87ytiD3

50 110 1.5 s~dif sd3

501 30 28R

50 1 30 1.5

50 75 1

50 75 1.2 °9(sW80c1;2)°4 l tl. (sy210~2)°3

50 75 1.5.s-t~f' 

50 75 2 (o2_'

so 110 1.5 aX~~f
_ O~~~~~~.9w4 *0.0036 0; ^@m.A.9464 *0.0036

50 110 2.5 .0 1 A21
0.9054 *0.0049

50 110 3 . (sy_1b3)

50 140 2 (syi 1. 0_
so 140 2.5 °~~09873 *0sO0040 AtS}-l 6M 96(30:tO00048

50 140 1 X G0a I splay2
so 140 3 | t0t (sil a35).X

85 20 1.5 (syohds)

85 20p4~ ~ 3 t0.8872 *0.0032

85 20 3 (f l) M sl d )_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table G-2. MCNP4A k,, Results for Ceramic Waste Form Cases (Coftinued)

Pu (kg) U (kg) Gd (kg) 0 Volume % Water 10 Volume % Water 20 Volume % Water

85 50 2 (syOhc2).

0.071B *0.0042 ! t It S B E 0.9410*0.0044
85 50 2.5 (syOhc25) (sy2hc25)

55 50 3 _ 2 W ~ tt * |) _______________~

85 50 3.5 (sylhc35)

85 50 3.5 (sylhc4)

85 80 4 i1Ijjj0t ~ ~ 0.9517 t0.0052

85 80 e p

85 110 4 m 5~ j~ 1~ f I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

85 110 5 ,!i l ~ lii 0.9625_________

85 110 e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.. 

85 110 7 __

85 110 e __;_____i

140 30 6 ;.-

140 3 0 F . (syl..b.)

140 30 4

140 3a 16 1 .~~~~~0965:O.D4

140 6a 8 (Sfiha5

140 60 13

140 60 20 _____
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Table G-2. MCNP4A ka Results for Ceramic Waste Form Cases (Continued)
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Gds 0.2 kg 10 vol% water
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.989728786
R Square 0.97956307
Adjusted R Square 0.97649753
Standard Error 0.01414546
Observations 24

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 3 0.191814248 0.063938083 319.5401841 4.6591E-17
Residual 20 0.004001881 0.000200094
Total 23 0.195816129

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower95% Upper 95%

Intercept 0.448283597 0.017456824 25.6795616 8.72327E-17 0.411869317 0.484697878
XVariable I 0.010123316 0.000411235 24.61685163 1.98167E-16 0.009265494 0.010981137
X Variable 2 0.004829273 0.000159848 30.21161614 3.65561E-18 0.004495836 0.00516271
X Variable 3 -0.369966327 0.043758439 -8.454742251 4.91028E-08 -0.46124479 -0.278687864

1kg 2 Gd > 0.2 kg 10 vol% water
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.99178904
R Square 0.9836455
Adjusted R Square 0.981309142
Standard Error 0.006428997
Observations 25

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 3 0.052204394 0.017401465 421.0167438 6.57672E-19
Residual 21 0.000867972 4.1332E-05
Total 24 0.053072366

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower95% Upper 95%

Intercept 0.625156627 0.011353715 55.06185881 3.39616E-24 0.601545281 0.648767973
X Variable 1 0.006578083 0.000221579 29.68731585 1.23668E-18 0.006117285 0.007038882
X Variable 2 0.003004992 8.81515E-05 34.08895629 7.17718E-20 0.002821671 0.003188313
X Variable 3 -0.179719764 0.006187864 -29.04391106 1.93886E-18 -0.192588133 -0.166851394
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2.5 kg Gd> 1 kg 10 vol% water
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.990167266
R Square 0.980431214
Adjusted R Square 0.977878763
Standard Error 0.00549085
Observations 27

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 3 0.034742436 0.011580812 384.1137208 8.82283E-20
Residual 23 0.000693437 3.01494E-05
Total 26 0.035435873

'Coefficients Standard Error tStat P-value Lower95% Upper 95%
Intercept 0.677252S97 0.010017981 67.60370212 5.79212E-28 0.656528853 0.697976341
XVariable 1 0.004775255 0.000140711 33.93653106 3.7676E-21 0.004484172 0.005066338
X Variable 2 0.002054091 6A5478E-05 31.82279974 1.60533E-20 0.001920564 0.002187618
X Variable 3 -0.085239645 0.003605516 -23.64145799 1.22562E-17 -0.092698212 -0.077781078

20 kg 2 Gd > 2.5 kg 0% water
SUMMARY OUTPUT

Regression Statistics

Multiple R 0.982507166
R Square 0.965320331
Adjusted R Square 0.960985373
Standard Error 0.006620516
Observations 28

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 3 0.029281375 0.009760458 222.6827108 1.19974E-17
Residual 24 0.00105195 4.38312E-05
Total 27 0.030333325

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Intercept 0.758701628 0.01039263 73.00381514 1.06424E-29 0.737252298 0.780150957
X Variable 1 0.002976227 0.000118259 25.16698109 9.1943E-19 0.002732152 0.003220302
X Variable 2 0.001352482 6.56335E-05 20.60657155 9.08191E-17 0.001217021 0.001487943
X Variable 3 -0.119536382 0.00485AS55 -24.61340884 1.53825E-18 -0.129559817 -0.109512946
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Table G-9. Comparison of 2eU in Degraded DHLW Glass/Pu Immobilization Glass

Pu/WGd Masses
(kg) 0 kg U 25 kg '2U 50 kg MU 100 kg 1U

0.9795 ± .0049 0.9766 ± .0052 0.9618 ± .0031 0.9535 * .0055
4015011 (cOiD1) (cjDlul) (cjD1u2) (cJDlu3)

0.9643 ± .0028 0.9635 ± .0040 0.9487 ± .0039 0.9387 f .0045
21/1410 (calOJO) (cafOjO) (cadOJO) (caeOJO)

0.9734 : .0043 0.9587 ± .0043 0.9537 * .0037 0.9395 t .0044
10/65/0.375 (clDp4) (clDp4ul) (clDp4u2) (clDp4u3)

Table G-10. Variation of Hf W% In Zr for the Degraded Ceramic Waste Form
for 50 kg 23OPu/ 10 kg mU/ 0 kg Gd

O Wt% Hf 2 wt%Hlf 4 Wt% hf 20 wt%/*HP 1 O0wt% Hf
1.0080 ± .0035 0.9925 ±.0039 0.9862±.0044 0.9161 :.0038 0.7164*.0039

(sz1 leO) | (sy1 lO) (8x1 leO) (sv leo) (swileO)
*fie intanea H.m Thasau~ enEnmi9,n CI,9hahamin. Ok n..l arIa * ,:wha...s...n. .n... .. ...... n.. Jgwer Innn n..rnac Rho Suara bJ7flPI *hUJOunnH .J.tha.IJnnISrrl

fraction In Zr, It would be prohibitively expensive to Implement such high concentrations.

An additional case was run for 50 kg 239Pu/ 75 kg 235U/ 1.2 kg Gd with 20 weight percent Hf
providing a value of kff of 0.9086 ± .0047 (svlicl2).
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Table G-3. Accumulations of 1 wt% 235U In Chabazite (40%) and Aggregate (60%)
from Degraded Concrete in a 75 cm Deep Cylinder Segment

Hydrogen Fraction In Sogment Length
ChabazltelAggregate 150 cmI 25 kg U 300 cm 1 50 kg nU -Length

0.9178 t.0020 0.9459 .0018 0.9544*.0019
100% H (lnsegd) (insegg) (Infsegd)

0.9201 * .0023 0.9469 ± .0024 0.9616 *.0023
90% H (insegf) (lnsege) (Infsege)

0.9589 * .0026
80% H (Infsegf)

Table G4. Effect on k of Pu/U/Gd Concentration In Bottom of Clay

Pu U Gd Unilformly PulWGd In Bottom Pu/UGd In Bottom Pu/UGd In Bottom
(kg) (kg) (kg) Distributed 75% of Clay 50% of Clay 25% of Clay

0.9548 ± 0.0053 1.0044 0.0039 1.0375 ± 0.0054 1.0529 ± 0.0047
40 150 3.5 (cOJA35) (aOJAS) (bOJA7) (dOIA14)

0.9022 ± 0.0044
40 50 2.25 (bOJB45)

0.8807± 0.0031
40 50 2.5 . (bOJBS)

0.9344 ± 0.0041 0.9774 f 0.0042 1.0132 * 0.0050 1.0006 ± 0.0060
40 50 1.25 (cOJD13) (aOjD17) (bOJD25) (dOJD17)

0.8824 ± 0.0044
25 25 0.75 . (bOkE15)

0.9602 ± 0.0047 1.0194± 0.0040 1.0651 t 0.0044 1.0521 t 0.0052
25 25 0.25 (cOkEp3) (aOkEp3) (bOkEpS) (dOkEl)

0.87 0.883B ± 0.0061
10 65 5 . (bOIDI) .

0.9194 ± 0.0041 0.9645 ± 0.0044 1.0032 : 0.0049 0.9947 ± 0.0049
10 65 0.5 (cOIDp5) (aOtDp7) (bOIDl) (dOID2)

Table G-5. Effect on k,, of Pu/U/Gd Concentration In Top of Clay

Pu U Gd Uniformly PulU/Gd In Top 75% Pu/LVGd In Top 50% of PuU/Gd In Top 25%
(kg) (kg)(kg) Distrlbuted of Clay Clay of Clay

0.9602 ± 0.0047 0.9938 ± 0.0049 0.9883 * 0.0062 0.8608 ± 0.0052
2 525 (cOkEp3) (eOkEp3) (fOkEpS) (gOkE1)
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Table G-6. Effect on k,, of Concentrating Pu/J/Gd on One End of WP

PulU/Gd All In
Pu (kg) U (kg) Gd (kg) Uniformly Distributed Right Half of Clay

0.9548 ± 0.0053 1.1187 * 0.0052
40 150 3.5 (c0JA35) (csj2A7)

0.9670 ± 0.0038
40 50 2.25 . (hOJD45)

0.9485 * 0.0057
40 50 2.5 (hOJDS)

0.9344 t 0.0041 1.0872 * 0.0050
40 50 1.25 (cOJD13) (hOID25)

0.9475 * 0.0043
25 25 0.75 (hOkE15)

0.9602 ± 0.0047 1.1511 ± 0.0049
25 25 0.25 (cOkEp3) (hOkEpS)

0.9561 * 0.0050
10 65 0.875 (hOID18)

0.9194 t 0.0041 1.0796 t 0.0064
10 65 0.5 (cODp5) (hOIDi)

Used half-length WP model forthis case ratherthan model vth all PuJ/U/Gd In haf of the clay In a fulllength WP,
as was done for the other cases.

Table G-7. Comparison of Gd and Sm in Degraded DHLW Glass/Pu Immobilization Glass

Case Description Gd Mole Equivalent Sm . No Absorber

25 kg 2Pu, 25 kg 235U. 0.9602:t.0047 1.0611 * .0044 1.1006 * .0045
0.25 kg Gd (cOkEp3) (cskE.25) (cOkEO)

50 kg 24Pu, 75 kg =5UJ 2 0.9728 *.0049 1.1868 ± .0058 1.3954±t.0048
kg Gd (clOib2) (csOlb2) (cxOlb2)

140 kg m'Pu, 30 kg mU, 0.9742 t.0048 1.1313 :.0052 1.4950 ± .0047
8 kg Gd (clOgb8) (csOgb8) (cxogb8)

An additional case was run to determine approximately the mass of Sm required to match kdr values
for the 25 kg 9Pu/ 25 kg 2'U/ 0.25 kg Gd case. For 1 kg of Sm, the kdr was calculated to be 0.9478
+ .0047.

Table G-8. Investigation of Dryout of Degraded Glass Configuration

Base No Reflector 80% H 50% H 25% H

0.9728 * .0049 0.9721 ± .0046 0.9756 * .0048 0.9824 * .0048 0.9447 .0076
(cOib2)' (cdwib2) (cdxlb2) (cdyib2) (cdzlb2)

0.9738 ± .0030 0.9677 * .0042 0.9926 * .0047 1.0193 .0050 0.9941 ± .0068
(clOgal 0) (cdwgal0) (cdxgal0) (edygal0) (cdzgal0)

* 50 kg Pu /75 kg 2U/ 2.0 kg Gd
** 140kg23'Pu/60kg2U/10.0kgGd
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